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Preface
In the Musgravean tradition the concept of public goods has become a central
element of the theory of public allocation policy. The basic argument for this
prominent role ofpublic goods is thatjointness in consumption - and possibly also
nonexcludability of consumers who are unwilling to pay - renders market
provision inefficient ('market failure'). Hence public intervention was called for to
enhance allocative efficiency. In recent years, however, quite a different research
program, namely the economic theory of policy (or public choice), provided
explanations for the working of public allocation procedures for public goods. The
thrust of this theory is that it is not at all clear whether the public provision of
public goods, per se, is apt to improve upon the market allocation. Public choice
economists rather identified various inefficiencies in public allocation procedures
which are sometimes paraphrased as 'policy failure'.
Most contributions to the modern theory of public goods are somewhere located in
the wide ranges of 'market failures' and/or 'policy failures'. ll This wide spectrum
is also characteristic for the eight contributions of the present volume: The first
two papers, i.e. that of M.E. Burns and C. Walsh and that of B.-A. Wickström,
study 'market' allocation procedures in the absence of public intervention - for
either costlessly excludable or nonexcludable public goods. The next two
investigations of R. Pethig and 0. von dem Hagen focus attention not only on
'exit' but also on 'voice' (Hirschman), that is, on voluntary or market activities
broadly conceived as well as on participation in political allocation procedures.
Political allocation procedures (voice) are studied in the subsequent contributions
by H. Hanusch and P. Biene and by F. Dudenhöffer who focus attention on
elections. A. Endres assesses the impact and efficiency of alternative policy tools·
for environmental protection. Giving policy advice presupposes a ~ormative,
comparative analysis of policy instruments and allocation procedtires. Scope and
limits of such an analysis are discussed by W. Blümel in the last paper of this
volume.
1)

Blümel, W., Pethig, R., and von dem Hagen, 0. (1985), The Theory of Public Goods: A Survey
ofRecent Issues, Discussion Paper 80-84, Economics Department, University ofüldenburg.
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These brief remarks demonstrate how closely this volume reflects the wide scope
of public-goods theory. But clearly, the reader deserves some more information
and guidance. Therefore, in what follows, the individual contributions will be
characterized in more detail.
Burns and Walsh contribute a piece of research to what might be adequately
called the 'price theory of (excludable) public goods'. This theory emerged
gradually in recent years and is not yet fully developed. A monopolist is given
various possibilities of price setting, price discrimination and market separation.
According to a wide-spead intuition that is also shared by legislative bodies, price
discrimination and market separation should not be politically supported. lt is
shown, however, that those strategies may be efficiency enhancing, because
under some qualifications they reduce both underprovision and rationing by
prices.
Wickström presupposes non-excludability, that is, the impossibility to secure
positive revenues from market sales. In case of non-cooperative behavi.or it then
follows that only voluntary contributions can be expected to finance the public
good under consideration. This leads to a Nash equilibrium of independent
adjustments in which the public good is under-provided. However, if one assumes
- as does Wickström - that each individual relates his own contribution to the
average payment of the others, then one obtains an allocative improvement or
even a Pareto efficient provision. In this way Wickström demonstrates that the
discrepancy between individual incentives and group interest might not be as
severe as suggested by Olson's theory of group formation.
Pethig's paper deals with the related issue of mobilizing latent interest groups.
There is a lobbying organization for each of two groups that is engaged in
competitive lobbying for group-specific public goods. In order to finance its costly
lobbying activity, it has to generate negative selective incentives for membership
recruitment. Since each group competes for limited public Junds, a 'tug of war'
results that is modelled in the paper as a non-cooperative game. The use of
parametric functions allows for a complete characterization of the model and
offers specific results in comparative-static analysis.

III

Voluntary transactions are also the basic feature of allocation procedures for local
public goods, because there is freedom of'exit' for each agent. The rapidly growing
literature on the theory of local public goods was preoccupied with the exit option
but so far there are only a few papers that consider 'voice', i.e. the participation of
citizens in the communal political decision process, in addition to the exit option.
Von dem Hagen gives an introduction into this complex theoretical issue and then
tackles it by means of a model in which the political process in each community is
described by the MDP-procedure. Using some suitable simplifications he succeeds
in deriving some economically interesting conditions for the existence ofTiebout
equilibria.

In the model developed by Hanusch and Biene the agents have a simultaneous
vote on the public-good provision, the income-tax rate and on transfer payments.
The working time is determined endogeneously and the individuals differ with
respect to their productivity (ability). The greater an agent's ability the lower is
his most preferred tax-transfer combination. If the distribution of individual
abilities is skewed to the right the median voter desires a positive tax rate and a
positive amount ofthe public good but his most preferred transfer payment is not
necessarily positive. The inclusion of the labor-leisure decision implies that the
voters implicitly also 'solve' the equity-efficiency trade-off.
Dudenhöffer investigates the problem of unilateral transfrontier environmental
pollution. In an interregional setting the citizens of two regions have a majority
vote on the public good 'environmental quality' of their respective region. A
supraregional environmental protection agency then implements these regional
quality standards by imposing suitable emission taxes. Among other things
Dudenhöffer's model explains the interregional allocation of environmental
qualities and productive activities and how this allocation is determined by the
interregional distribution ofwealth and population.
Endres also focusses attention on environmental economics. But in contrast to
Dudenhöffer he presupposes that ambient quality standards are already
'somehow' politically determined. On this basis he investigates the empirically
relevant but so far theoretically rather neglected case that the pollution damage
might be increased by the interaction of several harmful ambient pollutants. For
various types of pollutant interaction Endres then investigates how an
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environmental protection agency might implement predetermined quality
standards at minimum cost if it operates under incomplete information. The
author compares the relative efficiency of emission taxes and transferable
discharge permits.
The final paper by Blümel differs from the others in that it does not aim at
contributing to the (positive) theory of public goods. lt rather assesses and
evaluates the state of arts of the normative analysis of allocating public goods.
Central for normative comparisons of allocation procedures is the concept of
allocative efficiency, i.e. the Pareto criterion. Additional criteria are
informational efficiency and incentive compatibility. Blümel argues that in many
cases theoretical efficiency comparisons are inconclusive because deviations from
Pareto efficiency are derived in just about any informationally feasible allocation
procedure for public goods. The options available are those between different
types of'failures' which cannot be easily ranked and compared without turning to
the elusive concept of welfare functions. More recent developments such as the
transaction-costs economics, the property-rights analysis and the new economic
institutionalism certainly provided valuable new insights. But a comprehensive
comparative analysis of allocation procedures for public goods that is useful for
policy advice does not yet seem tobe in sight.
I would like to thank Erika Dreyer for typing the manuscript with great care and
also Alice Peschla for preparing most of the diagrams. Both fighted successfully
not only against the usual intricacies of professional papers but also against the
hazards of a stubborn high-tech word processor.

Rüdiger Pethig
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Public Goods with Price Exclusion:
Market Segmentation and Allocative Efficiency
by
Michael E. Bums and CliffWalsh*
1. lntroduction

Although analysis of public goods has a very long tradition in the Continental
European economics literature,,, it was largely through the publication of Paul
Samuelson's (1954, 1955) seminal articles and Richard Musgrave's (1959) equally
seminal treatise on Public Finance that the concept became a central element in
the modern microeconomics and public finance literature. Since then, the nature
of public goods, their contribution to theories of market failure and their role in
models ofpolitical activity have been examined in great detail.
As Samuelson noted, ofthe two fundamental (polar) characteristics ofpure public
goods, it is their "jointness, or non-rivalness in consumption" characteristic,
rather than their "impossibility of exclusion" characteristic, that gives rise to the
important change in the conditions for optimality in the presence of public
goods. 2 > He also observed that, even ifprice exclusion were feasible, fulfillment of
those optimal conditions was unlikely tobe achieved by decentralised markets.
*

Professor of Economics, The Flinders University ofSouth Australia, and Professor of
Economics, University of Adelaide, Australia, respectively. This paper, prepared while
Burns held a visiting appointment at the University of Adelaide, draws on and extends some
of the results developed in a recent Working Paper, Burns and Walsh (1984). lt is part of a
continuing research programme developing the use of the demand distribution approach as a
tool of microeconomic analysis.

l)

See, for example, many ofthe contrihutions reproduced in Musgrave and Peacock (1958).

2)

We refer, of course, to the now familiar requiremcnt for efficient public goods provision, that
the sum ofmarginal rates ofsubstitution be equated with the marginal rate of
transformation (L'MRS =MRT).
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lt is with this latter case that we are concerned - the case of what we term price
excludable (or, more simply, excludable) public goods. That is, we are concerned
with goods which exhibit Samuelsonian jointness, in the sense that each unit
produced could be fully and equally consumed by all members of the relevant
consumption group, but for which price exclusion i§ feasible (and in the limit
costless) so that access to consumption of any or all units produced can be denied
to those unwilling to pay the required price. Although these goods (or services)
may appear to simply combine elements of polar public goods and private goods
cases, in reality they represent a third, separate polar case, with important and
distinctive features oftheir own.
Examples of goods or services which exhibit these characteristics, with varying
degrees of purity, include TV broadcasts available only on payment of cable or
metered charges; information accessible only on payment of a fee; theatrical
performances, or access to parks, museums and art galleries available on
payment of single entrance or season ticket charges; plane trips or bus trips for
which varying pricing arrangements exist; and access to roads or bridges only on
payment ofthe required toll.
As the examples cited indicate, excludable public goods both are an important
class of commodities which frequently arise in public policy discussion,and are
associated with application of a rich variety of pricing strategies, reflecting the
possibility of applying "discriminatory" pricing as a result of their
characteristically "service" nature. Surprisingly, the literature dealing with their
provision through private markets is, at best, slender. And where they have been
discusssed in the policy literature, analysis has often focussed on what are
arguably "peripheral" (though not unimportant) features of their provision (e.g.
cultural externalities associated with theatrical performances; or conventional
"decreasing cost with respect to output" problems) rather than on their more
fundamental characteristic of"jointness with excludability".
There is, nonetheless, a growing literature on market provision of excludable
public goods. lt has its origins in the work of Earl Thompson (1968), who
presented a model of competitive provision under the extreme assumption of
perfect knowledge on the part of both producers and consumers and demonstrated
that, in these circumstances, market output of excludable public goods would
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exceed the efficient output leveL William Oakland (1974), on the other hand,
provided a more conventional ireatment of the competitive model, with
consumers and producers being assumed to have no more knowledge than market
processes would normally be expected to generate, and demonstrated that, in
general, market output would be inefficiently low and that, whatever the output,
it would be inefficiently price-rationed among consumers.
Although Thompson dealt with the case of perfectly discriminating monopoly
provision as a fairly natural by-product of his competitive analysis, general
models of mono poly provision of excludable public goods have been a more recent
development. Brito and Oakland (1980), Burns and Walsh (1981) and Brennan
and Walsh (1981) analysed a variety of monopoly pricing strategies in different
analytical frameworks but produced a core set of essentially similar conclusions.
Most notably: monopoly provision is characterised by high demand consumers
being rationed by output rather than by price; and, where pricing strategies are
applied uniformly across consumers (though not necessarily uniformly across
different units of output), market output would invariably be inefficiently low and
that output would inevitably be inefficiently price-rationed among consumers.
This brief statement of the extant results of models of market provision of
excludable public goods makes clear at least two important facts. First,
Samuelson's conjecture about the likely inefficiency of decentralised market
provision of public goods, even where exclusion is possible, seems to be strongly
supported: even competitive provision with exclusion does not generate efficient
outcomes analogous to those achieved in competitive private goods markets.
Second, the nature ofmarket outcomes for excludable public goods pose different,
and arguably more severe, problems for public policies designed to correct for
market failure than arise with either pure public or pure private goods. In the
case of excludable public goods, the problem is not merely to obtain "correct"
levels of output from the market, but also to eliminate inefficient rationing of
output among consumers.
The jointness property of public goods (whether excludable or not) implies that
efficiency requires not merely that output besuch as to satisfy the EMRS = MRT
rule, but also that the entire output be available for consumption by all (i.e. that
there be no effective price-rationing) since the (social) cost of admitting an
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additional consumer to any unit produced is, by definition, zero. For private
producers, where exclusion is possible and practiced, this second requirement
would seem capable of fulfillment only under the unlikely situation where all
consumers are faced with different (marginal) prices corresponding to their
different valuations of the marginal unit produced. For pure public goods, this
"inefficiency of price-rationing" problem simply does not arise since exclusion
(and hence price-rationing) is infeasible or prohibitively expensive: whatever is
produced will automatically be available for consumption by all, and hence public
policy can focus "simply" on the problem of securing more efficient output levels.
For pure private goods, the problem may not arise either, but for different
reasons. Price-rationing i.§ efficient in this case since each unit is separately, not
jointly, consumed, and the appropriate pattern of consumption is secured with the
uniform (marginal) pricing that profit-maximisation also usually requires: again,
public policy can focus largely on securing more efficient outputs, usually leaving
it to the market to efficiently allocate that output among consumers. 3 '
In this paper we do not directly tackle the question of formulating public policies
which address this problem of inefficient price-rationing of excludable public
goods. Rather we consider the possibility, not so far explicitly analysed in the
relevant literature, that pricing strategies involving segmentation of consumers
into groups which are charged different prices may be possible, profitable and
efficiency-improving relative to uniform pricing arrangements. 41
Interest in these strategies (defined in more detail below) stems from several
sources. For one thing, segmentation does seem to be involved, explicitly or
implicitly, in pricing strategies utilised by excludable public goods producers. lt is
explicitly (if often imperfectly) practiced, for example, where prices for access to
movies, theatrical performances or art galleries are varied according to time-ofday of consumption, or some identifiable characteristic (e.g. age or sex) of the
3)

In private goods markets, inefficient price rationing can occur - for example where lump sum
"entrance fees" are imposed which complefely exclude some consumers who would willingly
purchase units at per-unit prices equal to marginal cost.

4)

By "uniform pricing" we mean, here, "uniform across consumers". This is consistent with
discrimination across units of output where all consumers facc an identical price schedule for
access to units.
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consumers. lt is also at least implicitly practiced where access to consumption
units is offered (on an either/or basis) through both single entrance charges and
multiple entrance charges ("season tickets"). For another thing, the question
arises how far this pricing stragegy might go towards eliminating the potential
consumption inefficiencies that arise in the market provision of excludable public
goods: contrary to a not uncommon presumption in popular thinking, and even
sometimes embodied in anti-trust laws, public policies which facilitate and
encourage the practice ofmarket segmentation and price discrimination by
monopoly producers may be efficiency improving in the excludable public goods
context, since they may serve to both expand output towards more efficient levels
and reduce the severity of price-rationing of consumption.
The framework of analysis we employ is based on the concept of a demand
distribution developed in our 1981 paper (and explained in detail later) as a
replacement for the more familiar construct of the aggregate demand function. lt
needs to be emphasised that use of this distributional approach is not simply an
optional extra. As indicated in different ways by a number of authors - Spence
(1978), Burns (1979), Brito and Oakland (1980) and Burns and Walsh (1981,
1984) for example - the analysis of both excludable public goods provision and of
the provision of private goods where price discrimination is practiced require a
framework that specifies or parameterises the intensity of demand across
individuals.
In its most general form, analysis using the demand distribution is highly
technical and dauntingly complex in comparison to the traditional twodimensional methods of demand analysis. Some of this complexity must always
remain ifresults of the greatest possible generality are tobe derived. However, as
in traditional demand analysis where useful insights have been derived through
use ofthe linear demand function as an expository tool, there is a place for use of
a linear demand distribution as an expository device in distributional analysis.
The use of this device in the present paper serves not only to conveniently
illustrate the pricing strategies we intend to analyse, but also to clarify the
methodological approach essential to the proper comparison of the profitability
and efficiency ofthose strategies.

6
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Accordingly, our paper has a nurnber of general airns: to illustrate and clarify
irnportant issues in the provision of excludable public goods; to generate further
insights into the new frarneworks of analysis that ernbody distributional
inforrnation; and to generate new results on the irnplications of pricing strategies
involving rnarket segmentation. 5 l In Section 2, we rnake sorne fairly general
observations suggesting that segrnentation rnay be able to generate both
profitability and efficiency gains. In Section 3, the linear dernand distribution is
defined and used to identify characteristic features of a variety of pricing
strategies with particular emphasis on those involving segmentation. This
information is utilised in Section 4 to compare the profitability, output and
(social) efficiency of the alternative strategies. Section 5 sumrnarizes our
conclusions.

2·. Market Segrnentation: Some General Results
lt is appropriate that we briefly consider the major identifying characteristics of
the class of problerns we are concerned with - exernplified by (but not exclusive to)
sale of theatre tickets. First, observation of comrnon business practice reveals the
use ofrnarketing strategies involving uniform pricing, market segmentation and
opportunities for individuals to self-select between individual and bulk
purchasing (at discounted rates) of units of output (plays or whatever). Second,
the actual product (e.g., an individual play) clearly has public goods
characteristics, at least as long as relevant facilities (e.g. theatres) are utilised at
less than full capacity. As is now well understood, both of these characteristics
demand a frarnework of analysis that incorporates inforrnation about the
intensity, or distribution, of dernand across individuals. Not surprisingly, we will
satisfy this inforrnational requirement by drawing on the distributional
framework developed in our own earlier work. However, before we briefly
(re)define this approach, some attention rnust be paid to a further characteristic of
the class ofproblems under consideratioh.

5)

See, however, Burns and Walsh ( 1984) for a preliminary analysis of strategies similar to
those considered here,
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This matter relates to the question of homogeneity of output. Clearly, if we are
thinking, for example, of a season of different plays, then output is not
homogeneous. Even the same play shown on different nights would not reflect a
homogeneous output. What should be realised here is that even in the absence of
homogeneity, some questions will still yield a legitimate price-theoretic answer.
Thus, suppose seven different plays were shown on seven different nights:
individuals would be quite able to answer the question "how many plays would
you attend if the price per play was such and such?" lndeed, for all the normal
reasons we might expect individual responses to reflect the standard, downwardsloping demand relation:

qi

clqi

= q(p). ap < 0

(1)

However this notion of a 'demand relation' is clearly somewhat different from the
usual concept, not least because, in a sense, such a relation is not independent of
supply. Thus the question ofhow many different plays may be produced during a
season would be expected to affect how many different plays separate individuals
would be willing to watch at various prices. The interestingly more complex
questions raised due to heterogeneity of output are certainly not intractable, but
for expositional purposes we think it useful to make our initial comparison of
different pricing strategies under the assumption that individuals do not
distinguish between plays - that is, output is homogeneous.
Let us now consider the details of our basic framework. We shall assume that a
sufficiently !arge number of output units are provided (each .consumed only once)
to justify the assumption of continuous, differentiable demand relations of the
form (1) above. Further (and this involves a restriction not enforced in much of
our 1981 analysis) we shall assume that individual demand curves do not
intersect and that income effects are negligible. Strictly speaking, these latter
assumptions are necessary to justify analyses of complex pricing strategies based
upon consideration of a single demand distribution. The assumptions taken
together lead us to define a demand distribution
n = n(q, p)

(2)
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where n represents the number of individuals who would be prepared to consume
at least q units of output should each unit be available at a uniform price p. An
additional assumption made is that:

an an
-

ilp •

-

aq

<O

(3).

both the intcrpretation and plausibility of this assumption being discussed in our
earlier work. 6l As a consequence ofthe assumptions made, it follows that a crosssection through the distribution at some particular (constant) value of n defines
the demand curve of a particular individual, which in the absence of income
effects also reflects individual valuations of specific consumption units. The fact
that for any given uniform price more individuals appear to wish to watch the
'first' play than any other play need not be regarded as an indicator of actual
attendances at the first or later plays. Indeed, we are unable to say precisely how
!arge the consumption will be for any individual unit. At most, for a given
uniform price level, we can only say that the largest consumption will be equal to
or less than the number of individuals who want to consume at least one unit.
Similarly, the smallest consumption of any unit must be equal to or greater than
the number of individuals wishing to consume all uni ts.
Bearing all of this in mind, the strategy of finding the optimal uniform price
(OUP) for any given output (number of plays) will remain exactly as described in
our 1981 paper and as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, still valid are the important
results that 'rationing' of some individuals will always be optimal and, that
marginal revenue for this strategy will be the product of price and the number of
individuals consuming the entire output. Of course, from what we have said
above, the number of such consumers need not be the same as the number of
consumers of any particular uni t of ou tpu t.
Against this familiar background of the well-known uniform pricing analysis Jet
us now consider, at as general a level as possible, what can be said regarding the

6)

BurnsandWalsh(1981),pp. 169-170.
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p

N

Q

Figure 1: Optimal uniform pricing

implications of segmentation. Clearly, random segmentation will generate no
expected revenue gains to the producer. In terms of the distributional approach
offered here, suppose for simplicity that such segmentation of an initial
distribution is achieved with equally sized sub-populations. The expectation
would clearly be that the number of individuals with any particular demand
characteristic in each of the sub-distributions would be half that. in the initial
distribution. Since the effect is analogous to a simple rescaling ofthe N variable,
all optimal solutions will leave P and Q variables unchanged, optimal expected
revenues in each sub-distribution being half the original amount. Clearly this is
equivalent to the traditional demand analysis result that segmentation will
increase revenue only where, at the initital simple profit-maximising price,
elasticities differ between market segments.
Obviously the success of segmentation depends on achieving 'differentness'. As
far as we know, the first attempts to derive 'optimal segmentation' properties
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appeared in our own earlier work [e.g. Bums and Walsh, (1982)], some of our
initial results for a linear distribution being independently re-derived in Varian
(1984). In fact, in both our own work and that of Varian it was assumed that
optimal segmentation would be on a strict 'high-low' demand basis. lt seems that
somejustification should be offered for such an assumption. To see that the result
is indeed correct, consider a simple case where individuals each only consume one
unit of the good in question. Consider further the optimal strict 'high-low'
segmentation, illustrated for the linear case in Figure 2. Here the q 1 highest
demand individuals have been segmented out, it being trivial to show for the
linear case that maximum revenue requires:
(4)

p

1

1

~---------+------

'

1
Q

Figure 2: "High-low" segmentation
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Whether we restrict consideration to the linear case or not, moving a marginal
individual from one segment to the other can, by definition, have no effect on
overall revenue. This result can be obtained alternatively by noting that p 1 must
be set to maximise revenue in the "area" above Pz, while p2 must be set to
maximise revenue in the "area" to the right of q 1 • Thus, moving the marginal
high demand individual to the low demand segment reduces revenue by p2 in the
'high' segment, raising it by the same amount in the 'low' segment.
Suppose we now consider moving a non-marginal individual from the 'high' to the
'low' segment, for simplicity considering the highest demand individual of all.
Clearly we now lose p1 in revenue from the 'high' segment but still gain (only) p2
in the 'low' segment, a net loss of p 1 - p2 • These arguments can easily be made
more general and completely rigorous. As they stand they clearly provide some
rationale for the earlier approaches of ourselves and Varian.
Bearing in mind that perfect 'high-low' segmentation is unlikely tobe feasible in
practise, our initial approach will be to investigate this polar case so as to obtain
some insights as to the potential gains in profitability (and gains or losses in
social welfare) converged to in the limiting case. Consideration of how one might
approach these solutions in practise is dealt with at a later stage. As for optimal
segmentation, some general comments should be made before we proceed with the
illustrative analysis making use of a linear distribution.
First, starting with a non-segmented distribution and the associated optimal
uniform price, and then taking out the highest demand individual, it is
straightforward to show that the optimal uniform price in the residual
distribution will, in general, fall. By considering successive adjustments of this
kind we are drawn to the unsurprising view, for the case of strict 'high-low'
segmentation, that it will be optimal to reduce the price level to the lpw demand
segment. This is suggestive from a social welfare point of view, since the lower
price will lead to greater consumption efficiency for any given output level. The
question is, what happens in the high-demand sector? A general presumption,
and one followed by Varian, is that a higher (than OUP) uniform price should be
charged in the 'high-demand' sector. Ifthis is so, bearing in mind that many highdemand individuals will usually be rationed in the (unsegmented) OUP case, an
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increase in price to these individuals may reduce consumption in the highdemand segment. However this very rationing characteristic of OUP makes it
unlikely that the consumption-efficiency loss in the 'high-demand' sector would
outweigh the gain in the 'low-demand' segment. In fact, our own view is that an
overall consumption-efficiency gain is even more likely than suggested here,
because the profit-maximising strategy will normally involve all-or-nothing
charging (OAN) rather than uniform pricing (OUP).
This insight, adopted in our earlier work, draws on two results. The first, given in
our 1981 paper, notes that in general and in consideration of complete
(unsegmented) distributions, there is no reason to expect OUP to have any
revenue advantage over OAN (Optimal All-or-Nothing Charging) or vice versa.
The second result is the expectation that, for any given output level, OAN will
involve less consumers than OUP, the difference in the number of consumers
becoming more pronounced as output increases. This latter result also draws on
our 1981 paper which demonstrated that OAN and OUP tend to be identical as
output tends to zero, but that under very general conditions as output increases
the optimal uniform price (and hence the number of consumers) would be
expected to fall. The symmetry between OAN and OUP leads to the expectation
that as output increases the optimal number of consumers under OAN should
decrease. Taking these results together, consider a 'high-demand' segment of a
market which would be represented geometrically by a truncated distribution.
Now it may be that the degree oftruncation interferes with neither the OAN nor
OUP solutions for the unsegmented case. In this case, the expectation would be
that it does not matter (in a revenue sense) whether we use OAN or OUP.
However, from our discussion above, if truncation does interfere with the
unsegmented OAN and OUP solutions our expectation would be that it either
affects OUP and not OAN or it affects OUP more than it affects OAN. In an
uncertain world clearly OAN is to be preferred to OUP as the 'high-demand'
segment marketing strategy.

3. A Linear Demand Distribution Approach
Against the background of the general observations concerning the profitability
and efficiency of strategies ofmarket segmentation presented in the previous
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section, in this and the next section we turn to examine some specific examples of
such pricing strategies within the more analytically tractable framework of a
linear demand distribution. Specifically, we assume a system of parallel, linear,
uniformly distributed demand curves:
q,

= a, -bp

(i

= 1, ... , N)

(5)

where the price intercept, a/b varies continuously from a/b = P for i = l (the
highest demand individual) to a/b = 0 for i = N (the lowest demand individual).
The demand distribution for this case can be straightforwardly illustrated, as in
Figures 3 through 10, which may be interpreted as being constructed, in effect, by
placing the demand curves (of unit width) of the N individuals side-by-side,
ranked from the highest to the lowest. P is the maximum price anyone is willing
to pay for a single unit of the excludable public good, and Q is the greatest
quantity anyone would consume if price were zero. In this linear case, the
bounding values P, Q and N completely define the distribution and may be taken
as constant parameters throughout the analysis.
For any per-unit price, p, and output unit, q, the value of n defined by the
distributional function (2) is located by finding the relevant point on the surface of
the distribution. And for any given output level, q0 , and price, p0 , total revenue is
found by identifying the value ofn foreach separate unit in the bundle 4o, and can
be represented by the volume of the appropriately drawn solid in the Figures
below.
Since we are considering complex pricing strategies for which, in general, income
effects may be expected to affect the demand curves, to enable the demand
distribution itself to be validly employed we adopt the simplifying assumption
that such income effects are negligible. While we cannot rule out the possibility
that some results might be significantly affected by this assumption (and
conceivably even reversed), it is. likely in general that substitution effects will
dominate and hence our results at least will be qualitatively applicable.
We begin, in this section, by defining the characteristic features of the pricing
strategies and revenue functions relevant to our interest in market segmentation:
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p

[[[[I]

Demand curve of nth individual

N

0

Q

Figure 3: The linear distribution

the choice of output levels and the relative efficiency of the strategies are
considered in Section 4. The linear demand distribution enables us to make use of
properties ofsimilar triangles and associated proportionality rules. In particular,
it is useful to define:
A

n

n

=-

N
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In Bums and Walsh (1981) we examined a number of uniformly applied pricing
strategies, including briefly defining their revenue characteristics in this linear
case. 71 Two ofthose strategies remain ofinterest to our present endeavour since it
can be shown that in various combinations they constitute the fundamental
building-blocks of more complex strategies in which interpersonal price
discrimination is practised: these are the strategies we defined as Optimal
Uniform Pricing (OUP) and Optimal All-or-Nothing Charging (OAN).
Optimal Uniform Pricing (OUP): for a given output level, q, charging the uniform
per-unit price which maximises revenue.
As we have already indicated, for price-excludable public goods, it will in general
be revenue-maximising (for given output) for the producer to ration high demand
individuals by output rather than by price (see Figure 4). If we denote the
proportion of all N individuals who are rationed in this sense by r, inspection of
Figure 4 reveals that ifrN individuals are rationed by output when qQ is output,
by equal triangles the uniform price must be (1 - q -r)P and a total of (q + r)N
individuals will have non-zero consumption. Hence, total revenue is R(q) =(1-q-r)
(q + 2r)q PQN/2. However, since r must be chosen to maximise revenue for given
q and p, we may differentiate R(q) with respect to r, obtaining the optimality
requirement 4r = 2 - 3q. Substituting into R(q) enables us to define the following
revenue and price functions:
R(q)/OUP = q(2 - q) 2PQN/16
MR(q)/OUP = (2 - q)(2 - 3q)PN/16
p(q)/OUP = (2 -q)P/4.

The marginal revenue function for this OUP strategy has a particularly
straightforward interpretation. Noting the optimality requirement above, and
the expression for p(q)/OUP, we can rewrite
MR(q)/OUP = r. p(q)/OUP.

7)

Bums and Walsh (1981), pp. 185-188.
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p

N

Q

Figure 4: Uniform pricing with linear distribution

That is, marginal revenue is equal to the revenue obtained solely in respect of the
final (least consumed) unit of output.
Optimal All-or-Nothing Charging (OAN): for given output level, q, selecting the
all-or-nothing charge which maximises revenue.
This OAN strategy is, in fact, symmetrical with OUP, with the roles of p and r
reversed. As illustrated in Figure 5, the revenue obtained for output qQ is R(q) =
O - q - p)(q + 2p)q PQN/2. Differentiation with respect top yields the optimality
condition 4p = 2 - 3q and it follows that the revenue functions are identical to
those for OUP. Moreover, the per-unit price equivalent of the lump-sum OAN
charge, p(q)/OAN, is equivalent to p(q)/OUP. However, OAN is a more complex
strategy than OUP: the marginal revenue function cannot be reduced to a simple
fonn like that for OUP and hence testing for whether output has been
appropriately selected is more difficult.
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(p+q)P

N

A

pP

0

Q

Figure 5: All or nothing charging

These two strategies correspond to simple per-unit pricing and pricing on a
season-ticket only basis, as commonly understood: in both cases, the prices
(charges) are applied uniformly to all consumers irrespective of the intensity of
their demands. As noted earlier, our interest in them here stems from the fact
that they constitute important building blocks in analysing the more interesting
cases where producers, explicitly or implicitly, attempt to segregate consumers
into groups which are charged different prices.
As we have shown in Section 2, from the viewpoint of profitability, it is desirable
that segmentation is on a high-low demand basis; and it is trivially obvious that a
random allocation of consumers to the different segments would lead to no greater
expected revenue, for given q, than ifuniform pricing had been applied.
In reality, producers are unlikely to be able to obtain a strict high-low demand
segmentation of consumers: segmentation is likely to be based, rather, an
identifiable characteristics of groups (segmentation into groups of children,
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adults, and pensioners, for example), or by "time" of consumption (e.g. peak vs offpeak), which can be expected to reflect intensities of demand only in relatively
crude fashion. Moreover, in many cases, producers may not be able to find any
objective characteristics of consumer groups that enable them to confidently
expect to partition groups of consumers on a basfs that is non-random with respect
to demand intensities. In these cases, however, it is possible to design "selfselection" strategies in which groups of consumers are given incentives to
segment themselves along high-low demand lines.
lt is useful, and convenient, to begin, however, by considering the maximum
benefits that would flow to producers if they could select (and enforce) a high-low
demand segmentation of consumers. To simplify, we limit consideration to a case
in which consumers are segmented into just two groups: extension to more
general cases would be relatively easily achieved.
Even if firms could choose the level of demand at which segmentation occurs and
could choose different but uniform prices for each group, the procedure for doing
so (for any given q) and selecting the appropriate prices is quite complex even in
the linear distribution framework. However, the outcome can be imagined tobe
something like that illustrated in Figure 6.What is clear, however, is that the
segmentation of the distribution eliminates the symmetry between per-unit
pricing and all-or-nothing pricing illustrated earlier for the uniform pricing case:
the capacity of all-or-nothing pricing to extract additional surplus gives it a
substantial comparative advantage in terms ofprofitability.
To illustrate the power of all-or-nothing pricing in this context, as weil as to more
formally demonstrate the advantages of segmentation we consider the following
strategy, in which both groups ("high" and "low" demand) are offered a similarsized bundle, q:
Strong Discrimination among Consumers (SDC): assuming that consumers can be
segmented into groups, and each group presented with a separate all-or-nothing
charge, jointly choosing that segmentation and those charges which maximise
revenue for a given output, q.
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p

N

Q

Figure 6: Maximum revenue with segmentation under uniform pricing

We assume here that the (two) groups are offered the same size consumption
bundle, though it should be noted that for some higher output levels, selling a
slightly smaller output bundle to the lower demand group would increase
revenue. 81 To illustrate this strategy, in Figure 7, we examine the case in which
there are (l - p - q - t)N individuals in the high demand group and tN in the low
demand group. Setting optimal all-or-nothing charges separately to each group
would yield revenue of:
R(q)

8)

= q(2p + q)(l - p - q)PQN/2 + q{l - p- q - t)t PQN

The reasons are fairly obvious. Although the solution requires simultaneous determination
of all variables, in effect once output is set for the high demand group, it is a matter of
selecting price and output share for the lower demand group. Equal-sized bundles are
optimal for O < q ~ 0.5.
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p

• • •

(q•p•t)P

(q+p)P
N

pP
0

Q

Figure 7: Strong discrimination among consumers

Differentiation with respect to t and p (i.e. to determine optimal segregation and
price) yields the conditions

t = (l - p- q)/2 and p = (1 - 2q)/3
Substituting into R(q) yields the revenue and price functions:
R(q)/SDC

= q(2 - q) 2 PQN/12 = 4/3 R(q)/OAN

MR(q)/SDC

= (2 -q)(2 - 3q)PN/12 = 4/3 MR(q)/OAN

p(q)/SDC

f

= (2 - q)P/6 for low demand

l = (2 - q)P/3 for high demand
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The revenue gain for this strategy over uniformly applied all-or-nothing charging
(and hence over OUP) is clear, and it can be shown in fact that this strategy
dominates all uniformly applied strategies including more sophisticated (but
unifonn) multi-part pricing (quantity discounting). lt is easy to see that (at least
where groups are ofTered equal or very similar-sized consumption bundles)
optimal group segregation requires equal sized groups - a result which
generalises to the many group case. However, as the number of separate groups
increaHes, it is more likely that revenue can be increased by ofTering smaller
consumption bundles to lower-demand groups. While derivation of revenue
functic,ns valid for all q is comple:x:, some idea of the gains possible from varying
the size ofbundles can be obtained by considering the case of choosing the q and q1
(consumption for high and low demand groups respectively) which ma:x:imise total
revenu.e. As illustrated in Figure 8, the ma:x:imum occurs where q = 18/23 and q1
= 12/23 (i.e. the lower demand group is offered a bundles 2/3 the size ofthat ofthe
higher demand group). Clearly, also, the larger the number of groups, the more
nearly this SDC strategy gets to being equivalent to perfect price discrimination
as anaysed in private goods markets.
While this SDC strategy provides a useful strong benchmark case for the analysis
of segmentation strategies, its requirements are unquestionably extreme, even
for limited numbers of groups. Entrepreneurs may be able to control the size of
bundlus offered to different groups, but even if they can control group
composition, it is unlikely that they can vary group size according to their desired
output.. However, this is precisely what SDC necessitates: for any given output,
equal sized groups should be chosen, with group size dimishing as output
increases.
Recogi1ising the difficulties this would create, we now relax: the assumption that
producers can choose group sizes and assume, instead, that groups are of fixed
size. We retain, however, the assumption that segmentation, while fi:x:ed, is
strictly on a high-low demand basis.
Weak Discrimination among Consumers (WDC): given fixed groups of consumers
within a demand distribution, choosing the all-or-nothing charges to each group
which ma:x:imise revenue for a given output.
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Figure 8: Revenue maximising segmentation

This strategy is closely analogous to so-called "third-degree price discrimination"
in private goods analysis and, like that strategy, may be sometimes operationally
feasible. Clearly, however, revenue functions and pricing rules for WDC will vary
according to the relative magnitudes of the (two) groups considered. In the next
Section we consider results for three different relative group magnitudes, denoted
WDC (a:b), where the (a:b) ratio compares the magnitude of the high demand
group to the low demand group. 91 Although the relevant functions for these and
other cases are straightforwardly derived, for our purposes it is sufficient to
provide an illustration for just one case. We supposes that (a:b) = (1:2), and note
that the total revenue function would then be given by:

9)

What is regarded as "fixed" in this context is the total population in each group, not the
number ofindividuals in each who will actually consume the good (which varies according to
the charges and output). However, the smaller the "high-demand" group, the more likely
that each member will consume the entire output.
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R(q)/WDC (1:2) = R0
R0 =

23

+ 1\, where

q(4 -3q)PQN/18

1\ { = q(4- 3q) 2PQN/64 w~en Os q s

= 16/127 when 4/9 s

4/9

qs 1

lt will be made clear in the next section that even this "weak" discrimination
strategy has substantial revenue and profit advantages over uniform pricing
strategies. However, while this WDC may be sometimes operationally feasible, in
its pure form it still supposes that the (fixed) identifiable groups strictly fall into
high-low demand categories. We now turn to consider, as an alternative,
strategies where the desired high-low segmentation is actually achieved by
setting prices (charges) which induce consumers to segment themselves by selfselection. In fact we consider two such strategies.
Individual or Bulk Purchasing (IBP): for given output, q, charging a per-unit
price (p) for units purchased individually or a (discounted) all-or-nothing charge
(c) for purchase ofthe entire output.
Although it occurs, in practice, in many variants and in many contexts, this can
be thought of as the "theatre ticket case" where a season of plays (operas or
whatever) are offered at single performance prices or entire season charges. The
characteristic feature of the strategy (and of the one that follows) is that the
higher demand "group" will choose the all-or-nothing charge, and take the entire
output, while the lower demand "group" will purchase less than the entire output
at single unit prices. The essential analytical feature of the strategy is that the
marginal entrant to the higher demand group will be indifferent between (obtain
the same surplus from) the two pricing offers, even though his consumption would
generally be different in the two groups. Although it is tempting to treat this as a
case of "discrimination", in fact the same offer is available to all and the strategy
is effectively a uniform pricing strategy similar in complexity (in this "two price"
case) to uniform two part pricing.
As Figure 9 illustrates, this IBP strategy can be considered, geometrically and
hence analytically, as a combination of OUP at the back of the distribution and
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OAN in the remainder ofthe distribution. Analysis ofthe optimal choice ofp and
c is based on the fact that the OUP and OAN components must be chosen to
maximise revenue with respect to the particular component of output for which
they effectively apply .10 >

p

•

p

N

0

Figure 9: Individual or bulk purchasing
Optimal choice ofp and c over all q, in fact can be shown to yield the total revenue
function

10) The results which follow for this and the next considered strategy (USP) are based on this
fact, and on the fact that for any strategy more complex than second-order, any two adjacent
components must reflect the optimal two-part pricing arrangement for the combined output
of those components. Hence for the linear distribution, for n-part pricing each component will
involve equal amounts (q/n) of output.
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R(q)/IBP

= q(2 - q) 2 PQN/16 + q3 PQN/64
= R(q)/OUP + q3 PQN/64

MR(q)/IBP

= (5& -4)(3q -4) PN/64
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Since, as we have seen, OUP and OAN generate identical revenues in the linear
case considered here, IBP clearly dominates them both in a revenue sense, but by
nowhere near the extent that imposed (high-low) segmentation is able to achieve.
A slightly more sophisticated self-selection strategy can finally be considered one which partially restores the revenue gains from imposed segmentation:
Uniform Separate Pricing (USP): charging a uniform per-unit price, pi' up to
some consumption level, q 1 , and a uniform per-unit price, p2 < pi' for all
additional units above q 1 •
As illustrated in Figure 10, this strategy involves the choice ofthree parameters:
p

N

Q

Figure 10: Uniform separate pricing
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p 1, q 1 and p2 • Again, the marginal entrant to the higher consumption "group" is
indifferent between the groups, although he consumes q3 units when he would
have only purchased q2 units faced by a simple uniform price p 1 • In fact, this
strategy is equivalent to a number of other strategies, such as:
(a)

(b)

a three-part pricing strategy involving an optimal uniform price p 1 for
quantities up to q2 , an optimal all-or-nothing charge for the next q3 - q2
units, and a lower price p3 for all further units (optimal for segment q - q3 );
an optimal uniform price p 1 for consumption up to q 1 and an optimal twopart system for outputs q 1 up to q.

Not surprisingly, the quantity divisions, q2' q3 - q2 and q - q3 , are equal for optimal
pricing arrangements, the revenue functions being given by:
R(q)/USP = q(2 -q) 2PQN/16 + q3 PQN/54
MR(q)/USP = (6 - 7q)(6 - 5q)PN/144
Maximum revenue of0.8163 PQN is obtained at q = 6/7, once again falling weil
below that theoretically obtained with imposed segmentation. An intuitive
explanation is straightforward- imposed segmentation enables intensive surplus
extraction from high demand individuals, whereas self-selective segmentation
actually requires that lower average prices be paid by those who consume more.
With self-selection, we no longer have genuine interpersonal discrimination, but
rather discrimination across units.

4. Profitability and Efficiency
Two matters can now be dealt with more-or-less in combination. First, we provide
comparisons of the profitability of the strategies discussed above and of the
outputs that are likely to emerge; and, second, we offer a comparison of the
welfare effects - the inefficiencies - associated with their use. As indicated earlier,
for this latter purpose, information on relative outputs alone is not adequate: the
relative welfare effects of alternative marketing strategies involve the combined
effects of output and consumption inefficiencies, which may be to some extent
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ofTsetting. Output and consumption efTects initially are considered separately but
are brought together in the final sub-section.
4.1. Profitability, output levels and output efficiency
Consider, first, the relative profitability and output levels associated with the
various strategies. We follow the usual convention, comparing pricing procedures
under the assumption that the equality ofmarginal revenues and marginal costs
will be secured. However, to retain generality, we do not specify any particular
cost structure at the present stage since most of our conclusions may be obtained
from consideration ofproperties ofthe revenue functions alone.
Using the results derived in the previous Section, Figure 11 and 12 can be
generated. The total revenue functions in Figure 11 yield profitability rankings
and indicate which strategies should, or are likely to be, chosen by entrepreneurs.
The marginal revenue functions in Figure 12 can be used to indicate relative
outputs for any cost structure we care to impose. On these figures, and those that
follow, we show as a benchmark the graphs relevant to the extreme case of
multipart pricing (MPP), a strategy reflecting the theoretical possibility of
pricing each unit of output separately. [See Burns and Walsh (1981, 1984)]. We
also include there a function showing the sum of individual marginal valuations
as output varies: optimally efficient output would be where this function
intersects the marginal cost function.
Exposition is aided by first dealing separately with those strategies that do not
involve discrimination across consumers. Here, the first (quite unsurprising)
conclusion indicated by Figure 11 is that profitability depends upon the
complexity of the optimisation procedures associated with particular strategies.
Three levels of complexity are involved, and might be termed: first-orcf,er, secondorder and third-order optimisation processes. OUP and OAN involve a first-order
process because for any given output level a choice of price level (or total charge)
exists; IBP involves a second-order process because two (simultaneously
determined) choices have to be made concerning pricing; and third-order
complexity occurs with USP where two different prices and a quantity have to be
chosen simultaneously. This categorising paradigm - based on consideration of
the complexity ofthe optimising process involved - appears tobe Öoth novel and
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Figure 11: Total revenue functions

more general than the conventional attempts to force procedures into the
Pigovian (degrees of discrimination) categories.
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Figure 12: Marginal revenue functions
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While, for the linear distribution, strategies of similar complexity have similar
revenue functions, these symmetries will not carry through exactly to non-linear
cases. However, whether, for example, OAN is more or less profitable than OUP
in the non-linear case depends upon whether the distribution's surface is concave
or convex (or both). Since the exact form of a demand distribution cannot be
predicted a priori, nor determined empirically beyond a simple (and probably
local) approximation, the entrepreneur might reasonably work on the basis that
similarly complex strategies will indeed generate similar revenues. Figure 11
points to a further important observation. The gains from using more complex
strategies appear negligible in the lower output ranges - at least up to q = 0.3.
Beyond that level there are potential gains: a second-order process (such as IBP)
could increase revenues by up to six per cent. But there are greatly decreasing
returns to increased sophistication, even assuming accurate and costless
determination ofthe additional choice parameters.
With regard to the output levels for these strategies, the marginal revenue
functions in Figure 12 display characteristics broadly in line with expectations
generated in the preceding paragraph. Thus, output would vary little between
strategies for high levels of marginal cost, unless marginal costs were strongly
decreasing in the relevant range of output. For lower levels of marginal cost,
however, with constant or decreasing marginal costs the second-order process IBP
could easily generate output levels twenty per cent higher than under OUP or
OAN. All ofthe strategies entail significant underproduction (relative to efficient
output), particularly for high levels of marginal cost, but less severely so where
marginal cost is an increasing function of output.
Turning to the cases where discrimination between consumers is practiced, the
revenue functions in Figure 11 indicate substantial revenue gains from applying
procedures such as SDC and WDC. If the entrepreneur could vary group
composition, SDC would dominate all other procedures of comparable complexity
(and far more complex strategies that do not discriminate among consumers).
But, interestingly, even with fixed group composition, WDC performs nearly as
weil as SDC, the critical factor, in the two-group case, being that the hig.ilerdemand group should contain fewer individuals - probably between 25 and 35 per
cent of the demand population. Were the lower-demand group tobe the smaller
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there could be very little additional revenue from WDC relative to nondiscriminatory strategies.
Figure 12 confirms the relevance of the magnitudes of the different groups of
consumers: output will tend to be greater the smaller the high demand group.
However, almost independently of group sizes, interpersonal discrimination leads
to greater output for most, and particularly higher, levels of marginal cost. Clearly,
there is greater 'output inefficiency' (measured relative to optimally efficient
output) at higher marginal cost levels; decreasing marginal costs make
'underproduction' greater than otherwise; and increasing marginal costs generate
a smaller divergence between actual and efficient output levels.
A final observation can be made which suggests that the output rankings here
will apply for a wide range of distributional forms. In all cases the value of
marginal revenue for a given output level q will be given, explicitly or implicitly,
by the revenue associated only with the q th unit of output. This will be so because
incremental changes in output will be associated with marginal changes in prices
and all-or-nothing charges that will not alter the revenues associated with the
previous output. In the limit, as ilq tends to zero, marginal revenue must
therefore approach the revenue associated solely with respect to the additional
unit of output. This result can be used to show that the rankings for a linear
distribution are quite general.
4.2. Consumption efficiency
We can now compare the consumption efficiency of different strategies at common
output levels. Since the different strategies yield different output levels for almost
any cost structure, that comparison cannot yield a measure of overall efficiency;
nonetheless, it provides information useful later. We simply derive, for each
strategy, the function (of output) describing the sum of individual valuations of
all consumption units. These are presented in Table 1 in an order, and with
rearranged expressions (explained below). which heightens interesting
symmetries between pricing procedures: graphs ofthe functions are in Figure 13.
The most important observation is that the procedures involving interpersonal
discrimination dominate all others. Indeed, providing the higher-demand group is
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Table 1: Consumption Efficiency Functions
(Linear Distribution)
Optimal Strategies U nifonn across Indi viduals: 11
E(q)/OAN
E(q)/OUP

= 1.5[q(2-q)2PQN/16]

E(q)/SPB
E(q)/TPP
E(q)/IBP

= 1.5[q(2-q)2PQN/16 + q3 PQN/64]
= 1.5[q(2-q) 2PQN/16 + q3PQN/64] + q3 PQN/192
= 1.5[q(2-q) 2PQN/16 + q3 PQN/64] + q3 PQN/192

E(q)/3PB
E(q)/USP

= 1.5[q(2-q)2PQN/16 + q3PQN/54]
= 1.5[q(2-q) 2PQN/16 + q 3 PQN/54] + q 3PQN/324

E(q)/MPP

= 1.5[q(2-q)2PQN/16 + q 3PQN/48]

1.5[q(2-q)2PQN/16]

Optimal Efficiency:
E*(q)
= 2[q(2-q) 2PQN/16

+ q3PQN/24

+ q3PQN/48]

Optimal Strategies discriminating across Individuals:
E(q)/SDC
E(q)/WDC(l:1)

1.33R(q)/SDC = 1.185 E(q)/OAN = 1.78[q(2-q)2PQN/16]
E(q)/OAN + [E(2q)/OAN]/8 : 0 :s q s 1/3
= E(q)/OAN + [E(2Q/3)/OAN]/8: 1/3 s q s 2/3

E(q)/WDC(l:2) = q(4-3q)PQN/18
= q(4-3q)PQN/18
E(q)/WDC(l:3)

1)

= q(3-2q)PQN/8

= q(3-2q)PQN/8

+ 8[E(3q/2)/OAN]/27 : 0 s q :s 4/9
+ 8[E(2Q/3)/OAN]/27: 4/9 s q s 2/3

+ 27[E(4q/3)/OAN/64 : 0 s qs 1/2
+ 27[E(2Q/3)/OAN]64 : 1/2 s q s 2/3

For completeness, we have included in this table four strategies not discussed in detail in the
text. These are SPB (Separate P~icingofBundles), TPP (Two Part Pricing), 3PB (a three part
version ofSPB) and MPP (Multi Part Pricing). Discussion oftheir characteristic features
may be found in Bums and Walsh (1984). Note, also that for those strategies uniform across
individuals, consumption efficiency has been presented in the form discussed in the text:
(1.5) x Revenue plus a component associated with the efficiency gains from any use of
uniform pricing.
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smaller than the lower-demand group, discrimination between only two groups
will approximately halve the welfare loss associated with the most efficient
alternative.
The fact that this next-most efficient alternative is a simple (first-order) uniform
pricing regime, OUP, and that the ranking in Figure 13 is likely to apply to a
wide distributional range of forms, deserves particular emphasis. The geometric
symmetry of the revenue volumes of OAN and OUP suggest certain welfare
implications, OUP becoming increasingly more efficient than OAN as the
(common) output level increases: although total consumption will remain similar
(identical for the linear distribution) for OUP and OAN, OAN encourages greater
consumption of higher-level (but lower-valued) units of output at the expense of
some consumption of low-level (but higher -valued) output units.
Notwithstanding these remarks, as with revenues, consumption efficiencies are
practically indistinguishable in the lower output ranges (0 < q < 0.3) except for
the dominance of those strategies involving discrimination among consumers.
Indeed, there is a straightforward reason for this similarity between the (total)
revenue and consumption efficiency graphs. For any bundle of output sold under
an all-or-nothing arrangement, the surplus accruing to the consumers will be
exactly halfthe associated revenue (with a linear distribution). Thus for OAN and
MPP, consumption efficiency is one and a half times revenue. However, any
bundle of output sold under an OUP arrangement has greater consumption
efficiency: for bundle size q an efficiency gain of q3/4 relative to OAN always
applies. 11 > Clearly the magnitude ofthe efficiency gain diminishes considerably as
q becomes smaller, which may reflect either low output or increased
sophistication of pricing strategy. These observations explain the changes in
ranking between the revenue and consumption efficiency diagrams, and also why
the self-selection strategy IBP should yield both identical revenue and efficiency
functions to TPP. In each case the strategies are equivalent to marketing halfthe
output under OAN and the remainder under OUP.

11) Thus in Table 1, for strategies uniform across consumers, consumption efliciency is shown as
a sum oftwo components: a revenue-related component, reflectingonly the complexity
(order) ofthe strategy; and that other component which depends upon the degree to which
uniform pricing is embodied in the strategy.
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This latter insight draws attention to the fact that the overall revenue solid for
any pricing strategy may be regarded as a combination of the two fundamental
revenue shapes: OAN and OUP. Not surprisingly, the number of such
fundamental shapes making up a particular revenue solid is directly related to
the number of choice parameters involved in the optimisation process. These
observations lend support to the notion that the natural categorising paradigm for
price discriminating strategies, as adopted by us above, should be one based upon
these well-defined levels of algebraic and geometric complexi ty.
4.3. Overall efficiency
Meaningful indicators of overall efficiency must account for both production and
consumption effects. Because output levels will generally differ between
strategies, account must also be taken of the different costs of production
associated with different output levels. To simplify matters, we follow a common
convention oflimiting attention to the case of constant marginal cost. Fora given
level of marginal cost, the marginal revenue functions in Figure 12 identify
output and therefore total variable costs for each strategy, while 'gross' efficiency
for a given output level is obtained from Figure 13. The overall efficiency measure
is obtained by subtracting variable costs from 'gross' efficiency (any fixed cost
element does not affect the relative performance of different strategies).
In Figure 14 we characterise the performance of the various pricing strategies in
relation to the level of marginal cost, including a function relating to the
optimally efficient provision of the good. lt is confirmed that discrimination
among consumers (on a high-low demand basis) is a significant source of
increased efficiency and that at higher levels of marginal cost there is no
significant difference between any of the procedures not involving such
discrimination. As lower values of marginal cost are considered, the greater
output efficiency of the more complex strategies such as IBP, just offsets the
consumption efficiency ofOUP which, however, retains an (almost indiscernible)
advantage over USP. The fact that OAN, whose output efficiency equals that of
OUP, does so much worse than OUP in terms of overall efficiency provides a
striking demonstration of the error in making welfare judgements solely on the
basis of output efficiencies.
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5. Conclusions
This paper has been concerned to investigate and clarify important issues that
arise in the provision of public goods when price exclusion is both possible and
profitable. In the process we have sought to generate further insights into new
frameworks of analysis which embody distributional information indispensible to
analysis of private provision of public goods under all pricing strategies and to
analysis of private goods provision when discriminatory pricing is practiced. In
particular, we make use of a linear demand distribution, for both pedagogic and
practical reasons.
We have illustrated the use of this framework, and generated new results, in the
context of pricing strategies involving segmentation of consumers into groups
which are charged different prices. As expected, where producers can impose such
segmentation on a strict high-low demand basis the gains in profitability and
efficiency over other pricing strategies are very substantial - even when producers
cannot choose the size ofthe different groups.

lt has to be conceded, however, that while producers may find some bases on
which to segment consumers into identifiable groups, it is unlikely that they will
be able to do so on anything like a strict high-low demand basis. Accordingly we
consider strategies in which consumers are induced to segment themselves into
high-low demand groups by self-selection, as in the case of a season of operas and
plays offered on both a season-ticket and single performance access basis. Again,
as expected, there are revenue and profit gains from these strategies compared to
less complex pricing arrangements. However, in terms of efficiency, there is little
to commend such strategies over such a basic strategy as uniform per-unit
pricing.
Admittedly the results generated here rely to some extent on a number of
assumptions that might be corisidered somewhat special. In particular, we have
assumed thatjointness remains pure - facilities do not become crowded - and that
different output units can be considered tobe essentially homogeneous.While it
would be useful to consider relaxing these assumptions, there is good reason for
believing our results to be reasonably indicative of the more general results that
would emerge. Moreover, ~ a significant extent our analysis has been expository
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rather than definitive - to illustrate the use of, and importance of, analysis
employing the demand distribution. We believe this construct tobe an important
tool that will find increasing use and application in microeconomic analysis, even
where private goods provision is the core ofattention.
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Free Riders and Band Wagons:
On the Optimal Supply of Public Goods
by
Bengt-Arne Wickström*

1. lntroduction
lt is commonly assumed that the supply of public goods in a decentralized
environment will be suboptimal. Each agent has a strong incentive to be a "free
rider" (see for instance Olson, 1965). 1> The validity of this hypothesis has been
empirically tested in a number of experiments. The results have been
contradictory (see Marwell and Ames, 1981, Kirn and Walker, 1984, and Isaac,
Walker, and Thomas, 1984, as weil as other work referred to by these authors). lt
has also been suggested that the behavioral assumptions behind the free-riding
hypothesis might not be realistic. Social pressure or genuine desire to contribute
to the common good might provide strong incentives against free riding (compare
Olson, 1965, and Johansen, 1977).
This essay studies the optimality properties of an economy where such "external"
effects play a role. We will assume that the agents have a desire to partake in the
financing of a public good. This desire is motivated by the status the agent obtains
by such giving. Each agent evaluates his contribution in relation to what
everyone eise contributes. The one who gives most towards financing a public
good, gains the highest social status. We will refer to this as the band-wagon
effect (compare Leibenstein, 1950).
*)
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1)

With "free riding" one generally refers to a situation where an individual promoting his selfinterest has incentives to misrepresent his true preferences. If such a situation leads to an
equilibrium, the equilibrium outcome will as a rule not be Pareto optimal. In this essay we
use the term "free riding" also to characterize this suboptimal equilibrium.
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Such behavior does not appear to be in conflict with observations during
voluntary collections for idealistic organisations. lt also seems to catch some of
the motives behind private support for the Arts; generally, donors get their names
published, as weil as the size oftheir donations.

In Section 2 a formal model is developed, a Nash equilibrium, a natural concept
for a decentralized solution, is defined, and two alternative definitions of a Pareto
optimum are given. Section 3 studies the relationship between the Nash
equilibrium and the different Pareto optima. lt is shown that if the Nash
equilibrium possesses some optimality property, then it also is a first-best Pareto
optimum. lt is further demonstrated that the band-wagon effect is necessary for a
N ash equilibrium to be optimal. Finally, the existence of an income distribution
that guarantees the Pareto optimality of the Nash equilibrium, is proved. An
example demonstrating some ofthe results, is found in Section 4.
2. TheModel

We study an economy with n individuals, one private good, x, and one public good,
y. 2> Each individual, i, is characterized by a utility function, Ui, and an initial
endowment, wi. The utility of the individual is increasing in his consumption of
the private good, xi, in the supply ofthe public good, y, andin his contribution, ti,
to finance the production of the public good, and it is decreasing in the averge
contribution of everyone eise, ti: 3 >

2)

The analysis could easily be extended to cover several private and ,everal public goods.
However, this would unnecessarily complicate the exposition without providing any
additional insight. The existence theorem of Section 3 would then only hold if rather strong
separability assumptions on the public goods in the utility functions were made.

3)

The dependence of U' on ti is not necessary for all of the results. lt is used below in (5b) as a
convenience to obtain interior solutions. Not only is the presence of ti in the utility function
not necessary for most of our resu[tg, it is also never sufficient for any of them. The intuitive
reason for including ti as a variable in the utility function is the idea that the individual
evaluates his own contribution in relation to the contribution of everyone eise. One effect of
having ti in the utiiity function ig that the demand for the public good is strengthened in
some sense that could be made precise
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such that
(2)

1'. :=

l '
.
--.:.. t'.
n-1. .

I"''

Each individual faces two constraints:

(3)
and

(4)
The first constraint is the normal budget constraint; the second one says that the
total supply ofthe public good equals the total revenues payed for it. We are here
implicitly assuming that the production technology for the public good is linear in
the private good and that, by a suitable choice ofunits, the rate oftransformation
is set equal to one. 4 '
In order to avoid corner solutions we make some technical assumptions on Ui:
(5b)

U\

--+

00

as xi

UiY

.....

00

as y

--+

0,

(5b)

and
(5c)

4)

--+

0.

Alternatively, one can define the size of the public good by equation (4), that is by the total
expenditure. The concavity assumptions on U are then the crucial assumptions which can
result from quasi-concavity of the utilty function in the physical quantities of the public
good, from diminishing returns to scale in its production, or from a combination ofboth.
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The subscripts here indicate partial derivatives. Further, in order to guarantee
unique solutions, we assume that Ui is strictly quasi-concave in its arguments. 51
Various solution concepts can be defined. We will study two: a Nash equilibrium
and Pareto-optimal solutions. In the Nash equilibrium each individual takes the
contribution to the public good from the other individuals as a given datum and
determines his own contribution such that his utility is maximized. 61 The Paretooptimal solutions are found by maximizing a welfare function that is monotone in
the utility of each agent. The Nash equilibrium constitutes a decentralized
solution, whereas the realization of a Pareto optimum as a rule requires
cooperation, coordination, and centralization.
2.1 The Nash eguilibrium
The problem facing each individual, is that he wants to maximize his own utility,
taking the actions ofothers,l}, as given data. We write:

(6)

maximize
xi,ti,y
such that
and

Ui(xi,y,ti;ii),

= wi
y- ti = (n-l)"ii.
xi+ ti

The solution to (6) gives us the demand and supply functions

and

5)

Strict quasi-concavity in t' is not necessary.

6)

In the litcrature this is also referred to as a voluntary-contributions equilibrium (see for
instance Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980).
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Strict quasi-concavity ofUi and convexity of the constraint set imply that xDi and
tDi are continuous.
For each individual we thus have a continuous function tDi. Denoting by t the nvector (t1, ••• ,tn) and by w the n.-vector (w 1, ••• ,wn), we have

(8)

tD

= t 0 (w,t).

Continuity oftDi implies continuity oft 0 • Further, t; is in the interval [O,wi]. Thus,
t 0 is a continuous mapping from a convex compact set into itself for a given w. By
Brouwer's fixed-point theorem, there exists a fixed point tN(w) such that tN(w) =
t 0 (w,tN(w)). Thisfunction is the Nash equilibrium. We thus have:
Proposition 1: There exists a Nash equilibrium in the contributions to the public
good.
For the further analysis, the first-order conditions for a solution of (6) will prove
useful. We have that tDi, x 0 i, and yDi = t 0 i + (n-1) ti will satisfy the following
equation:

(9)

Strict quasi-concavity implies that (9), together with the constraints (3) and (4),
uniquely detennines t 0 ; as a function of wi andti.

2.2 The Pareto-optimal solutions
Defining the welfare, W, by

(10)

such that
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'L.
ai

= 1,

ai > 0 for all i, we can find all Pareto optima by maximizing W for different a,
subject to constraints.

Two polar assumptions on the constraints are of interest. Either one can respect
the initial income distribution wand write the resource constraint as
(12)

w=x+t,

or one allows income transfers, in which case the resource constraint becomes
(13)

nW:

'

= 4,..

w 1.

'

=L

'

x1 + L

e,

where the mean endowment, w, is defined by (13). In addition we have that

(14)

I e=y.

1ft did not explicitly enter the welfare function, (12) and (13) would be equivalent.
However, since W depends on t and (12) defines a smaller set of alternatives, a
Pareto optimum constrained by (12) will be dominated by, or identical to, some
Pareto optimum constrained by (13).
Strict quasi-concavity of each Ui implies that also W is strictly quasi-concave.
This, together with the convexity ofthe constraint sets, implies that, for a given a,
the maximum of W is unique and occurs for unique values oft, y, and x. We call
the maximum ofW, subject to (12) and (14), the second-best optimum and write
the optimal values oft and X as
(15a)

t = t (a, w)
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and
(15b)

i

= x(a,w).

Maximizing W subject to (13) and (14) gives us the first-best optimum:

and
(1Gb)

xP = xP(a,w).

We note that, for any value of a, there exists an income distribution w(a), with
mean endowment w, such that the second-best optimum is first best:
(17a)

t(a,W(a))

= tP(a,W)

x(a,w(a))

= xP(a,w).

and
(17b)

Just choose w(a) such that
(18)

The optimal values t and i are uniquely determined by the constraints (12) and
(14) and by the first-order conditions

(19)

u;t
u~t
u't
uit
..
I
..
I
a'U'[I- - + - - -1 =a'U'[I - -:-+ - - -:-1,
x
U'
n - 1 U'
x
U'
n - 1 U'
X

for all i andj, and

X

X

X
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(20)
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I

U1

ß'[ 2

UX

I

1

l

c;

~

n

U'X

U 1X

+ -{- + ~

}I = l,

such that

(21)

Similarly, tP and
conditions
(22)

xP

are uniquely determined by (13), (14), and the first-order

U't

u!t

V'X

n-1 L''
X

ui

u!..t

t

lJl

•

n-1

ui

•

for all i andj,

(23)

and
(24)

a 1U1
x

= a!Ul x'

for all i andj.

3. Comparing the Nash Equilibrium with the Pareto-optimal Solutions

lt is obvious that as a rule the Nash equilibrium will not be Pareto optimal. The
interesting question is ifthere ever will be a coincidence ofthe Nash equilibrium
with a Pareto optimum. This question will be addressed in this section.
Westart out by proving a proposition.
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Proposition 2: If a Nash equilibrium is a second-best Pareto optimum, then this
second-best Pareto optimum is unique, given the income distribution, and it is
also a first-best Pareto optimum.
Proof: Assume that (9), (19), and (20) hold. Substituting (9) into (20), we obtain

(25)

"'
J

,_

U!

ui

1
t
n - 1 U'

a'U'[t - --:- + - - --:-1 =0.
·

·

x

t

U'

X

X

From (19) it follows that (25), independently ofthe value of a, can hold only if each
term ofthe sum is zero, that is, if

(26)

ui

u~

t
1
t
1--+---=0
ui n-1 ui
X

X

for all i. But (9) and (26) imply that (22) and (23) are satisfied. Now, choose a such
that (24) is satisfied. The N ash equilibrium is a first-best optimum, q.e.d.
Corollary: If there is no band-wagon efTect, that is, if Ut
equilibrium will never be Pareto optimal.

= 0,

then the Nash

The pure desire to contribute to the common good is thus not enough for an
allocation to become Pareto optimal.
Another way of formulating Proposition 2 is as follows: If there exists an income
distribution w such that tN(w) =t(a,w) for some a, then it holds for all n, and there
exists some ä, äi > 0 for all i, such that w = w(ä). The question now to be
addressed, is whether such an income distribution exists. An affirmative reply
presupposes certain assumptions.
Equations (26) and (9) imply that a Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium satisfies the
expression
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(27)

ul
u;

-~=n-1.
y

The existence of an optimal equilibrium requires that the value ofthe function

(28)

-

-

g 1(w 1 ,t):

l

U!(wi-ti
't:tiih
t
•L
• •

n-l

U~(w'-t',Ltl,t';i')

= - -- _ _

,

_

can be made to "vary enough" fordifferent values ofw, when t=tN(w).
The function gi is the marginal rate of substitution between i.i and y on the
manifold defined by the constraints (3) and (4). This marginal rate of substitution
measures the subjective cost to the individual, in units of the public good, of an
increase in the contribution t from everyone eise. That is, it is the cost to him of
others gaining status.
We basically want gi to increase in value from below one to above one as w
increases. We thus need assumptions like the following:
(29)
if some w's are small enough, and
(30)
if some w's are big enough.
The properties (29) and (30) can be derived from assumptions on the form of the
utility functions. Several different assumptions would be sufficient. In general, a
normality assumption, making t 0 strictly increasing in w, is needed. In addition,
some assumptions on the concavity properties of the utility functions are
necessary.
We define the function tMi(w) by
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tMi(w): = min {tDi(w,t')}.

(31)

i•:sw

The property needed, is that tMi(w) can be made large enough by choosing w
suitable large. Clearly, it is the dependence of t 0 i on t' that is critical, and, hence,
it is the properties oftDi(w,w) that are ofinterest. In general, an increase in 1; will
have two direct effects and one indirect effect on the individual's maximization
problem. lt will increase the supply of y which implies an increase in the
individual's "income" and, through the constraint (4), act as a direct substitute for
t'. The indirect effect is that it influences the form of the utility fu.nction.
Returning to tDi(w,w), we will need that both the direct effect on t 0 • of an increase
in wand the indirect effect through the utility function be positive. The indirect
effect will be positive ifwe assume that t' in a certain way is a complement71 tot'.
That is, we assume that an increase in everyone else's status, ceteris par,bus, will
cause an individual to want to increase his own status, or at least not to want to
decrease it.
Assumption 1: The utility function of each individual, i, satisfies the following
conditions:
(32a)

a(U 1/U 1 J
t •
--->O

(32b)

a<U'y /U'XJ
--->O

(33a)

a(U 1/U 1 J
t
X
---<O

7)

ai'

oi'

d'J

-

.

- '

-

'

Complementarity and substitutability are of course properties of the utility function, and do
not imply any structure on the constraint set
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and
(33b)

a(Ui /Uil

_Y___
x S

O.

8)

at'

Remark: If xi, ti, and y are normal goods, 91 then conditions (33a) and (33h) imply
that xDi)wi,ti), tDiw(wi,ti), and y 0 i)wi,i;i) all are greater than zero.
Conditions (32a) and (32b) are the complementarity assumptions. An increase in
the values ofti, ceteris paribus, causes an increase in the individual's demand for
t, both directly and, possibly, indirectly. The indirect effect is caused by an
alteration ofthe individual's preferences for the collective good. Conditions (33a)
and (33b) are substitutahility assumptions on y and t.

In order to get a positive direct effect on tDi(w,w) we need a homogeneity
assumption. The hudget constraint corresponding to t 0 i(w,w), is
(34)

xi+ y = nw

and
(35)

We note that the budget constraint is homothetic in xi, y, and ti. A general
assumption that leads to the desired result is the following:
Assumption 2: The utility function, Ui, is homothetic in xi, y, and ti.

8)

Alternatively, one could assume full separability, that is, assume that the above expressions,
(33a) and (33b), are zero. That, together with homotheticity, would imply a CES utility
function. See Samuelson (1965).

9)

Normal and inferior are here defined in terms of the shape of the indifference surfaces. The
projection into the x-y plane, say, of any curve, defined by a constant gradient of the utility
function, is increasing.
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y

constant

t' constant

x' constant
Figure 1: lndividually optimal adjustments

That normality is not sufficient, is demonstrated in Figure 1. The point A is the
optimum corresponding to the endowment w. The figure is projected
perpendicularly to the plane of the paper from the origo. The line B is the budget
line. The triangle is parallell to the tangent at A ofthe indifference surface
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through A. Itgives us the loci of greater values ofxi, y, and ti, than in pointA, that
intersect the budget line for a !arger value of w. Normality of all goods implies
that the optimum, constrained only by the plane in which the triangle lies, will lie
in the triangle. C is such a point. As the indifference curve shows, the optimum
constrained by the budget constraint, D, does not have to occur for a !arger value
ofti than in point A.
Remark: Assumption 1 and 2 imply that tMi(w) is increasing in w for all individuals.
We also need some assumptions on the marginal rate of substitution between t;i

andy:
Assumption 3: The partial derivatives of the marginal rate of substitution
between t.i and y, U\/U\, satisfy the following conditions:

(36a)

cl(U!/Ui)

(36b)

___
t_y_ >O

(36c)

___
t_y_>O

ati

- '

a(U!/Ui)
ati

-

•

and

(36d)

-

a<U!/Ui)

__
t _y_

ax;

= 0.
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Furthermore, for anyo > 0 there exists a positive number, L, such that

u~
u;

(37a)

_ __!_<n-1
y

.

y

y=(n-1)ti

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ t'
Figure 2: lndifference diagram in the y -

ii plane

ift' s Land t' s y/(n-1) so+ L/(n-1). Finally, there exists a positive number, K,
such that
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(37b)

u~

_....!:.. > n-1.
U'y

Conditions (36a) and (36b) are normality assumptions and imply that the
indifference curves in the y-t plane have the form of Figure 2. Only the part of the
figure that is above the line y = (n-l)ti is ofinterest. The optimality condition (27)
implies that an optimum must lie on the curve marked O in the figure. At the
optimum, the vertical distance between the curve O and the line y = (n-l)ti should
be ti = tDi(wi,ti). The two conditions imply that Ohas a non-positive slope.
Ifwe regard the band-wagon effect, reflected in the dependence ofUi on "'fi, as the
cost to an individual of other individuals obtaining higher social status, then
condition (36c) says that the more status has an individual, the costlier to him is
an increase in someone else's status. That is, an increase in status makes an
indivudal more status conscious. Equation (36d) is a separability assumption.
Given Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, we can prove that there exists an income
distribution such that the N ash equilibrium is Pareto optimal.
Theorem: There exists an income distribution, wP, with wPi > 0 for all agents i,
such that tN(wP) =t(a,wP) = tP(a,wP), for some a, a i > 0 for all i.
Proof: Choose O, and consequently a suitable L, such that
(38)

for all i ifwi > 0-1. We thus find that the condition wi > 0-1 implies that
(39)

Further, we see that, for each given i, ifwi
(40)

= Land wi s o, for allj ~ i, then
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= (fi1, fl 2), on the set A defined by

(41)

Let
(42a)

and
(42b)

lt is readily seen that f is a continuous function from A into A, and that A is a
convex, compact set. Thus, the conditions of Brouwer's fixed-point theorem are
satisfied, and there exists a fixed point (wP,tP) such that f(wP,tP) = (wP,tP). The
contribution tP is the Nash equilibrium evaluated at wP, tP = tN(wP). The
endowments wPi satisfy
(43)

Since gi(wi,tP) < 1 if ti
satisfies

,s

L, and since ti

,s

wi, we have that wPi > L. Hence, wPi

(44)

for all i. But (44), together with (9), implies (26). Hence, the income distribution
wP, with wPi ~ L > 0 for all i, gives us a Nash equilibrium which is a first-best
Pareto optimum, q.e.d.
The theorem states that we can always find an income distribution such that the
resulting Nash equilibrium is a first-best Pareto optimum. 10 > However, we can not
10) We note that if we had several public goods, we could in general in this manner only
guarantee the Pareto-optimal supply of one, since we would have a condition like equation
(44) that needed tobe satisfied for each of them. This would, of course, not be the case unless
some rather strong assumptions were made on the form of the utility functions. Compare
footnote 2).
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generate any Pareto optimum. That is, the choice of income distribution solves
the efliciency problem, but can at the same time create an equity problem. The
Pareto optimum is determined by the form of the utility functions and it is
achieved when
l

(45)

Ur

-- = -1
n-1 ui
y

for all individuals. That implies that the Pareto-optimal income distribution is
such that the endowment of the individuals least status conscious should be the
highest. Those who are the first to jump on the band-wagon should be the last
when it comes to the distribution ofthe resources. Alternatively, one can say that
those most prone tobe free riders, ought to have the largest endowments.
To conclude this section, we sum up the results. First, the band-wagon efTect is
necessary for a Nash equilibrium tobe optimal. Second, the income distribution
has tobe chosen very carefully, and even then, rather strict assumptions on the
form of the utility functions seem to be required. The incentive-incompatibility
problems associated with the optimal supply of public goods, can thus in general
not be solved by the processes studied in this essay. The success is limited to
rather special cases.

4. An Example

We will illustrate some ofthe result~ with a simple example. We assume that all
individuals have identical utility functions ofthe form
(46)

U(x,y,t,t) = x y~t 1 E' 01 .
0

The relevant marginal rates of substitution are
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(47a)

(47b)

and

(47c)

ul1i = -ß y.
6

y

Since all individuals have the same preferences, the Pareto optimum will be
achieved with an equal income distribution. lt thus suffices to find the Nash
equilibrium for equal endowments. By symmetry the t's will then be identical and
we can substitute t fort in equation (9):
(48)

r

a

w-t
t

+ .e.
a

w-t
nt

= 1.

We solve (48) to find the Nash equilibrium tN(w):

ß

- +y

(49)

tN(w)

=

w - 0- -

n

+ -ß + y
n

In order for tN(w) tobe Pareto optimal it needs to satisfy equation (45):
(50)

l

6

- - - nt

n-1

ß

=l

or
(51)

t

1 ß
= 11- -)
- .
n 6
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That is, the optimal endowment wP should be

(52)

w

p

= (1- -1 )
n

(1

a
ß
+ --) - .
ß
ö

- +
n

y

The important parameters here are ß and Ö• The desire for the public good is
measured by ß and the band-wagon effect by ö- The !arger is ß, the greater is the
optimal supply of the public good, and the greater has w to be in order to insure a
sufficiently high value oft 0 • The !arger is ö, the stronger is the band-wagon effect,
and the smaller is the optimal w. As ö vanishes, the size ofthe endowments has to
increase to infinity.
We also note that the optimal income distribution is largely independent of the
size of the population, n. This has to do with the fact that the marginal rate of
substitution betwen the collective good and the private good, equation (47a), is
inversely proportional to y, and that the optimality condition (20), for !arge n,
implies that the marginal rate of substitution be inversely proportional to n. We
thus have a near scale invariance with respect to the size ofthe population.
The size of the endowment of each individual, which leads to a Pareto-optimal
state, thus can be almost the same for a small group of individuals as for a !arge
group. However, as the group becomes !arge, the preferences might change. Since
the individuals then become more anonymous, they might not relate to the
average donation of the entire population but to some subgroup of individuals to
which they belong. Such behavior would, of course, complicate the model.
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Competitive Lobbying for Group-Specific Public Goods *
by
Rüdiger Pethig
1. The Problem

In this paper we define public goods asjointly consumable goods (Blümel, Pethig,
von dem Hagen 1984) and assume, in addition, that they are non-excludable and
group specific 11 • The latter qualification means that only a proper subset of all
agents in the economy has preferences on a particular public good while all other
agents are indifferent toward that good. We envisage an economy with two of
these excludable public goods and with two disjoint groups of agents, each of
which is constituted by its members' "common interest" for one and only one of
these goods.
If consumers' preferences were known the goods could be provided and financed in
a Pareto-optimal way according to the benefit principle (Lindahl equilibrium) 21 •
In contrast, we assume that information on preferences is strictly private. Since,
in addition, the public goods tobe considered are non-excludable, the only way to
finance them is by voluntary contributions or by coercive taxation. In this paper
we focus our attention entirely on tax-financed provision. Then the relevant
This paper is part of the author's rcsearch program of the "Sonderforschungsbereich 5 der
DFG: Staatliche Allokationspolitk im marktwirtschaftlichen System" at the University of
Mannheim. Helpful comments from W. Blümel and 0. von dem Hagen are gratefully
acknowledged. Remaining errors are the author's sole responsibility, however.
1)

The seminal work on group-specific public goods is, of course, Olson ( 1965), who claimed (p.
14) " ... that most collective goods can only be defined with respcct to some specific group." t'or
Olson (1965, p. 14) a group-specific public good is such that if any person in a group ". ..
consumes it, it cannot feasibly be withheld from others in that group." But he also suggests
that joint consumability (or jointness) is not a necessary attribute of a public good. Here we
disagree, but we also conjecture that Olson's view does not differ substantively from ours.
Suppose, for example, the issue is on passing money transfers to all families with children.
The respective piece of legislation is clcarly a group-specific public good whereas the
individual transfer payments are private (and excludable) goods.

2)

Observe that under these assumptions the fact thal public goods are group specific does not
pose any particular problems in gcneral equilibrium analysis.
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issues are (i) the size ofthe overall budget for all public goods, (ii) the distribution
ofthe tax burden depending on the type oftaxes being levied and, finally, (iii) the
public-goods distribution, that is, the allocation offunds to each public good. All of
these problems involve conflicting group interests and all of them are clearly
interdependent. Nevertheless, these issues can be separated on a conceptual level
and so the ceteris-paribus clause is used here assuming the tax revenue and the
budget size as given. Hence we are confronted with a distributional "tug of war"
between different groups. We are left with a non-positive sum game in the sense
that each group cannot gain except at the expense of all other groups.
Which are the rules ofthis game? Let us assume that the ultimate decision on the
distribution of public goods is made by the incumbent administration (executive)
that has limited information on voters' preferences and whose aim is to maximize
the probability of reelection. 31 The administration is assumed to be responsive to
redistributive lobbies on the basis of its conjecture that the intensity of a group's
lobbying indicates its preference intensity for the pertaining public good.
Therefore, the administration follows the motto: 'he who cries loudest gets most'
in an attempt to maximize its expected probability tobe reelected.

In order to study competitive lobbying as viewed above, the issue of lobby
formation must be addressed and this issue will, in fact, account for the major part
of the paper. A lobby is defined here as a special-interest organization or
association consisting of all those members of some given group who contribute to
finance the promotion of group interest by lobbying. 41 Suppose for a moment that
such an organization exists and lobbies successfully for an improved provision of
the group-specific public good. Then the benefits accrue to all group meinbers
whether or not they are members ofthe lobby. 51 Ifthe revenue from voluntary
3)

Alternatively, the decision may be thought to result from majority voting ofsome legislative
body whose majority party (fraction or coalition) elects the administration.

4)

lt is not necessary to specify here the particular activities that constitute lobbying. They may
consist in campaign contributions, threats to withdraw some given support of the administration or the intensity of campaigning against the incumbent administration etc.

5)

The principle ditTerence between a lobby and a public-good club is that the club good is
exclusively used by club members while group members who do not join the lobby cannot be
excluded from consumption ofthe group-specific public good.
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contributions is too small for effective lobbying, it follows - as Olson (1965) argued
forcefully - that group members will notjoin the lobby unless the organization is
engaged in two separate activities, namely in lobbying andin creating selective
incentives by which non-members are somehow punished and/or members are
rewarded. The important point about these selective incentives is that " ... those
who do notjoin the organization ... can be treated differently from those who do"
(Olson 1965, p. 51).

lt is easy to see that positive and negative selective incentives (coercion versus
inducement to become a lobby member) are equivalent for analytical purposes
since it is the relative discrimination of non-members that counts. Therefore, we
may restrict our subsequent model to negative selective incentives without loss of
generality. Olson ( 1965, p. 51) was very clear about the working of coercion as an
incentive to join the organization: "Coercion ... leaves an individual on a lower
indifference curve than he would have been on had he borne his allocated share of
the cost ofthe collective good and not been coerced."
Section 2 of the present paper serves to elaborate in a formal model the microeconomic foundations of lobby formation, simultaneousLy taking into account
both the politicaL decision process and competitive Lobbying. The solution concept
being employed for noncooperative lobbying is the Nash equilibrium. In Section 3,
more specific assumptions on preferences are introduced in order to gain further
insights into competitive Lobbying. The conditions for successfuL Lobby formation
are studied and the Lobbying outcome is characterized. Due to the rather
restrictive assumptions on preferences it turns out that Lobby membership is
independent of the amount of public good provided and that, under some
qualifications, each Lobby has a dominant strategy. These somewhat implausible
results are "generalized" in Section 4, where alternative assumptions on
preferences and incentive generation are applied.

2. The Conceptual Framework
In much of what follows competitive lobbying is studied from the point of view of
one group. Variables referring to this group are not marked by a special symbol.
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Without loss of generality, all other groups are "aggregated" to one other group. 6 '
The variables referring to this second group are characterized by a plus sign as a
superscript. Capital letters are reserved for functions (and sets). Subscripts that
are attached to functions indicate partial derivatives (e.g. F x : = aF/ax). If F is a
monotone function, its inverse is denoted by F.
2.1 The group and its Lobby
The group under consideration consists ofm members, where group members are
indexed by i = 1, ... ,m. The Lobby has n members with o s n s m, and, ifitexists, it
is involved in three distinct activities: membership recruiting, lobbying (or rent
seeking), and dues collection. We denote by f(for fund raising) and r (for lobbying
or rent seeking) the respective resource investments and by g the uniform
membership dues 7 ' being fixed by the lobby. Consequently, an action ofthe lobby
is a triple (f,r,g). The lobby's revenue is ng while its expenditure is f + r. Its net
revenue is
(1)

b: = ng- f

2.2 The political decision of allocating public goods
There is a fixed amount oftax revenue that is tobe spent for the two group-specific public goods. The production functions are linear and the units of the public
goods are so defined, that tax money can be transformed into either public good on
a one-to-one basis. The assignment of public goods to each group depends on each
lobby's rent-seeking effort (r and r+, respectiveLy). More specifically, we assume
that there are two functions Z and Z • such that
(2)

z

= Z(r,r+)

z+ = z+(r,r+)
6)

lt is true, of course, that two-person games are in various aspects special as compared to nperson games (n > 2). But here we do not focus on these differences.
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One could introduce more sophisticated dues policies analogue lo price differentiation or
multipart pricing as discussed by Bums and Walsh (19811 in a different context. However,
this is beyond the scope ofthe present paper.
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is the respective amount of public good allocated to each group if rent-seeking
investments are given by (r,r+). The functions Z and z+ have the following
properties:
Z (Z+, respectively) is non-decreasing and concave in r (r+) but non(i)
increasing and convex in r+ (r);
(ii)
For all (r,r+) 2 0:
Z(r,r+) + z+(r,r+) =
(with exhausting the overall budget for public
goods) and Z(r,r+) E [0,z];
(iii)
For given (r,r+) 2 0, the incumbent administration determines the
public-goods distribution [Z(r,r+), z+(r,r+)], and, by assumption, this
distribution maximizes its expected probability for reelection.

z

z

2.3 The individual's decision problem
For i = 1, ... ,m agent i's utility is given by
(3)

u' = U(i,x',a',z),

where xi 2 0 is his or her consumption ofthe (only) private good 81 and where z 2 0
is the amount of the group-specific public good provided. For convenience, the
private good is taken as numeraire. In (3) we assume Ua < 0 and

(4)

{

g

=O

ifg > 0
ifg = 0

where gi 2 0 is agent i's contribution for the lobby (in terms ofthe numeraire) and
where g 2 0 is the membership dues as fixed by the lobby. The parameter a is also
controlled by the lobby through its recruiting effort. More formally,

8)

For the purpose of this paper it is sufficient to consider only one private good, even though
the commodity space could be easily expanded.
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(5)

a

= A(O,

where A(0) = 0 and Ais assumed tobe concave and nondecreasing. Some remarks
on the economic interpretation of equations (3) to (5) seem tobe in order.
Suppose first that there is no lobby, or equivalently, that the lobby's action is (f =
0, g = 0, r = 0). Then ai = a = 0 by (4) and (5). lt follows that, through ai>0,
the lobby's (non-zero) activity creates an externality for group members. A
necessary, though not sufficient condition for this externality is f > 0. The fundraising activity (f > 0) may take the form of moral suasion, or advertising for
joining the lobby or appealing to the group member's solidarity to contribute to
the furthering of the common interest; it may also consist of coercive pressure or
threats against non-members of the lobby or other negative sanctions, e.g.
concerning social status. The intensity of this kind of acti vity is measured by A(O.
Exposure to this activity is perceived by the individual as an uncomfortable
feeling or even as punishment. This hypothesis is expressed in U • < 0, where the
magnitude of I U • 1 indicates the individual's degree of sensitivity towards the
lobby's coercive pressure. U• < 0 implies, of course, that the individual is left on a
lower indifference curve - as Olson (1965, p. 51) suggested. 9 '
However, the individual is not inevitably and helplessly exposed to this
externality. By choosing to join the lobby (gi = g) he or she can entirely escape
from the coercive pressure of the lobby. An impressive example of wide-ranging
symbolic relevance is the institution ofindulgence in the Catholic Church during
the Reformation era: At that time, priests devoted much effort to making their
faithfuls believe that every human being's fate was misery and hell unless he or
she bought a letter of indulgence which in our context corresponds to the
9)

Observe that negative selective incentives, as conceived in this paper, take the form of a
group-specific public good (or rather "had") that is rejectable by group members under
certain qualifications (specified in (4) and interpreted below). Olson (1965) suggested,
instead, that selective incentives often consist of a private good, so that the group-specific
public good which is lobbied for hecomes a by-product of that private good. Stigler 0974) is
correct in criticising this view on the ground that other firms could try to provide the private
good cheaper and thus destroy the lobby's financial basis for lobbying.
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individual's decision to become a member of the lobby. lt is important to
emphasize that it is the agent's decision variable gi which turns the lobby-created
externality A(O into a selective incentive. 10 >
What is, then, the individual's decision problem in such an environment? The
agent's choice of(gi, xi) is assumed tobe constrained by
(6)

(g',x') E {(g',x')1g' E {0,gf and x'+g',; w'}

where wi is the agent's given income or wealth net of taxes being measured in
terms of numeraire. Constraining the variable gi to gi = 0 or gi = g is a somewhat
crude assumption serving to simplify the analysis. 11 > lt means that membership is
an all-or-none option: If the agent wants to contribute more or less than g he or
she cannot become a lobby member.
For alternatively predetermined values of a, g and z (and for exogeneous wi)
agent i solves
Problem 1:

Maximize ui with respect to gi and xi subject to (3), (4) and (6).

Clearly, a solution (gi*,xi*) of Problem 1 implies either gi* = 0 or gi*
in which case we assume that the agentjoins the organization.

= gor both,

Figure 1 illustrates the solution to Problem 1 for some individual i when ä > 0
and g > 0 are given and when z is changed parametrically. Observe first, that the
curve WP\ represents agent i's absolute (rather than marginal) willingness-topay for alternative levels of public-good provision if no lobby exists. The other two
10)

In public-goods terminology, the public bad A(O is rejectable, but rejection is costly and the
individual's decision whether or not to reject the public bad depends on the comparison of the
cost (g) and the benefit (a' = 0) of rejection.

11) The analytical framework given by (4) is wide enough to take as the range of g' the entire set
of nonnegative real numbers. In this case g should be interpreted as the amount of dues
recommended by the lobby. For A(O > 0 then a positive incentive is created for each agent to
contribute g' > g. Investigation of this much more general approach would appear to be
interesting and promising. lt is, however, beyond the scope ofthe present paper.
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curves depict the willingness-to-pay, if the individual chooses to he (WP\) or not
to he (WPi 3 ) a memher ofthe lohhy. For small levels ofpuhlic good (0 s z < Zi,) the
agent is hetter ofT if he or she does not join the lohby, hecause the opportunity
costs of dues payment (private-good consumption foregone) are greater than the
loss of utility resulting from the lohhy's coercive pressure. Atz > Zi, the reverse
result holds. Hence at Zi, the individual is indifferent with respect to the available
options.

WP'

WP' 1 (a' =0, g =0)

WP' 2 (ä >a' = 0, g = g' >0)
WP\ (ä =a'>0, g>g' =0)

A

. .--------------------------~z

0

Figure 1: The individual 's decision problem

Figure 1 also clarifies that an agent's decision to join the lobhy does not depend on
his or her expectations as to the efTectiveness of the lobby. A fortiori, the agent
does not consider the impact ofhis or her membership on the outcome. Aside from
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the analytical difficulties to model these interdependencies and reactions, they
appear tobe relevant only for small groups. 121
2.4 The lobby's decision prob lern
Suppose that all individuals maximize utility for some given (a,g,z). Then
(7)

n

= N(a,g,z)

is defined as the number of elements in the set {i I g i = g solves Problem 1 }. With
the help of(2) and (5) we rewrite
(7')

N(a,g,z) = N[A(O, g,Z(r ,r +)] =: N(f,g,r;r + ).

lt follows that the lobby's net revenue is
(1')

b = B(f,g,r;r+):= gN(f,g,r;r•)-f

lt is obvious that, for given r +, an action (f,g,r) of the lobby is not feasible unless
(8)

B<f,g,r:r +)

;,,r_

Due to (8) the lobby cannot spend more money on lobbying than it raised (net of
fund-raising costs). An inequality sign in (8) (budget surplus) clearly implies
feasibility even though it is plausible that the lobby members will strongly urge
their officials not to use funds for other purposes than furthering the common
interest. A thorough analysis of this issue would require to focus on the
organizational structure of the lobby, on its decision-making procedures and on
the discretion of lobby officials. 131 One would also have to answer the question in

12) This argument is analogous to the observation that Nash equilibda of voluntary
contributions cannot be expected in !arge groups (Olson (1965)).
13)

lt may not be possible for self-interested lobby officials to use a budget surplus for raising
their remuneration directly. But they may be able to increase their utility by rendering the
organization X-inefficient (overstaffing etc.).
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which way and to which extent member preferences translate into the lobby's
actions. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper to study these
important issues adequately. We assume, instead, that the lobby
takes efficient actions and
secures the maximum possible amountofthe group-specific public good
for (alternatively) given lobbying effort ofthe other group. 14 )
In order to specify the efficiency requirement, consider first the set
S(z,r+) := {(f,g,r) 1z = Z(r,r+) and(8) holds}
of feasible actions for given z and r+. An action (f,g,r) is said to be efficient, if for
every (z, r+)
(9)

(f,g,r) E S(z,r') and f + r s

r + r' for all (r,g',r') E S(z,r').

Hence the lobby's objective requires to solve
Problem 2:

For every given r+: Maximize z with respect to (f,g,r) subject to (9)

lt is tempting to argue that maximizing z with respect to f, g and r implies
efficiency. However, it is easy to see and made explicit in Section 3 below that this
conjecture may be incorrect, ifZ is bounded from above.
2.5 Lobbyingeguilibrium

lt has become obvious by now that our model is constructed in such a way that it
forms a noncooperative game in which two lobbies are the players whose
strategies are rent-seeking investments. For this type of game, the N ash
equilibrium appears tobe an adequate solution concept. The strategy tuple (r,r+)
constitutes a Nash equilibrium - called lobbying equilibrium -, ifr solves Problem
2 for given r+ and ifr+ solves the other group's analogue problem for given r.
14) Other variables such as revenue or membership may be considered either as alternative
objectives or (minimum-level) side constraints. As argued above, it is conceivable, however,
that the lobby's actions are "collectively irrational" in the sense of being "non-optimizing"
altogether.
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If the solutions are unique the lobbying equilibrium can also be described with

the help of Cournot-type reaction functions. Suppose, that for predetermined r +
the unique solution of Problem 2 is (f,g,r). Since r is uniquely assigned to r+ in
th1s way, there is a function R satisfying

where R denotes the lobby's reaction function. (r,r+) constitutes a lobbying
equililbrium, ifr = R(r+) and r+ = R +er).

lt is well known from various fields of economic theory that there is a severe
trade-off between the generality of a model and the possibility to derive
meaningful and economically interesting implications. The model as outlined
above clarifies the conceptual framework and the relevant interdependencies. But
due to its generality it does not yield specific information on questions such as the
condition for non-zero lobby activity, or the lobby membership and how it depends
on the lobby's action, or the conditions for the existence of an interior lobbying
equilibrium. In the next section, we introduce more restrictive assumptions in
order to gain further insight into the driving forces of competitive lobbying.

3. A Simplified Version ofthe Model
The simplifications to be introduced in this section are related to individual
preferences (3) and to the rent-seeking technology (2). We assume now that all
group members have quasi-linear preferences being represented by

In (11) the function V may remain unspecified. e 0 > 0 and e 1 2: 0 are two
parameters by which all group members are ordered according to their sensitivity
for the lobby's coercive pressure. Observe that i = m (i = 0) is the most (least)
sensitive agent, ife 1 > 0 and that all group members' sensitivity is the same ife 1
= 0. lt is also assumed that e 0 2: me 1 , which ensures that the lobby's coercive
pressure is a 'bad' rather than a good for everybody in the group who is not a
member ofthe lobby.
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A

The second simplification ofSection 3 as compared to Section 2 is to require that Z
and
from (2) are separable 15 ) in r and r+.

z+

More specifically, we introduce

z

with z0 +z+ 0 = and assume that the functions Z and z+ are concave, nonnegative, non-decreasing and satisfy Z(O) = z+(O) = 0. Then we set
Z(r,r•)

(13)

Z(r,r•)

E [O,z)

>z

= { z

<0

0

In view of (12) it is straightforward that the analogue of (13) for Z+ (substituting
in (13) Z by z+ and Zby z+) is satisfied, if and only if (13) holds. lt follows from
this observation that the present specification of (2) by (12) and (13) satisfies the
properties (i) and (ii) as required for Zand Z+ in Section 2.
For given (a,g > 0,z) the individual's decision problem is now specified by using
(5) and the budget constraint xi = wi-gi in order to turn (11) into
A

•

U(i,g';a,g,z)

= V(i,z) -

There is a solution to Problem 1, ifxi
(14)

15)

i

g-g
(e -e 1(m-i)) - - a
0
g
2

.

+ w'

.
- g1

0 or

g s w'.

As to empirical plausibility, we consider separability a severe restriction. The efforts of one
lobby seem to be the more effective, ceteris paribus, the weaker the other lobby's counterattacks are. For an elaborate parametric, but non-separable rent-seeking technology see
Pethig (1984).
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Recall that if gi = g solves Problem 1 then agent i chooses to be a member of the
lobby. Obviously he does so, ifand only ir 61 U(i, gi=g; a,g,z) ~ U(i,gi=O; a,g,z), or
equivalently, if and only if g s (e 0 - e 1(m-i))a.
Notefirst that unlike in the illustration in Figure 1, here agent i's decision to join
the lobby is independent of z. This is due to the specification of preferences in (11).
lt is also important to observe that ifthere is i 1 such that g s (e 0 - e 1(m-i 1 )) a then g
s(e 0 - e 1(m-i))a for all i = il' i 1 + 1, ... ,m. Define i0 tobe that particular agent who
satisfies (for given g and a) g s (e 0 - e 1 (m-i))a and g > (e 0 - e 1(m-i))a for all i < i0 •
Clearly, then n = m-i 0 is the lobby membership and n is a discontinuous function
ofgand a.
Since it is more convenient to work with smooth functions we apply the realnumber approximation for group members by substituting the set of integers
{l, ... ,m} by the closed interval [0,m]. When we use the notation i E [0,m] in the
following, it is not implied that there is a continuum of agents. lt rather means
that if iE [0,m] is not an integer, it "approximates" that agent who is indexed by
the next lower integer. Using this convention, for given g and a>0, g = ( e 0 - e 1(mi))a uniquely defines that "approximated" agent i 0 who is indifferent between
joining and not joining the lobby (and hence is a member). lt follows from the
argument of the preceding paragraph that n = m-i 0 is the lobby membership - the
only difference being that n is now a real number and the true membership is the
next lower integer to n. Due to the real-number approximation we can write
(15)

g=(e 0 -e 1n)a.

Fora > 0, (7) now takes the form
(7")

16)

1
g
A
n = m - i0 = - (e 0 - -) = N(a,g,z)forallz.
e1
a

Recall the convention that in case of indilTerence an agent is assumed tobe a lobby member.
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Since i 0 is restricted to the interval [O,m], we also require O
therefore, from (7")

s;

n

s;

m and

(16)

We emphasized that (7") presupposes a > 0 and hence f > 0 due to (5). If(7") were
used in (1) to specify the net revenue, it would no longer be possible to determine,
under which conditions the zero action would be the lobby's best response. lt is
therefore preferable to use (15) for substituting g by n as a decision variable ofthe
lobby. In other words, we consider (f,n,r) as the lobby's action rather than (f,g,r) so
that the budget constraint (8) becomes 171
(8')

b

= B(f,n): = n(e

0 -

e 1 n)A(O- f ~ r.

We are now in the position to address Problem 2. Hence we have to maximize the
variable z with respect to f, n and r subject to (8'), (9) and (12) - (16). Due to (8') the
lobby's net revenue B(f,n) does not depend on r. This suggests to determine the
maximum possible net revenue and to ask, in particular,under which conditions
the lobby is able to raise a positive net revenue. From Bn = A(O (e 0-2e 1n) = 0 it
follows that- for every given f - b attains its maximum if

For the time being we postulate (eof2e 1) E [O,m] postponing to check the
implications of(16). Substituting n from (17) in B(f,n) yields
2

(18)

B(f)

eo

= -4e

1

A(f) - f.

17) The function B from ( !') and (8) is clearly different from that in (8'), which should be
indicated by choosing a different functional sign in (8'). For the ease of exposition we will
accept this Jack of difTerentiation in (8') and in what follows. At the same time confusion is
avoided by sufficient reference to where the respective function Bis defined.
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Recall from (5) that Ais a concave function satisfying A(O 2: 0 and A(O) = 0.
Hence the lobby is able to raise positive net reven ue if and only if

(19)

A/0 >

4e 1

2

eo

forf= 0.

In Olson's (1965) terminology, a latent special-interest group can be mobilized by
a lobbying organization (under the assumptions ofthe present model), if and only
if (19) holds 18 >. From here our analysis proceeds in several steps. The first is to
determine the upper bound for the rnernbership dues. According to (5), (15) and
(17) the maxirnum net revenue requires toset g = (e,f2)A(O.The dues are clearly
bounded from above by (15) that is by the individual budget constraint. In order to
keep the analysis simple we restrict our further investigation to the case wi = w
for all i.
If the domain of A is not bounded frorn above, then a 1 = 2w/e 0 is the maximum

possible value ofthe externality satisfying g = w = (eJ2)a 1 • In this case, the dues
exhaust the entire individual budget, i.e. (15) holds as an equality 191 • Suppose now
that there is a finite limiting value, say a2' for A ifftends to infinity. Define a 3 =
a 2 , if Ais bounded from above and a 3 = a 1 otherwise. Clearly, then

is the upper bound for g. If a 2 is finite the inverse of function Ais set-valued at a 2 •
lt is then a necessary condition for efficient lobbying to choose the smallest recruiting effort for the maximum possible outcome. For convenience, we denote this
efficient input by Ä(a 2 ).
18) An additional condition is Z,(r) > 0 for r = 0, which is, of course the raison d'etre of the entire
issue.
19) Empirically, this case does not seem to be relevant, since individuals will leave the lobby
long before g = w'. But due to the quasi-linear utility function (11), the individuals' marginal
utility for the private consumption good is constant in our model rather than increasing with
decreasing amounts ofthe private good available for consumption. Hence g = w' is not ruled
out as a possible solution to our model.
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The next step is to define three levels of fund-raising investment, namely f'W, f'
and rn, that will turn out tobe relevant for a solution to Problem 2:

=

=

- fW: Ä(ä) with ä: min [al'a 3 ] as specified above; in this case either the lobby
members spend all their income on membership dues or additional fund-raising
efTort is inefTecti ve.
-rn: Är'4e/e\) if (4e/e 20) belongs to the range of Ar, and rn fW otherwise. rn is
the unique maximizer of B from (18) if there exists a positive-valued maximum
forB.
-f' is determined with the help ofr' which in turn is a maximizer ofZ (for given r+)
satisfying Z(r) < Z(r') for all r E [0,r'). We assign f' = f'W, if r'does not exist or if r'
2:: B(f'n). Otherwise f' is specified by the two conditions (i) r' = B(f') and (ii) there is
no f E (0,f') such that r' = B(O. lf f' < fW and 0 < f'11 < f'W, then clearly f' < f'D.
U nder these condi tions the lobby is able to raise more lobbying funds than can be
spent for efTective lobbying. Hence under f' < rn, (f', g = (e/2)A(f'), r = B(f')) is
the solution to Problem 2.

=

=

The rationale for defining fW, rn and f' is to determine the maximum possible
public-goods increment to be secured by the lobby for predetermined lobbying
efTort ofthe other group. Observe that under condition (16) f = min [f'W,f'D] yields
the maximum net revenue. In Figure 2 one has f'" < fW and it is straightforward
that for Z = Z1 the lobby's maximizing action is (f'D, (eJ2) A(f'D), B(f'D)). The same
action yields the maximum attainable public-good provision under Z = Z2, too,
but it would be inefficient, because the same result can be achieved with (f',
(eJ2)A(f'), r').
Unfortunately, two more complications must be "removed" on our way to
determine the lobby's reaction function as defined in (9): We still have to consider
(a) the constraint (16) and (b) the constraints involved in (13).
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Figure 2: The lobby 's decision problem

(a) With the help of (15) and (17) the constraint (16) bccomes (e/2) E [e 0 -me" e 0 ].
Obviously, the uppcr bound is never violated, but if e0 , e" m are such that e 0 >
2e 1m, then (16) is violated under (15) and (17). So the implicit assumption up to
now, namely that (15), (16) and (17) are generally compatible, cannot be
maintained. If(e/2e 1 ) > m, it is easy to see that we have toset n = min (15) and
(9'). Hence
(18')

B'(O:

and in this case

= m(e

0 -

e 1m) A(O- f
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1

( 19')

A/0 > - - - -

forf= 0

m(e 0 -e 1m)

is the necessary and sufficient condition for the lobby's ability to raise positive net
revenue. Since under e 0 > 2e 1rn (18) is substituted by (18') it is also necessary to
adjust the values f"', f' and f'". This is easily done by defining three values f"'', f''
and f"'' in cornplete analogy to f"', f' and f"', respectively. The only difTerences are,
that B' is substituted for B, 1/rn(e 0 - e 1rn) for 4e/e\, and a 1 by a\: = w/(e 0 - e 1rn).
(b) The second (and last) complication in solving Problem 2 are the constraints
involved in (13). For that purpose it is convenient to introduce the following
notation:

{

r*

r +2 : =

= B(f"l with f" = min [f',fW,t'nl, if e0 "2e 1 m
== B'(f"') with f"'

= min [tz', fw', fm'I otherwise

F2 (r*)

With the help ofthese definitions we now substantiate two clairns:
Claiml:R(r+) = F 1(r•)on[ü,r+ 1 ].
Suppose that (for sufficiently small r+, r is chosen so that z, the maxirnurn
possible value is secured. Substituting 1. = z0 + z +0 in (12) yields (20). F 1 is
positively sloped (in the relevant dornain •n•i and F 1(0) > 0. If r+ = 0 and F 1(0) <
r*, then r
F 1(0) solves Problem 2. Correspondingly, R(r+)
F 1(r+) as long as
F1(r•) s r. IfF 1(0) > r*, then [0,r+ 1] {0} and R(r+) r*.

=

20)

=

=

=

F 1 is positively sloped ifZ, > 0 and z+ r+ > 1) which i, here assumed to hold in the relevant
domain. Situations where z, 0 or z+ r+
0 can be handled by the model, but the pertinent
analytical complications are left to the reader

=

=
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Claim 2: R(r+) = 0 on [r+ 2 ,oo).
Suppose that (for sufficiently large r+) r is chosen such as to maintain z = 0.
Using (12) gives us (21). Again, F 2 is positively sloped and r+ = F2 (r =0) > 0. At
r+ 2 the organization's maximizing action implies r = r* and z = 0. But since the
other group cannot gain more than to take everything from the group under
consideration, z = 0 is obviously secured at r = 0 for every "excessive" lobbying
effort r+ satisfying F 2 (r+);;,, r*.
The preceding results are summarized as follows:
Proposition
Under the assumptions ofSection 3, the reaction function R from (10) is given by
R(r+) = 0 on [0,oo), if and only if
either: e 0 :s 2e 1m and condition (19) does not hold,
or: e 0 > 2e 1m and conditon (19') does not hold.
Otherwise, the reaction function satisfies

= F'(r')on[O,r·,1,
(221

R(r')

{

= r* on [r',,r',J,

= 0. on

[r • ,,n).

Figure 3 illustrates (22) for positive r+ 1 • The reaction curve R is given by the line
segment F 1(0)ABr+ 2 and by the positive abscissa from r+ 2 to the right.
According to (22) the domain of R is partitioned into three intervals. In the first
interval [0,r+ 1 ] (that may be empty), the group under consideration dominates the
other group so that the other group does not get any public good at all. The third
interval [r+ 2 , is associated with the opposite all-or-none situation, but values r+
in the interval [r+ "r+ 2 ] lead to intermediate public-goods distributions. Observe
that for this part of the domain the lobby's best response is a dominant strategy
being completely determined by the group size (m), by the preferences of group
members as weil as the preference distrihution and by the lobhy's capacity of
creating negative selective incentives. The dominant-strategy property does not
depend on the lobby's "productivity" of lobbying as reflected in the function Z.
This function has an impact, however, on the functions F 1 and F 2 , on the reaction
function over the interval [0,r+ 1] and on the boundary points r+ 1 and r+ 2 ,
00 )
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r=F 2(r•)

r = F1(r•)
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r• 2

Figure 3: The lobby 's reaction curve

themselves. Moreover, for every given r+E [r+ l'r+ 2 ] the amount of public good
secured for the group by the lobby's best response is the greater, the more efficient
its "lobbying technology" (Z) is.
From the above investigation of the reaction function(s) the properties of a
lobbying equilibrium are straightforward. We leave aside the discussion of
equilibria associated with all-or-none public-goods distributions and focus our
attention, instead, on lobbying equilibria (r* ,r+ *) E [r l'r 2 ] x [r+ l'r +2 ].
The solid straight lines in quadrant 1 of Figure 4 represent the (relevant parts of
the) reaction functions. The quadrants 2 and 4 indicate the amount of public good
being assigned to one group ifthis group varies its lobbying effort while the other
group plays its dominant strategy. lt turns out that at the lobbying equilibrium
E 1 (in Figure 4) the associated public-goods distribution is D 1• Assume that the
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distribution (z0 ,z+ 0 ) being legislated in the absence of lobbying is given by D0 in
quadrant 3. Then Figure 4 shows that the tug of war favoured the group marked
with superscript 'plus' while the other group gets less than it would have got in
the absence oflobbying. What happens if preference parameters or the capacity to
generate selective incentives change? To fix our ideas suppose that r+. remains

2

Z'(r,r•*)

\,

Z(r,r '*)

r**

E,

r*

z• 0

r• *

0

r•

1
1

1
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/
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/
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~
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0
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z

z0 + Z'(r*)

Figure 4: Lobbying equilibrium and comparative statics
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unchanged and that r* = B(f"'). If, in addition, we specify A from (5) by
(23)

A(O

= f"

withconstant v E (0,1)

then we obtain, after some rearrangement ofterms,
e 2(1-vi

e2v

~

r•=R•(e e v):=-0- - ( ~ ) l - v
O' 1'
4e 1
4e 1

Inspection of this equation shows immediately that r* > 0 for all v E (0,1).
Moreover, differentiation yields
R\ = (1/(1-v) 2 )R*(e 0 ,el'v) In (e 20 v/4e 1 )
implying that R *v l 0 for v ~ 4e /e 20 • We obtain, in addi tion, R*00 > 0 and R *el

<0.

Consider now a change of e 0 , e 1 or v resulting in a new best response r** > r*. This
change is reflected by the dotted lines in the quadrants 1 and 4 of Figure 4. In
quadrant 2 the solid line is still the relevant one. The new lobbying equilibrium is
E 2 with D 2 being the associated distribution.
Suppose, finally, that the lobbying equilibrium is E 1 in Figure 4, but now the
political weight of one group rises. More specifically, we substitute Z by Z'
satisfying Z'(r) > Z(r) for all positive r. This change shifts the solid lines in the
quadrants 2 and 4 to the right and downward, respectively. For convenience of
illustration, we constructed the shifts in Z and Z + in such a way, that the function
z+(r**, ·) and z+'(r*, ·) coincide and that the function Z'(·, r+*) passes through
point D. Consequently, the public-goods distribution D 2 is now associated to the
lobbying eq uili bri um E 1 •

4. A Different Specification of Preferences
lt is obvious that the results ofSection 3 depend heavily on the utility functions as
specified in (11). In particular, the dominant-strategy property and hence the fact
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that membership does not depend on the quantity of public good provided may be
considered quite implausihle. We therefore want to complement our analysis of
Section 3 by employing the following specification ofutility functions:
(24)

U(i,x',a',z)

= (1-a') [(e -(m-i)e,)z-e z'I + x'.
2

0

This completely parametrized, quadratic utility function is clearly not very
general. lts advantage is, however, that U is no langer separable in ai and z (while
still remaining manageable), that is, the disutility as derived from increased
coercive pressure or moral suasion consists of a diminution of satisfaction derived
from public-good consumption. Again (24), (4) and the budget equation xi ==wi-gi
yield (for g > 0)
A("1,g i;a,g,z)
U

i

g-g
= (1 - - a )[(e 0g

(m-1e
•i )z-e z21 + w i -g i
1
2

By the same line of argument used in the previous section 211 one obtains
g

(25)

= az(e 0 -e 1n-e 2 z)

or for a > 0
(8'")

Hence
(26)

B(f,n,z):

=A(f)(e -e, n-e,z)nz-f.
0

For simplicity, we specify A from (5) as in (23). The next step of our analysis is to
maximize B with respect to n and f. For that purpose we first derive
(27)

21)

n

1

,

= -(e
2el

-e z)

O

2

Figure l illustrates an individual's decision problem for this utility function. The line OA
corresponds to w', and we ha_ve g = w'.
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from B"

= 0 and substitute (27) in (26) to obtain

(28)

Maximizing B from (28) with respect to f requires Br= [vz(e 0 -e 2z) 2/2e 1Jf"· 1-1 = 0
and yields, after some rearrangements,
(29)

Which are the properties of B with respect to z? Observe first, that it is sufficient
to restrict the domain of B to [0,z 1] with z1 : = e/e 2, since by (27) n < 0 if z > z1 •
Obviously, for all v E (0,1) it is true that B(0;v) = B(z 1;v) = 0 and B(z;v) > 0 for all
z E (0,z 1 ). The derivatives ofB from (29) are
(30)

B, = hE(v) zh '(e 0 e 2 z)" '(e 0-3e 2z)

(31)

B,.

= hE(v) z''(e0 e 2z) 2h2D(z)

with D(z): = (h-l)e\-(6h-2)e 0e 2z

+ (5h-lle',z".

Inspection of(30) and (31) shows that the function B attains its unique maximum
over [O,z 1] at z2 : = z/3. Moreover, Bis strictly convex on [0,z3 ] and strictly concave
on [z3 ,z 1], where
z :=
3

(h- l)e 0

(5h- l)e 2

(with z3 < z2 since h > l by (23 )).

With this information we proceed to derive the reaction function diagrammatically221. Part 1 ofFigure 5 depicts the lobbying budget curve by the line
22)

In lhis section we leave aside all difficulties stemming from boundary solutions either with
respect to lobby membership or with respect to upper and lower bounds for public-good
provision.
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Oh.h4b5 b6 b7b 8z1• For alternatively given z4,... ,'z8 the points b4,... ,b8 satisfy the
balanced-budget condition for the maximum attainable z23 >. Part 2 of Figure 5
serves to transform z into r+ via the definition z = z0-z+cr+), and Part 3 takes r+
to the upper left quadrant. This section of Figure 5 contains the lobby's reaction
curve, since to each given r\ (j = 4, ... ,8) it associates the best response ri taken
from Part 1 and satisfying the condition ri
bi (j
4, ... ,8). The lower panel of
Figure 5 complements these results by elaborating on the relationships between z
and z(Part 5) and z and r+ (Part 6), respectively.

=

=

In summary, the following properties characterize a lobby's reaction function if
the group members' preferences are given by (11):
(i) There is no dominant strategy for the Jobbying organization.
(ii) Ifz 2' eJ3e 2 can be secured without lobbying (that is, ifi 2' eJ3e 2 ) then the best

response to increasing zis a less than proportional increase in z.

(iii) If the technology for creating negative selective incentives changes, the

pertinent shifts ofthe reaction curve are not clear-cut. lts direction of change does
not only depend on the initial value ofv - as in Section 3 - but also on the value of
z.24>

231 Forz,= 0 budget balance is attained at three different budgets: b = 0, b = b, and b = b,.
The unique solution of Problem 2 is reached for b = b, as is straightforward from Figure 5.
24) More specifically, equation (29) can be rearranged to read
B(z;v)

=0-v) (e -e z) [(z(e0 e zl/2e )v'J•. Hence
0

2

2

2

1

B, = (1/1-v)B(z;v)[(l + v)ln(z(e 0 -e 2 z)/2e,)v - l l

>

>

l

andBv ~ O,ifflnv ~ +v-lnz(e 0 -e 2zl/2el'
But we want to know, how the lobby adjusts its best-response rent-seeking investment
R(r•;v) ifv changes. From Figure 5 it is straigthforward that for given r• one obtains sign B
= sign R,.
•
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Figure 5: Derivation of the lobby' s reaction function in the case of
quadratic individual preferences
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(iv) lf the group's political weight improves, then the maximum z secured for
given r+ increases unambiguously, whereas the best-response rent-seeking
investment diminishes for low r+ and rises for large r+.
(v) The optimum lobby membership decreases uniformly with increasing
provision of the public good. In contrast, the optimum dues are positively
correlated to growing public good provision as long as z < e/2e 2 and the
correlation is negative for z > e/2e 2 •

5. Concluding Remarks
So far our analysis has been strictly positive (descriptive), but it has, of course,
far-reaching normative implications. The most obvious conclusion seems to be
that any recruiting and lobbying effort is socially wasteful, since, by the
assumption of a given overall budget for public goods, lobbying canhot affect
anything but redistribution. Since society already paid for the public goods
irrespective of each group's share by taxation the aggregate recruiting and lobbying expenditures (r+r++f+f+) may be considered an adequate measure for
social waste.
The problem with such an argument is, however, that it applies to groups and to
society rather than to the constituent individuals. lf we restrict welfare
judgements to the Pareto criterion one relevant question is whether the allocation
associated to the lobbying equilibrium is Pareto-superior to that emerging in the
absence oflobbying. For convenience we refer to the group, marked by a plus sign,
as the second group and to the other group as the first group. Suppose now that
(r,r+) is the unique lobbying equilibrium and that z := Z(r,r+) > Z(0,0) =: z0 •
Then all members of the second group are clearly worse off as compared to the
non-lobbying situation. But for the members of the first group the utility
comparison is not so clear-cut. Those individuals who are not lobby members
enjoy the increment of public good provided but they also suffer from the disutility
of the negative selective incentive. They are better off, if the former effect
overcompensates the latter. For lobby members there is a similar trade-off. Their
additional utility from public-good consumption may or may not be
overcompensated by the disutility from private-good consumption forgone that is
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the opportunity cost of dues payment. 25 ' If marginal utility for the public good is
positive in the relevant domain, members of the first group are the more likely to
be better off in the lobbying equilibrium, the larger the difference Z(r,r+).z 0 • lt
follows that, in general, the lobbying equilibrium is not Pareto-dominated by the
non-lobbying situation. On the other hand, it is also obvious, that the former
allocation cannot, in any case, be Pareto-superior to the latter.
Choosing the non-lobbying allocation as a normative point of reference raises two
critical issues:
(i) Recall that the (non-lobbying) public-goods distribution (z 0 ,z +0 ) was assumed to
maximize the administration's probability tobe reelected. We did not inquire into
the relationship between this distribution and individual preferences. Simple
median-voter considerations cannot be applied in the framework of the present
paper, since voting models implicitly assume that administrations implement the
winning election platform without any discretion. Rather than investigating this
important issue in detail, let us now suppose that all preferences are separable in
the public-good (as assumed in Sections 3 and 4), that there is a unique Paretoefficient public-goods distribution (zP,z+ / 6 ), that = zP +z+ P and that, finally,
(zP,z+ P) ~ (z 0 ,z+ 0 ) which is equivalent to zP ~ z0 (because z+ P = z-z/ Without loss
of generality, let us consider z0 < zP. If the distribution (z0 ,z +0 ) is turried into the
lobbying equilibrium, (z,z+), then one ofthree situations occurs:
(a) z < z0 < zP, (b) z0 < z s zP or (c) z0 < zP < z.
Under (a) and possibly under (c) lobbying increases the deviation from Pareto
efficiency which is (or may be) reduced under the conditions (b) and (c). Even
though we put forward this argument herein a very restrictive and sketchy way,
it should have become clear that it further complicates the normative assessment
oflobbying.

z

25)

One may argue that this condition is a ·conditio sine qua non' for a 'rational' individual's
decision tojoin the lobby. Such a behaviora! hypothesis would result in an entirely different
lobbying game, since z + < Z+IO,Ol would imply that no member of the second group would
ever join its lobby. Compare also the remarks marle in the context of Figure 1.

26)

lf preferences are separable one obtains Pareto-efficient public-goods distributions
independent of the tax structure and the distribution of the tax burden. The uniqueness of
(z ,z+ ) is secured, for example, if preferences are given by (11) in Section 4. As shown in
P&thi{ (1983), assumption ( 11) yields zr = e 0 /2e 2 and z + P = e + 0 /2e + 2 .
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Another issue relating to the nonlobbying allocation as a reference point is its
lack of group-incentive compatibility. When the "lobbying technology" of (2) is
specified by (12) and (13) and when footnote 18 is recalled, it is apparent that, by
assumption, the administration is not able to find any public-goods proposal
(z0 ,z+ 0 ) which does not trigger contradiction, that is, lobbying by at least one
group. 27 l In our view this assumption makes sense since we deal with a situation
of pure redistribution. The alternative assumption, that there is a distribution
(Z(O,O), z+co,O)) such that Z,(0,0) = Z\+(0,0) = 0, would simply deny the basic
conflict of interests. lf this view is accepted the administration's proposal (z 0 ,z +0 )
becomes dubious as a normative point ofreference, since, in general, it cannot be
an outcome ofthe political process. 28 l
(ii)

A final remark refers to the necessity of giving more explicit analytical structure
to both lobby formation and to the processes of political response to lobbying. The
"lobbying technology" depends on political institutions and rules suggesting that
a comparative institutional analysis is needed both for further positive and
normative research. Tullock (1980, p. 104) argued in a different context that in
order to discourage rent seeking, political institutions should be chosen so that
lobbying costs are high relative to the outcome. Observe, however, that in the
present paper lobbying is almost insensitive to its productivity (the steepness of
the functions Z and Z +).Lobbyformation is a complex organizational process, and
it is an empirical question whether the lobby taken as a unit behaves like a
rational rent seeker. Our hypothesis was, that "collective rationality" cannot be
expected.

27) The qualifications· for zero lobbying are, of course, given in Section 3. They relate to
insufficient capacity to generate coercion or to the dominance of the adversary.
28) The rather common view to characterize lobbying as policy failure is then subject to an
inverse Nirwana reproach, since the reference situation is not implementable.
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The MDP-Procedure in a Regional Economy
by
Oskar von dem Hagen*)
1. lntroduction

Although it may be obvious to many people that one can express one's feelings on
something with words or by actions, this is not generally true for political
scientists or economists. Economic agents either buy something or they do not.
Expressing one's feelings in any other way one has to put up with "cumbrous
political channels" as Friedman (1962, 91) calls them. Political scientists on the
other hand are more used to verbal communication and have labelled other
behaviour desertion and treason. When Hirschman (1970) examined the
interaction between these modes of expressing oneself, he not only provided the
profession with an extremely stimulating analysis, but he also introduced a
neutral terminology that does not discriminate against either mode: "exit" and
"voice".

In many cases either the exit or voice behaviour dominates. However, Hirschman
points out that they do not necessarily complement each other in cases where both
coexist. The performance of a polito-economic system based on voice behaviour
may improve or deteriorate if exit behaviour becomes possible. This is the
problem we want to examine in the framework of a regional economy with local
public goods.
When Samuelson (1954) formulated the efficiency conditions for public goods, he
examined the case of a pure public good 1 ' where exit from its consumption is
*)

1)

This paper is part ofthe author's research at the Sonderforschungsbereich 5 of the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft. lt benefitted from severai discussions with Richard Arnott, Russe II
Davidson, and Rüdiger Pethig as weil as helpful comments by Wolfgang Ströbele. Their help
is gratefully acknowledged.
Because the term "pure" public good may be ambiguous, this type of public good is said to be
non-excludable, non-rejectable, and non-congestible (cf. Blümel, Pethig, and von dem Hagen,
1985).
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impossible. The necessary information to provide a public good efficiently is
private information about individual preferences. Voice is then necessary for
efficiency. Unfortunately, as Samuelson was quick to point out, it is "in the selfish
interest of each person to give false signals, to pretend to have less interest in a
given collective consumption acitivity" (p.388).
The relevance of this so-called free-rider behaviour is still controversial. One of
the earliest partial counter-arguments is due to Tiebout (1956). He argues that
most of the public goods are of local nature in the sense that only residents of a
given area can consume them. By choosing a residence, each individual implicitly
reveals his preferences over bundles of public goods. More specifically, he
suggests that individuals would form homogeneous communities 2 ' to achieve
efficient provision of local public goods. While in Samuelson's model exit is
impossible and only voice behaviour can lead to efficiency, Tiebout allows for exit
and claims that exit behaviour is sufficient for efficiency even in the presence of
(local) public goods. He considers the case of an impure local public good where
the average cost of production is a U-shaped function of the number of residents
and assumes that community governments are only concerned with attracting the
optimal number of residents to provide a fixed level of the public good at
minimum average cost. In other words, the government only cares about the
number of citizens and is completely irresponsive to their preferences.3 '
One of the most controversial issues in this context is the requirement of
homogeneous communities in order to achieve efficiency. Two recent comments
on the subject indicate the wide range of different opinions. Bewley (1981) wishes
to make the point that "one cannot exteiid Tiebout's analysis to heterogeneous
2) The term "'homogeneous"' applies to identical residents as weil as "'similar"' residents. lf
individuals form a cont.inuum with respect to one characteristic, then homogeneity should
mean that a community population corresponds to a single interval of individuals (cf.
Westhoff, 1977). Tiebout. himself is not very specific about the interpretation of his statement
"'the consumer-voters will move to that community which exactly satisfies their preferences"
(p.421). lf the local public good is financed through a poll-tax, then Tiebout's statement seems
to imply that. all individuals within a community have tobe identical with respect to income
and preferences.
3)

We therefore disagree with Pestieau's (1983) view that Tiebout built a bridge between exit
and voice. While this is true for some later "Tiebout-type"' models, it is not true for Tiebout's
own contribution.
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communities" (p.725), while Stiglitz (1983) opposes that "the focus on
homogeneity in so much of the literature is simply a red herring" (p.27). Recent
contrihutions to the discussion include Berglas (1984a, 1984h), Berglas, Helpman
and Pines (1982), Berglas and Pines (1984), Sandler (1984), and Sandler and
Tschirhart (1980, 1984).

In simple two-good models where, furthermore, preferences and production do not
distinguish hetween types, there will generally be a homogeneous community
structure that is Pareto non-inferior to a heterogeneous structure (cf. Berglas,
1984a, and Berglas, Helpman, and Pines 1982). The model ofsection 3 belongs to
this dass as will be demonstrated in section 3.4. However, since the question of
heterogeneity in not of primary concern in the present paper we have no qualms
about using such a simple model.
In the following section some results of exit-only and voice-exit models of
economies with local public goods will be surveyed. In section 3 a model will he
presented where voice influences public provision through regional MDPprocedures. The steady states, Tiehout equilibria, and social optima of the model
will be examined. Section 4 contains concluding remarks.

2. Some Results ofthe Theory ofLocal Public Goods
2.1. Exit-only models
A central concept of the theory of local public goods is the so-called Tiebout
equilibrium. In such an equilibrium no individual has an incentive to leave his
community of residence. Intuitively this notion seems clear. A formal definition,
however, has to specify the information or expectations an individual has about
other communities. While it is generally assumed that he has perfect information
about the status quo, it is not clear which of the changes due to his moving to a
different community he anticipates. In the case of a continuum of consumers there
is no ambiguity because the movement of a single consumer does not cause any
changes. However, models where a single individual does not have or does not
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perceive any effect on the performance of the system are exactly the economist's
way ofmaking voice behaviour redundant. 41
When does a Tiebout equilibrium exist and under which circumstances will it be
efficient? Tiebout suggests that in his model an equilibrium with homogeneous
communities exists and is efficient. Later analyses demonstrate this rigorously
but all require rather special assumptions about the form of government, the tax
system within a community or the cost function for the public good. 51 The problem
encountered quite often is that a Tiebout equilibrium exists if the government is
sufficiently inflexible (or is expected tobe inflexible) - but this equilibrium can be
inefficient. On the other hand, a flexible government could guarantee efficiency of
an equilibrium - but the latter may not exist.
Bewley (1981) distinguishes between democratic and entrepreneurial governments. Democratic governments are assumed to be concerned only with the
welfare of the present residents. This can give rise to inefficient equilibria as is
often demonstrated with the help ofthe beach/ski-resort example:
There are two communities and two types of consumers. Both
communities can develop beach and ski resorts, but community 1 has a
comparative advantage in developing a beach resort. Type 1 consumers
only care for swimming while type 2 individuals enjoy just skiing. If all
type 2 individuals happen to reside in community 1 and all type 1
individuals in community 2, then the best a "democratic" government of
region 1 can do is to develop skiing-facilities while community 2 would
develop swimming facilities.
This type of inefficiency is called "mismatching": no single individual has an
incentive to move, but obviously a Pareto improvement can be achieved if all tpe
1 and type 2 individuals are swapped. "Entrepreneurial" governments can detect
this deficiency and ini tiate the necessary policy changes.

4)

Tiebout (1956) makes the less elegant assumption that a community government simply
does not respond to residents' preferences.

5)

Cf. Rothenberg (1970), Barr (1973), McGuire (1974), Pestieau (1977), Sonstelie and Portney
(1978), Wooders (1978) and Bewley (1981).
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Wooders (1978) uses the core concept of cooperative game theory and proves that
an efficient equilibrium exists if the nunber of consumers of each type is
"sufficiently" large. The core concept requires individuals not only to know the
status quo but also to have information about all possible community formations
("quasi-regions"). This information precludes inefficient community formation,
but leads to the non-existence of equilibrium if the number of consumers of a
given type is too small. This may be illustrated by the following example:
There are three identical consumers who care about a public good which
can be produced with decreasing returns to labour. Symmetrial payoffs for
members of a coali tion of size n are gi ven by
0ifn=0,1
v(n) = { 2 ifn=2
1 ifn=3.
If the individuals only consider moving alone then n =3 is a stable
community. But two consumers together would prefer to move to the other
community.
,
Bewley (1981) shows that a public good which is consumed in equal amounts by
all residents and whose cost is proportional to the number of consumers (what he
calls a "pure public service") will lead to an efficient Tiebout equilibrium if there
is free trade and if governments are entrepreneurial and competitive. By means of
examples he shows that if any of the assumptions are violated either efficiency or
existence ofan equilibrium cannot be guaranteed. 61

2.2 Voice-and-exi t models
The no-exit model of Samuelson and the no-voice model ofTiebout are, of course,
just "polar cases". lt is therefore desirable to develop an integrated model with
voice and exit behaviour. In many models voice behaviour is treated implicitly.
This is true for the assumption of cooperative behaviour where only the outcomes
ofvoice behaviour within a coalition are analyzed (e.g. in Wooders, 1978, and, in a
similar spirit, Richter, 1982). This is also true for models which employ the
assumption that residents of a homogeneous community will truthfully reveal
their preferences. For example, Zodrow (1983, 4) states that homogeneity "with
6)

More positive results have been derived by Schweizer (1982) who relaxes the zero-profit
condition, and by Berg las (1984b) who shows that one of Bewley's non-existencc results only
holds in an economy without private goods.
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respect to tastes for public services ... eliminates the local public choice problem".
This may be true for some special cases like majority voting in communities with
identical individuals. But in general the incentives for truthful revelation in a
homogeneous community are not different from those in a heterogeneous one. In
her survey on the subject Rose-Ackerman (1983, 56) therefore concludes that "the
economist's dream of doing away with politics cannot be realized even in the local
governmen t con text".
However, the prospects of developing an empirically interesting voice-and-exit
model where Tiebout equilibria are efficient appeas tobe dim. The restrictions on
exit-only models to achieve such a result are so severe that the pursuit of similar
conditions for models that allow voice behaviour as well seems to be rather
pointless. Other authors on the subject share this view and restrict themselves to
the questions of existence of a Tiebout equilibrium and its properties - especially
its stability properties (e.g. Westhoff, 1977, 1979, Rose-Ackerman, 1979,
Brueckner, 1979, Beliveau, 1981, Epple, Filimon, and Romer, 1984).
WesthofT (1977) presents one of the most satisfying models that incorporates voice
and exit. He considers a two-good economy with a fixed number of communities
and a continuum of consumers. The level of local public goods is determined by
majority voting and is paid for by a proportional income tax. For this economy he
is able to prove the existence of a Tiebout equilibrium with every community
populated. 71 lt may be interesting to note that the proof is valid not only for local
public goods but for Samuelsonian pure public goods as well. However, standard
assumptions on preferences are not sufficient to establish this result. We_sthofT
imposes the additional restrictions that individuals can be ranked continuously
by their marginal rate of substitution and that this ranking is independent of the
level of local public-good provision. A similar model that includes a housing
market is presented by Epple, Filimon, and Romer (1984). They also give a
numerical example where the Tiebout equilibrium is unique (and stable) for a
variety ofparameter values.

7)

In a later article Westhoff (1979) shows that a uniqueequilibrium in his model is necessarily
unstable.
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In a model where the level of public-good provision is determined efficiently and
not by majority rule, Wheaton (1975) has shown that financing the public good by
means of benefit taxation will lead to the instability of Tiebout equilibria. Since
the model to be developed in section 3 will lead to efficient provision ofa public
good within each community and benefit taxation at the margin, Wheaton's
argument has tobe examined more closely.
Wheaton considers a large number of communities, each inha.bited by n
individuals. Individuals difTer only with respect to their income. There is one pure
local public good y and one private good x, both of which have "normal" positive
income efTects. C(y) is the input requirement for y in terms of x and exhibits
constant marginal cost. The level ofpublic-good provision satisfies the Samuelson
condition EiMRSi = CY where superscripts refer to individuals and subscripts
denote partial derivatives. Wheaton examines the efTect of an increase in person
l's income on individual i's utility (i"" 1) and argues that the efTect would be the
same as individual i moving to an infinitesimally richer community. This effect is
given by

(1)

. dy

. dxi

ydl 1

'dl 1

U' - + U ' - .

Using i's budget constraint

(2)
(1) can be rewri tten as

1 + 1/yMRSi

X

dy/dl1 can be obtained by differentiating E;MRSi = CY with respect to 11 which
yields
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dy

-m 1

dl 1

where mi = MRSi/(1 + y MRSi.). Since y and x are normal goods dy/dl1 > 0,
MRS\ < 0 and MRS\ > 0. Therefore dUi/dl1 > 0, i.e. everybody would like to
move to a richer community.
This result demonstrates that the exit option may well upset the performance
even of the idealized Lindahl mechanism with truthful revelation, which would
lead to benefit taxes according to (2). The deteriorating effect of the exit option is
by no means new. lt was already one of the central issues in Hirschman's book.
We will return to this problem in the next section and discuss why the result does
not apply to'the MDP-mechanism.

3. VoiceasMDP-Procedure
We are going to consider a model where government behaviour and individual
voicing behaviour are described by the MDP-procedure (Malinvaud 1971, Dreze
and de la Vallee Poussin, 1971). This is an incremental procedure where
individuals are asked to voice (in continuous time) their marginal willingness to
pay (oi) for the public good. In an economy with one public good and one private
good the MDP-procedure can be defined by the following differential equations: 81

(3) y'

(4) xi"

8)

={

:El-Cy

ify > 0

max(0,:E ;oi - Cyl

ify

=

-oiy' + 6'y'2

=0

lt is important to notice that it is the flow of the public good which enters utility and
production functions. However, and this is a central feature ofthe MDP-procedure, the level
ofpublic-good provision is institutionally fixed, i.e. the level ofy is given at each instant. lt is
only the rate of change of y (3) which is affected by individuals' voices.
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where a prime denotes the forward derivative with respect to time and 6i>O is a
distributional parameter with E;6; =1. This procedure guarantees a balanced
public budget and a non-decreasing utility level for every individual who reports
o; = MRSi. 9 >This property is called individual rationali ty.
3.1 The model
We are considering a continuum of consumers with utility functions U(i,y,xi) =
iay - by2 + xi and identical initial endowment l 0 • a und bare positive,parameters
and i is distributed uniformly between O and 1.. There are two communities with
population Pi (j =1,2). The size of these populations Ni : =µ(Pi) is the Lebesgue
measure. The size of the total population is N, i.e. N = N 1 + N 2• The cost of local
public-good production is allowed to depend on the community size and is given by

where yi is the level of public-good provision in community j. jl reflects the cost to
community size or congestion. (5) can be rewritten as

Introducing ni: = N/N as the fraction of individuals residing in community j and
a: = a*/N, the production costs can be defined as

The level of public-good provision in each communi ty is determined by a regional
MDP-procedure. Every individual within a community is supposed to receive the
same share of the surplus 6;i =1/Nr At this stage we will ignore any difficulties
due to strategic misrepresentation and assume that the marginal rates of

9)

The properties of this procedure under truthful revelation and myopically strategic
behaviour area surveyed by von dem Hagen (1984a).
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substitution are revealed truthfully. 10 )
The initial level of public-good provision is zero in each community and its
adjustment with truthful revelation becomes
(3')

y'

J

= aS-J 2bNy.
- Ny.,where $. = J i dµ(i)
J J
J
J
P.
J

3.2 Dynamic behaviour and steady states
The explicit solution of(3') gives the level ofpublic-good provision:

where si = S/N and t denotes time. The corresponding solution for xi can be
obtained by integrating (4). 11 ' After changing the variable ofintegration from t to
y this yields (10). The following derivation is less direct but adds more to the
understanding of the model. lt is a property of the MDP-procedure that under
truthful revelation the change in utility is

Integrating (8) by parts and using 6; = 1/Ni and Ui, = 1 we get

(9)

Ui(t) = l 0 + J',"' y'/Ni dy
= 10 + y/t) [(asi - vlni - by/t)].

10) Truthful revelation is the only strategy that guarantees a monotonically increasing level of
utility (Dreze and de la Vallee Poussin, 1971). Furthermore, ifthe share ofthe surplus is the
same for everybody, as assumed above, the procedure has the same time-path under truthful
revelation and myopically strategic beha'(iour - only the rate of convergence is slower under
the latter regime (Roberts, 1979). And the property of the MDP-procedure to converge to a
Pareto-optimal allocation seems to be robust even with respect to intertemporal strategic
behaviour (cf. Champsaur and Laroque, 1981, and von dem Hagen, 1984b). Therefore, as a
lirst approach the assumption oftruthful revelation does not. seem unreasonable.
11) In the following the subscript of individual variables or parameters indicating the
community of residence will often be omitted where this can be done without ambiguity.
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The right hand side does not contain any individual variables. In other words the
utility level within a given community is always the same for everybody. This is
due to the assumptions that preferences are revealed truthfully, the shares in the
surplus are identical, utility functions are linear in x, and the initial utililty
levels are identical.
From (9) and the utility function it follows that

This can be interpreted as everybody paying the same financing tax

(11)

'i = C(yi,n/Ni
= (y/ni)yi
= (a/ni +p)yi"

The remaining tax payment can then be interpreted as a transfer tax which is
proportional to an individual's deviation from the average willingness to pay

An individuals's level ofutility at a steady state can be calculated from (9) using
(7) as

Restricting ourselves to homogeneous communities (see fn.2) we can introduce
the notation n 1 = n and n 2 = 1 - n and assume that low demanders live in
community 1. Then s 1 =n 2/2, s 2 =(1-n 2)/2 and the final levels of public-good
provision can be calculated from (7) as
(14)
and

y 1 = max {O, (an/2- a/n- ß)/2b}
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y2

= max {O, [a(l +n)/2- a/(1-n)- p J/2h}.

where the non-negativity constraint is explicitly taken into account. If y 1 >0, it
follows from (14) that
ay/an = a/2 + a/n 2 > 0,
i.e. steady-state provision of the puhlic good always increases in community 1
when high demand individuals immigrate. There is a critical community size
n* := ß/a + SQRT[(ß/a) 2 + 2a/a).
below which no public good will be provided. For community 2

ay/an = a/2 - a/(1-n) 2
indicates that public-good provision increases with the population if the latter is
small, achieves a maximum when
1 - n = SQRT(2a/a),
and decreases again when the population continues to grow. The population of
community 2 can be too small for the public good tobe provided which occurs at
n*** : = p/a

+ SQRT[(p/a) 2 +

1- 2(a + ß)/a).

On the other hand, at
n** : =p/a - SQRT[(p/a) 2 + 1- 2(a + ß)/a)
community 2 has reached a size beyond which no public good will be provided
anymore.
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3.3 Tiebout eguilibria
To discuss efficiency and stability properties ofTiebout equilibria we will restrict
ourselves to steady states of the MDP-procedure. In fact, we will not consider
simultaneous occurence of voice and exit but only an alternating sequence. A
common approach is to let individuals choose a community ofresidence before any
voice mechanism starts. Individuals are assumed to foresee the subsequent
allocation adjustments and a Tiebout equilibrium is a situation where the
expected utility level is higher nowhere else than in the chosen community of
residence. We call this framework (A). lt is not really a voice-exit framework
because exit is not defined after the voice procedure has started.
In the alternative framework (B) the MDP-procedure is assumed to converge
infinitely fast. The exit option then is a movement from a steady state in one
community to a steady state in another community. Since we are dealing with a
continuum of consumers, there is not going to be any allocative effect of
individual exitdecisions.
For the analysis ofTiebout equilibria it will be useful to distinguish the following
cases:

n s n**
n s n*
n > n*

n** < n
n***

<

n

.!:

n***

Case 1:

Case 2:

Case 3:

Case4:

Case 5:

Case 6:

Y, = 0
Y2 > 0

Y, = 0
Y2 = 0

Y, >0
Y2 > 0

Y, > 0
Y2 = 0

Table 1

Y, = 0
Y2 = 0

Y, > 0
Y2 = 0
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Cases 1 and 3 are trivial Tiebout equilibria in both framework (A) and (B). They
will obviously be locally stable if n lies inside the respective intervals. For nontrivial equilibria where the public good is provided in at least one community we
have to distinguish between framework (A) and(B).
(A)

Exit-voice sequence

For any partition into homogeneous communities an individual knows the final
level of public-good provision given by (14) and (15).The corresponding utility
level is given by (13). Fora Tiebout equilibrium the final utility level and thus,
according to (1.3), the final level of public-good provision has to be the same in
both communities. In this framework only case 5 of table 1 can contain a nontrivial 'riebout equilibrium. At such an equilibrium every individual will be
indifferent between communities 1 and 2. According to (14) and (15) we can define
niv : = -2a/a

+ 1/2 + SQRT[(2a/a) 2 + 1/4]

as the unique partition giving rise to a Tiebout equilibrium in framework (A).
However, depending on the parameter values, a Tiebout equilibrium with y 1 =y 2
may not exist. If it exists the size of community 1 (niv) has to be greater than 1/2
and therefore greater than the size of community 2. 12 >
To examine the stability properties of the equilibrium with homogeneous
communities, we define a pseudo adjustment mechanism

where u 1 and u 2 are the common utility levels in communities 1 and 2 respectively
as derived in (13). The equilibrium of this process is stable if an'/an < 0 at least at
the equilibrium. Differentiating (16) with respect to n yields

12) The fact that everybody is indifferent at such an equilibrium raises the question why people
would sort themselves into homogeneous communities. lt follows from the above analysis
that y 1 =y 2 is a sufficient condition for a Tiebout equilibrium and this can be satisfied by
heterogeneous communities as weil. Nothing can then be said about the relative size of the
communities. But see 3.4.
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an'/an = 2b(y 1 ay/an-y 2 ay.Jan).

lt follows from (14) and (15) that
ay/an

= (a/2 + a/n 2)/2b

ay.Jan

= [(a/2 - a/U-n>2]/2b.

and

(17) can therefore be rewritten as
an'/an = y 1[a/2 + a/n 2 } - y 2[a/2 - a/(l-n) 2 ]
= ya[l/n 2 + l/(l-n) 2 ] > 0,
where y =y 1 =y 2 • The equilibrium will thus always be unstable In fact, if exit is
allowed at this equilibrium as in the following section, the marginal individual in
community 2 will not remain indifferent but rather move to community 1. This
mechanism will then always lead to one grand community.
(B) Voice-exitsequence

So far, exit was not allowed once the public good was provided anywhere.
Allowing exit at this stage leads to the problem of assigning tax shares to new
immigrants. These tax shares should only depend on current observable
variables, not on the history of the MDP-process. Furthermore, we should not
expect individuals to reveal their true marginal rate of substitution if this is the
price they are going to pay even for the infra-marginal units of the public good.
The good incentive properties of the MDP-procedure derive from the fl!-ct that the
revealed willingness-to-pay affects only the price of the marginal unit of the
public good.
We are going to assume that the current level of public-good provision remains
unaffected by somebody's exit and that everybody in a community is paying the
same financing tax (11) - even a new immigrant. Accordingly, an emigrant does
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not contribute towards financing the public good in his old community of
residence.
The treatment of the transfer taxes is more complex and, in fact, indicates the
limitations of this model with regional MDP-procedures. In the MDP-procedure
the level of public-good provision is institutionally fixed. Ceteris paribus, one
more unit of public good provided today implies one more unit forever. For
regional MDP-procedures to retain some kind of indidividual rationality we are
going to assume that transfer taxes are fixed in the same way as the public-good
provision.
Assumption 1:

When individual i moves from community j to community k, his
financing-tax payment changes from 'i tro 'k· His transfer-tax
payments
however, remains unaffected.

p\,

For the following discussion it may be helpful to interpret an individual's income
as coupons that entitle him to a permanent income.Transfertaxes are then paid
with these coupons.
An individual considering to move would compare the level of utility at home
with the utility he would receive in another community. For person i in
community 1 we can define a switching function

indicating this person's desire to remain in community 1. The equilibrium level of
public good provision in community 2 changes only by an infinitesimal amount
but affects individuals differently depending on their type (i). A change in
private-good consumption occurs only due to a difference in the financing tax
rates , 1 and , 2 •
While the first expression is the same for all residents of community 1, the second
one is not due to differences in private-good consumption.The steady-state level
can be derived from (10) and (7) as
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In contrast to framework (A) the exit decision here differs among residents. In
order to define a community switching function in terms of the marginal
consumer (n) it is necessary for the infra-marginal individuals to be less inclined
to move. For individuals in community 1, for example, it is required that
S12(i)

~

S12(n) vi sn.

According to (18) this is equivalent to

This can be rewritten using the specifiation ofthe utility functions and (19) as

In fact, (20) is also a necessary condition for a Tiebout equilibrium with
homogeneous communities. If (20) is violated then y 1 > y 2 • According to (18)
S12(0) is negative in this case indicating that individual Owould prefer to move to
community 2. Therefore, under framework (B) cases 4 and 6 of table 1 cannot
contain any Tiebout equilibria.
If(20) holds, we can define the switching function for community 1 in terms ofthe
marginal individual S12 : = S12(n) or

The value of the switching function is independent of the current level of privategood consumption. Only the levels of public-good provision and the difference in
the financing-tax rate matter. lt is therefore straightforward that the willingness
of the marginal individual to stay in community 2 is
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S21 = an(y 2 -y 1) - b(y\-y\)- •2 + • 1
= -S12.
If(20) holds, one can easily show that it is the marginal individual in community
2 (the lowest demander) who has the highest desire to move. Therefore it is a
necessary and sufficient condition for a Tiebout equilibrium with homogeneous
communities that
S12

= S21 = 0.

We have already mentioned that cases 1 and 3 of table 1 consist only of trivial
Tiebout equilibria while cases 4 and 6 do not contain any Tiebout equilibria.
Hence the only cases of interest are 2 and 5. Let us examine case 2 first.- The
switching functions are
S12

= -S21 = -any 2 + by\ + t 2 •

Using (11) and (15) this is equivalent to
(l-n)S12

= y 2[n23a/4 • n(a + ß/2) + a/4 + (a + ß)/2]

A Tiebout equilibrium where the public good is provided in only one community

therefore requires
0

= n 2 3a/4 - n(a + ß/2) + a/4 ·+ (a + ß)/2.

Of the two roots of this equation one would imply the equilibrium to be unstable
in terms ofthe adjustment process
(16')

n'

= u\ - u"

2•

The stable root is
nv

:= (l/3) {2 + ß/a + SQRT[(2+ß/a) 2 -3-6(a+ß)/a]}.
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In this model it is therefore possible for a Tiebout equilibrium to exist even if the
public good is provided in one community but not in the other.
Let us now turn to case 5 where the public good is provided in both communities.
Proposition: A Tiebout equilibrium where the public good is provided in both
communities can occur in the voice-exit sequence only ifn = .5.
Proof: lt is tedious but straightforward to rewrite the switching function (21)
using (11), (14), and (15) as
(18)

S12

= (.5-n)[n4a 2/2-n3 a(a-4a)-n 2(4aß+4aa-a2/2)
+ 4aan + 2a 2 ] / [ 4bn 2 (1-n) 2 ].

The fourth-order polynomial (in square brackets) is positive at n =0 and n =1.
Furthermore, its slope is positive at n =O and negative at n = 1. Since the leading
term is positive, the graph has tobe W-shaped. lt follows that the polynomial has
tobe positive on the whole interval [0,1]. The switching function can thus only be
zero if n =.5. QED

A Tiebout equilibrium at n =.5 is stable in terms of the adjustment
process (16').

Corollary:

This corollary follows immediately from the proofofthe preceding proposition.
3.4 Optimality

A social optimum in an economy with the above type of utility functions requires
maximization of total utility nu 1 + (l-n)u 2 • Using (13)-(15) and disregarding the
restriction of homogeneous communi ties, the problem becomes

s.t.

s 1 + s 2 = 1/2
s1

2e

n 2/2
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s 2 :S (1-n 2 )/2.
0:sn:sl
Substituting s 2 by the first constraint an interior maximum with respect to s 1
(0 < s 1 < 1/2) requires
2n[(as 1-y l )/2bn]a/2bn +
2(1-n)[(a/2-as 1 -y 2 )/2b(l-n)](-a)/2b(l-n) = 0.
This is equivalent to (as 1-y 1)/2bn = (as 2 -y 2 )/2b(l-n) which can be rewritten using
(7) as

Maximization with respect to n, taking accountofy 1 =y 2 , yields

=

nay/an + (1-n) ay,jan = 0
a/2 + a/n - a/(1-n).

This condition is equivalent to n = niv, A social Optimum in this model thus
requires two homogeneous communities with equal public-good provision.
While this is the only non-trivial Tiebout equilibrium of framework (A), we
already pointed out that it is neither stable under the adjustment process (16) nor
with respect to exit as defined in framework (B).

4. Conclusion

There are two types of conclusions we would like to draw from this model. The
first refers to the possibility of exit. In contrast to Tiebout's intention the exit
optionmay upset the performance of an otherwise well-functioning system.While
this was already a central argument in Hirschman's book, his framework was
somewhat different from ours.
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The second type of conclusion is about the MDP-procedure. The preceding
discussion seems to suggest that there are limitations to the application of the
MDP-procedure to regional economies where exit is possible. 131 The interpretation
above requires that individuals' transfer taxes remain unaffected by exit. While
this was defined in terms of location, it could also be interpreted as exit from the
living. Individulas in this model then have either to live infinitely long or pass
their income on their heirs. Since the MDP-procedure is almost exclusively used
as a model for public planning procedures, this indicates that the application to
regional economies may be questionable.
Another result ofthe voice-exit sequence in the MDP-model, however, has quite a
realistic touch. In framework (B) it is quite important into which community one
is "born". 141
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Distributive and Allocative Effects
oflndividual Voting Behaviour•
by
Horst Hanusch
and
Peter Biene
1. Introduction

Each government's budget can be separated into revenues and expenditures. This
procedure is common standard in the literature on public finance and it serves as
the point of departure for different models that consider both sides separately.
The theory of optimum income taxation based upon the pioneering work of
Mirrlees [1971) restricts its analysis to public revenues. In the simpler model of
Sheshinski [1972), a certain proportion of the individual gross labour income is
collected by the government in form of compulsory taxes which are used to finance
the given revenue requirements as weil as transfer payments that are distributed
equally to everyone. The problem analysed in this theory is the conflict between
equity and efficiency: making the income distribution more equal induces the
aggregate income to decline.
Concerning the expenditures, the optimal size of the public budget can be
determined. In his seminal paper, Samuelson [1954] stated necessary conditions
for the optimal allocation of public and private goods. By doing so, his analysis
focusses on the allocative efficiency leaving aside the distributive effects that
stem from different ways offinancing the provision ofthese public goods.

•) An earlier draft of this paper was presented at the meeting of the European Public Choice
Society in Munich, May 2 - 5, 1984. We are indebted to all ofthe participants in this meeting
who commented on our paper, especially to our discussant Kurt Reding. Of course, any
remaining errors are evidently ours.
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Even though both theories in itself derive interesting results, their solutions
depend on each other. For example, Feldstein (1973] pointed out that the solution
of the tax model depends on the exogeneous revenue requirements. Moreover,
Brito and Oakland [1977] derive a modification ofSamuelson's result ifthe public
good is financed by an income tax. These findings lead to the conclusion that both
problems are tobe analysed simultaneously. Otherwise, it must be presumed that
the implications of these models bear only li ttle relevance to the real world. First
steps into this direction are the works ofMoreh (1983] and Moreland (1984].
All the above mentioned theories use the social welfare approach to derive their
results. A different way is taken if the analysis restricts itself to the individuals
and their utility-maximizing behaviour. In this case, the economic choice of the
individuals are transformed into the political sphere where they determine
government activities via majority voting rule. The well-known model of Bowen
(1943] shows how public and private goods are allocated in this setting. Romer
(1975] gave the solution of the tax problem. Taking both problems together,
Gevers and Proost (1978] analyse the case that the individuals have to decide
upon two issues simultaneously: first, on the proportion of the private and
government sectors, and second, on the use of tax revenues for public goods and
transfer payments.
This paper is in line with the arguments of Gevers and Proost. What we want to
stress is the close relationship between problems of distribution and that of
allocation. In order to derive clear-cut results, some heroic assumptions will be
made. First, we restrict our analysis to a two-goods economy. One is a pure
private and the other is a pure public good. Second, the tax function is taken tobe
linear in before-tax income. Third, we assume that the individuals have identical
utility functions. Moreover, they are assumed to be of Cobb-Douglas type. Of
course, these simplifications restrict the generality of our approach but we hope
that this disadvantage is overcompensated by some new and interesting insights.
Section 2 presents the basic model where the individual behaviour is analysed
especially in regard to their labour supply. As the financial system is
characterized by a constant marginal tax rate and uniform transfer payments,
government revenues solely depend upon the individuals' labour incomes. Section
3 contains a comparative static analysis. lt is asked how labour supply alters in
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response to a change both in the tax rate andin the transfer payments. In general,
these instruments of the government's allocational and distributive policy lower
the individual labour supply. Additionally, the effects of these instruments
interact with each other: the higher the transfer payments the greater is the
(negative) impact of a change in the tax rate.
Section 4 analyses how the individuals choose their solution of this conflict
between equity and efficiency. Of course, this solution depends upon their ability.
Concerning the tax rate and the transfer payments, there are clear-cut results:
the higher the individual ability, the lower are the most preferred tax rate and
transfer payments. In a system ofmajority voting, the median voter decides upon
the parameters that describe government activities. If the distribution of
individual abilities and, hence, incomes is skewed to the right, i.e. the median
income is smaller than the mean one, the median is in favour of a positive tax rate
but he does not necessarily vote for positive transfer payments. Moreover, under
the assumption that everyone works, the median's most preferred tax policy
defines an equilibrium under the majority voting rule. To end with, section 5
contains a numerical example and section 6 some concluding remarks.

2. TheModel
We consider a closed economy consisting of n individuals. Each individual is
characterized by a specific ability (or skill) W; (i = l, ... ,n). We assume
(1)

so that the individuals are ordered according to their ability. Furthennore, it is
assumed that the individual wage rate corresponds to the skill level.
An arbitrary individual i can use a given period oftime which we take tobe unity,
as working time l; or leisure f,,
(2)

This choice immediately results in the individual before-tax income
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(3)

We assume that the government imposes a constant marginal tax rate t on gross
income. On its part, the government uses its tax revenues both for the provision of
a public good G, which we assume tobe strictly positive (G > 0), and for monetary
transfer payments from which each individual gets an amout of k = Kin. In case
ofK < 0, it is a lump-sum tax.
In a static model, the individual net income will be spent completely for private
consumption,

(4)

= (1-t)zi + k.

xi

lt will be assumed that the individuals have identical utility functions whose
arguments are private consumption, the public good, and leisure. Furthermore,
we take the utility functions tobe ofCobb-Douglas form,

(5)
where O < a, ll, y < 1 and a + ll + i = 1. This assumption guarantees that the
usual properties ofutility functions - positive but decreasing marginal utility - is
fulfilled for each argument.
In this economic environment, the individuals try to maximize their utility
taking both k and Gas given. The Lagrange equation ofthis problem is

As it is not ensured that the individual i will work (li > 0), the Kuhn-Tucker
conditions have tobe employed for the variable Li. Thus, the first order conditions
for a utility maximizing behaviour are
aL.
_: = ax_a- 1f Pcv - .\ = 0
dX.

l

1

l
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aL.l
al.1

aL.1
1.- =O
' a1.1

The assumption concerning the utility functions ensure that the second order
conditions are satisfied, too. Rearranging these terms results in

(6)
where the equality sign holds for li > 0.
From (6) it follows that in case of li > 0, the individuals suhstitute leisure for
working time as long as the marginal utility of leisure is equal to the marginal
utility of private consumption availahle for their working time. In case of li = 0,
the marginal utility of private consumption is always smaller than the marginal
utility of leisure regardless of the working time the individual i may choose. In
addition, it is tobe noticed that the tax rate must be smaller than one,

(7)

t<l

because in case of t 2 0 nobody will work. This fact also hecomes clear if one
considers the optimum working time ofindividual i,

(8)

!.=
1

{°

i - pk/[(1-t)w)

forw.1

,s; w ,,

forw.>w
1
0

where a = a/(a+ß) and ß = ll/(a+ß) Additionally, w0 = ßk/a(l-t) denotes the skill
level below which everyone will choose tobe idle.
The equation (8) can be regarded as the lahour-supply function of the individual
under consideration. From (3l and (8), the corresponding before-tax income
follows
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0

(9)

zi

= {

forw l > w'l

ciwi. pk/(1-t)

The private consumption of individual i is consequently
forw.sw
1
0

k
(10)

ci[(l-t)w 1

+ k]

forw.1 > w

Q

We now impose two restrictions on government policy. First, we postulate that
nobody drops out of the working force completely. This is ensured by the
assumption
(11)

t<l-~.
aw 1

Moreover, we assume that the net income is positive for all individuals,
(12)

k

t < l + -.
wl

These conditions are formulated as restrictions on the tax rate where (11) and (12)
are more restrictive than the constraint (7) if and only if k represents a positive
transfer payment and a lump-sum tax, respectively.
Obviously, the individual working time, before-tax income, and after-tax income
depend on individual abi li ty,

(13)

rJw.

l

ilz.

(14)
-

1

rlw.

l

O -tJw 2l

=6>0.

{

> O for k > 0
=

<

=

<
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ax.
aw.l

( 15)

- ' =a!l-tl>O

Only in case of k > 0. the optimum working time is an increasing function of the
individual skill level. On the other hand. for k < 0 the reduction in working time
is so low that it is overcompensated by the higher ability. Therefore, gross income
as weil as net income increase with ability. Consequently, for an arbitrary k,
relatively low ability is equivalent to relatively low gross income. In case ofk > 0,
gross incomes are distributed more unequally than abilities. This is due to the
fact that higher before-tax income results both from higher ability and longer
working time.
Given the tax rates and transfer payments, tax revenues T( > 0) solely depend
upon the individual labourincomes,
T =

n

E tw.1.

i =1

11

Hence,
(16)

T

= n[atw A

ptk

-J
l-t

where w = E w/n. The government spends its tax revenues for the provision of
public goods as weil as for transfer payments. Because of the fact that a market
price does not exist for the public good, its value will be identified with the
resources used for providing it. In this way, public goods are measured in terms of
private goods.
We assume that the government does not want to maximize a social welfare
function of its own but that its only task is to balance the budget.·Therefore,
government expend\tures have tobe equal to tax revenues,
(17)

T

=K

+ G.

From (17), it can be seen that therr fl.re three different ways to balance the budget:
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-

positive income taxes used for the provision of public goods and transfer
payments (t > 0, k > 0);
positive income taxes and lump-sum taxes used for the provision of public
goods (t > 0, k < O);
lump-sum taxes used for a negative income tax and the provision of public
goods (t < 0, k < 0).

Inserting (16) and K
goods,
( 18)

= nk into (17) yields an expression for the quantity of public

G(k,t)

= n[8tw -

1-8t
- - k).
1-t

Equation (18) indicates the connection between the three variables describing
government activities. lt states that one parameter is a function of the remaining
two. In equation (18), G was taken to be the dependent variable. As the partial
derivative of G with respect to k is smaller than zero there is for every value oft a
one-to-one correspondence between the quantity of public goods that can be
supplied and the transfer payments. Therefore, the problem of determining the
government activities is only a two-dimensional choice.

3. The Impact of Government Activities on Economic Performance
In this section, we want to analyze the effect of changes in government policy on
economic performance. To begin with, let us consider transfer payments. Because
of
(19)

ali

ß

ak

0-t)w.1

-=----<O

an increase in transfer payments induces a decrease in the individual supply of
labour. Ifthe revenues from the income tax are positive (t > 0), the tax revenues
will diminish
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Pt

clT

-=-nak
1-t

In case oft < 0, the individuals receive an addition to their gross income. If the
individuals decide to shorten their working time, their gross incomes -tlecline.
Given a t < 0, the additions paid by the government decrease, too.
Therefore, increasing transfer payments and decreasing tax revenues must be
compensated for by a drastic reduction in the supply of public goods if the budget
is to be balanced
(21)

aG

.rr

ilK

ak

dk

,i~

1

-at

= - n - - < 0.
1-t

The second variable ofthe government is the tax rate. The term

(22)

ßk

al.

l

at

{

o-dw.
l

: 0 for k

>0

>

<.

shows that the effect ofincreasing the tax rate depends on the lump-sum element.
In case of transfer payments, it induces the individual labour supply to decline.
Lump-sum taxes lead to the reverse effect. Correspondingly, the individual gross
income alters due to the change in the tax rate as
{

(23)

<>= 0 for k > 0

<.

This is the basis for the effect on tax revenues
(24)

.tr
-

at

,,._

,.

ßk
ui

= n1nw- - - 1
11 _

If the government imposes lump-sum taxes, tax revenues are an increasing
function of the tax rate. In this case, there will be no "Laffer-curve". The reason
can be found in equation (221 which states that the individuals will choose a
longer working time under this regime.
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If the government makes transfer payments, the effect cannot be determined
unambigiously. The first term on the RHS of (24) is positive. lt reflects the fact
that a higher proportion of the individual before-tax income accrues to tax
collections. On the other hand, the second term is negative for k > 0 because of an
increased incentive for the individuals to lower their working time and, thereby,

their gross income.
Correspondingly, the amount of public goods alters in response of a change in the
tax rate. This effect is given by
(25)

aG

aT

at

at

Obviously, the overall effect on tax revenues depends upon three variables: the
individual valuations of private consumption and leisure, the tax rate and the
transfer payments. We will confine ourselves to the latter two of these variables
as the relevance of individual preferences has already been analysed in detail [see
e.g. Fullerton (1982)].
At first, one can recognize that

(26)

a21.
,h
"p
- = - = - --atak
akat
et -dw
1

1

< 0.

1

This relationship indicates that the· effect of one variable depends on the
magnitude of the other. The higher the transfer payments the more alters the
labour supply in response of changing the tax rate and vice versa.
This effect also becomes clear if one restricts the analysis to positive transfer
payments. In this case, the tax rate can be determined as that value at which both
effects offset each other. The solution additionally gives the tax rate tmax that
maximizes tax revenues,
(27)

tmu

= 1 - (ßk/aw) 112
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lt can be seen that the revenue maximizing tax rate depends heavily upon the
transfer payments. As
(28)

iltmax
ak

(ßk/awl''2
2k
< O,

this tax rate is a decreasing function of k. The reason for this behaviour is that an
increase in transfer payments induces the individuals to lower their working
time. Equation (26) states that the magnitude ofthis effect increases with the tax
rate. If one postulates that the tax rate imposed on individual gross income is
smaller than the revenue maximizing one then the magnitude of the transfer
payments restrict the range for determining the tax rate.
The interpretation of this restriction is two-fold. Let us assume that the amount of
public goods is fixed. Then the equations (19) and (22) make clear the conflict
between equity and efficiency. A more equal distribution of after-tax incomes can
only be achieved by increasing the transfer payments. These additional
expenditures have tobe financed by increasing the tax rate. Because both policies
lower the individual supply oflabor, equation (27) can be thought of as the limit to
redistribution.
Alternatively, for given transfer payments, equation (27) defines the restriction
imposed on the government in designing the tax rate. Therefore, the transfer
payments determine the maximum amount of public goods that can be provided.

4. Majority Voting
We assume that the individuals decide upon the parameters of government policy
by majority voting. Recall that even though there are three variables, the
problem is reduced to a two-dimensional choice by equation (18). In order to
utilize the majority voting rule, each individual is asked to state his preferences.
In this choice, he has to take into account not only public goods and transfer
payments but also the effects of government policy on labour supply.
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To arrive at the optimum choice, the indirect utility function vi of individual i has
tobe formed. Employing (4), (5), (8) and ( 18), it follows that
(29)

vi(k,t)

= A[ 1-t]

0

1 ((1-t)w,

+ k] 0 + P[at(l-t)w-(1-at)k]Y

where A = [~] 0 [ßl ß [n] 1 [w,] -~. Differentiating (29) with respect to k and t and
equating the partial derivatives to zero results in two equations for k and t from
which the optimum values can be determined. Thus,
rJv
1
=O

ok

leads to
(30)

1-t

= l-~t [at-y(l-at)rilw

ki

A

-

where ri = w/w is the relative ability ofindividual i and the index i indicates that
ki is the Optimum value of k for individual i. Differentiating k, with respect to ri
yields
(31)

ok

~

ar1

= - vo -tiw

<

o

as t < 1 by (7). Thus, the most preferred transfer payments are a decreasing
function of individual ability. As one could have presumed, a person with greater
ability prefers lower transfer payments. From (30), it follows that k, is positive as
long as
(32)

r.
l

<

nl

--A-

\(J -atl

This relation depends heavily upon the tax rate.Fort = Q, everyone recommends
lump-sum taxes since this is the only way of financing the provision of public
goods. For t • 1, the optimum transfer payments tend to zero regardless of the
individual ability.
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The second problem is to determine the optimum tax rate. By inserting equation
(30) into (29), the relationship
ilv.

l

-

leadsto

at

=O

{33)

Again, ti designates the optimum tax rate for individual i. The expression (30) for
the optimum transfer payments is used to derive equation (33). This is the reason
why (33) determines the optimum tax rate only in the case that the transfer
payments are at the optimum level, too.
In order to analyse the change in the most preferred tax rate in response to an
alteration ofindividual ability, we form the inverse function
A

{34)

r.
1

·}

A

a(a+y)t;· - (1 +a)ti + l
= ---------a(a+y)t 2 -0+a!t+l+j3l
l

l

l

lt follows that
at.

{35)

l

Jr,

1
2
- - <Ofort. <
dr /at.
l

l

1

-A-n\1-ßl

lt should be noted that the equation (33) has no solution for an ri that is greater
than

{36)

_
2 ✓u11-131+1+ci
r = - - - - - - - - > l.
2 ~ + 1 +a-13

The value r is determined by t = - Jl/a(l-ß). If one takes into account that l!a(l-ß)
> 1, the range -1 s t, < l is admissible in every case. The constraint t, < l
imposes no restriction on the most preferred tax rate as the relative ability must
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be negative to result in the choice of ti
rates are given by

= 1.It follows that the most preferred tax

{ :olution to (33)

(37)

t

lf ti and ki are known, the optimum supply of public goods follows from equation
(18),

(38)

Gi

= n[atiw ~

-

1-at
1
~

kil.

1

In this equation, Gi indicates the optimum value of G for individual i. In general,
it cannot be determined how this optimum provision of public goods depends on
relative ability,

(39)

~ari

1

[
= n aw ,.__

ßk ]
(1 -ti)2
L

ilt.

ar

1

1

1 -at. ak.

- -1 -1
1-t.

1

ar.

1

The expression in square brackets is positive as long as the tax rate is below the
revenue maximizing one defined by equation (27). In this case, the first term on
the RHS of (39) is negative because of (35). This finding is due to the fact that
individuals with greater ability prefer lower tax rates. For given transfer
payments, tax revenues are thus reduced. This relationship induces the provision
ofpublic goods to decline. On the other hand, the second term on the RHS of(39) is
positive due to equation (31). lndividuals with higher ability prefer lower transfer
payments. Therefore, the proportion of government expenditures used for the
provision of public goods increases. lt cannot be said whether the overall effect is
positive or not.
We now consider which tax rates and transfer payments the individuals prefer. At
first, the individual with mean ability endeavours the tax rate to be zero. In his
opinion the provision of public goods is tobe financed solely by lump-sum taxes,
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(40)

r.l

=
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k, = - yw < 0.

Of course, this result is due to the fact that our assumptions imply two things [see
also Romer (1975)].

-

First, that the individual with mean ability has the mean gross .income, too,
and
second, that ~his individual will pay a tax that is equal to his share in the
amount ofpublic goods, regardless ofthe tax rate and the transfer payments.

These are the reasons why he wants the public good to be financed in a way that
avoids distortions.
lndividuals with an ability above the average are in favour of lump-sum taxes,
that are used first to finance the provision of public goods and, second, to pay an
addition to individual gross incomes,

(41)

r, > 1 ..... { t, < O
k, < 0.

The reason for this behaviour is obvious. By choosing these parameters, these
individuals pay taxes that are below the average. The tax schedule they want
leads to a redistribution from the poor to the rich.
On the other hand, people with below-average ability recommend a positive
income-tax rate,

(42)

ri < 1 .....

f

t, > 0

l

<0
k, {

>

for ri > at/[ y(l-at.)]

=

<
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But, in general, it cannot be determined, whether they prefer transfer payments,
too. There will always be individuals which vote for lump-sum taxes even though
their ability is below the average. For them, the advantage of a progressive tax
schedule is so small that they prefer the marginal conditions tobe distorted only
to a little extend.
Let us now turn to the voting process. Under majority voting, the individual
whose ability is the median of the distribution of abilities is the decisive voter. If
we assume that the distribution of abilities is skewed to the right, then
(43)

rm < 1

where the index m denotes the median of the distribution of abilities. This
assumption ensures that the tax rate is positive but it is not a sufficient condition
for the transfer payments tobe positive.
A very important problem in the context of majority voting relates to cyclical
majorities [see also Parks (1979)]. lt is a well-known argument that if individual
preferences are single-peaked, they avoid cyclical majorities. In our case, each
individual has to take a two-dimensional decision. Thus, the ordinary concept of
single-peakedness as elaborated by Black (1958] cannot be applied. Instead,
Plott's (1967] pairwise symmetry condition takes this place. Assuming that there
is an odd number of voters, for any point to be an equilibrium under majority
voting it requires two conditions to be fulfilled. First. exactly one voter is at his
ideal point, and second, all the other voters can be divided into two groups of equal
number so that each member of one group has exactly one counterpart in the
other group whose preferences are just the opposite. Or, to quote Enelow and
Hinich ((1983), p. 317] "all nonzero utility gradients at the equilibrium must be
divisible into pairs that point in opposite directions."
In order to ensure that these conditions·are satisfied, we assume that the number
of individuals is odd and that in (1)
(44)

... Wm-1

<

Wm

<

Wm+l'"
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holds. This assumption means that there is exactly one individual at the median
position. Furthermore, the assumption (43) ensures that the optimum tax rate for
the median is given by the solution to (33).
In order to show that the second part of Plott's pairwise symmetry condition is
fulfilled we have to form the directional derivative ofthe indirect utility functions
at that point which the median prefers denoted by (k*, t*). lt follows that

and

= c,(1-cit] [wm - w)

(46)

(a/ak)vJk* ,t*)

where

c, = [;J 0 [n]ß[nNwJß[l-t] 0 [(1-t)w, + k) v
.[~t<l-t)w-(l-at)k] +ß[y]
> 0.
0

Now it becomes clear that the slope ofthe directional derivative given by
(47)

[(a/at)v, (k*,t*)] / [(a/ak)v, (k*,t*)]

= k*/0-t*)

is independent of the individual under consideration. lt is solely determined by
the parameters of the tax system that are preferred by the median. Additionally,
the expressions (45) and (46) show that the directional derivatives point into
opposite directions for two individuals, whose abilities are above and below the
median, respectively. As, by definition, the number of voters, whose abilities are
above the median, is equal to the number of voters with abilities below the
median, Plott's pairwise symmetry condition is fulfilled. The level of government
policy, preferred by the median, defines an equilibrium under majority voting.
There will be no cyclical majorities.

5. A Numerical Example
To illustrate our results, we consider the case in which the distribu tion of abilities
can be approximated by !3- lognormal distribution. This case has attracted
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considerable interest in the literature since the work of Lydall (1968] and
Mirrlees (1971]. In particular, Mirrlees took the parameters of the associated
normal distribution tobeµ = -1 and o = 0.39 leading to w = 0.3964 and rm =
0.9268. His alternative assumption was o = 1 resulting in w = r m = 0.6065.
Using the first assumption, Mirrlees found marginal tax rates that were rather
low. This fact caused him to state "that I had expected the rigorous analysis of
income-taxation in the utilitarian manner to provide an argument for high tax
rates. lt has not clone so" [Mirrlees (1971), p. 207]. But, if the dispersion of the
distribution is widened (o = 1), his model leads to tax rates that are considerably
higher. These calculations suggest that the tax rate is very sensitive with respect
to the dispersion ofthe distribution ofskills.
In the context of our model, figure 1 illustrates the optimal government policy
depending on the relative ability of the median. By (1) and the assumption that
the distribution of abilities is skewed to the right, the feasible range of r m is
bounded by O < rm < 1. The figure uses values of a = 0.5 and ll = y = 0.25.

In order to normalise the results, we put G = G/(nw) and k = k/w. Figure 1
clearly shows that especially in the "realistic" range of 0.6 < r m < 0.95 the
sensitivity of the tax rate with respect to the ability of the median is strongly
pronounced. Small changes in the position of the median within the distribution
of abilities lead to great changes in the tax rate. Therefore, the assumption
concerning the distribution of abilities can be regarded as the most important one
for determining the optimum marginal tax rate under majority voti ng.
On the other hand, the optimum provision of public goods nearly stays constant.
This leads to the conclusion that the dispersion of the distribution of abilities has
not a very strong impact on the provision of public goods. Of course, the transfer
payments play an intermediate role due to the government's budget constraint.
In a second example, we analyse the ·effect that results from a change in the
individual evaluation of public goods. To this end, we vary the parameter y. In
table 1, the optimum values of government policy are shown. They are calculated
using two alternative assumptions concerning
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Figure 1: Government policy and median ability
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the relative median ability and
the individual evaluation ofprivate consumption and leisure.

Concerning the relative median ability, we use the two specifications of Mirrlees
(rm = 0.9268 and rm = 0.6065) mentioned above. The second problem is
connected with the individual evaluation of private consumption and leisure.
Referring to Stern [(1976), p. 140], we assume that if there was no government
policy (t = 0, k = 0) the individuals would work 2/3 of their time. This
assumption results in a = 2ß. As this figure for working time seems to be rather
high, we carried out alternative calculations for a = ß. This relation held if, under
the conditions above, the individuals worked 1/2 oftheir time.

-

-

Table 1 again shows the values of k and G that result from the choice of the
median. Moreover, 1 = l(w) is the optimum working time of the individual with
mean ability and i = x(w)/w is his normalized consumption of private goods.
Finally, s gives the relative size of the government, measured as the ratio of tax
revenues to aggregated before-tax incomes.
Table 1 shows that the individual evaluation of private consumption and leisure
has not a very strong impact on the optimum supply of public goods. This becomes
clear if one compares the first with the second as well as the third with the fourth
section of this table. But, increasing the evaluation of private consumption leads
to increasing tax rates and transfer payments. As, by assumption, the median
ability is below the mean one, the median takes an advantage from the
government redistribution policy that is in favour ofthe poor. Ifhis evaluation of
private consumption increases he prefers the tax schedule tobe more progressive.
In general, it can be established that the main determinant for the optimum
provision ofpublic goods is its evaluation by the individuals. This is true because
the changes within each section of the table are much greater than those between
them. Ifthe median prefers an increased provision ofpublic goods, this also alters
the way in which the public good is financed: it results in decreasing transfer
payments and increasing tax rates. Therefore, the median wants both
instruments tobe used to finance the additional supply ofpolicy goods.
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a

a

0.60
0.57
0.53
0.50
0.47

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

0.186
0.194
0.202
0.212
0.222

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

a

0.60
0.57
0.53
0.50
0.47

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

0.45
0.43
0.40
0.38
0.35

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

= ß;

0.485
0.497
0.509
0 ..522
0.536

1

i

s

0.094
0.140
0.187
0.234
0.281

0.655
0.671
0.687
0.703
0.719

0.562
0.531
0.500
0.469
0.438

0.186
0.209
0.273
0.333
0.391

0.513
0.536
0.559
0.583
0.606

0.419
0.396
0.373
0.350
0.327

0.182
0.261
0.333
0.400
0.462

0.522
0.537
0.551
0.566
0.581

0.488
0.424
0.401
0.377
0.354

0.532
0.542
0.553
0.565
0.578

0.386
0.405
0.424
0.443
0.463

0.316
0.299
0.283
0.266
0.249

0.485
0.497
0.509
0.522
0.536

rm = 0.9268
-0.022
-0.061
-0.101
-0.139
-0.177

= 2ß;

0.532
0.542
0.553
0.565
0.578
a

0.028
-0.010
-0.048
-0.086
-0.122

= ß;

0.140
0.146
0.153
0.161
0.170

G

r m = 0.9268

= 2ß;

a

0.45
0.43
0.40
0.38
0.35

k

t

V
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0.093
0.140
0.186
0.233
0.280

rm = 0,6065
0.203
0.179
0.155
0.131
0.108
rm

0.075
0.112
0.150
0.189
0.227

= 0.6065

0.117
0.096
0.07.S
0.0.54
0.035

0.070
0.106
0.141
0.177
0.214

Table 1: Median abilities, preferences, and the supply ofpublic goods
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6.Summary
Our considerations are based on the assumption that individuals have identical
tastes but differ in abilities. They have to decide upon the extent of government
policies with regard to the imposition of a constant marginal income tax rate,
transfer payments, and the provision of public goods. lt is shown that the problem
of determining the optimum values of these variables can be reduced to a twodimensional one because the public budget has to be balanced. Given the tax
revenues, the government expendi tures are also fixed.
Therefore, we concentrate our analysis on the income tax rate and the transfer
payments as instruments of government policy. At first, their economic effects on
labour supply are investigated. As a result, we get the following interaction: the
greater the value of one instrument, the greater the disincentive effect of the
other, with the amount of transfer payments determining the limits of designing
the tax rate and vice versa.
In this environment, the individuals state their preferences. As one could have
presumed, low individual abilities increase the most preferred tax rate and also
the transfer payments. The individual with mean ability favours a zero marginal
tax rate and positive lump-sum taxes to finance the provision of public goods.
lt seems tobe consistent with reality to assume that the distribution of abilities is
skewed to the right and, consequently, that the ability of the median is smaller
than the average one. In this case, the median individual prefers the marginal tax
rate tobe positive. The question whether he prefers transfer payments or lumpsum taxes cannot be answered in general. This will depend upon his evaluation of
private consumption, public goods, and leisure as well as upon his position in the
distribution of abilities.

Within the framework of majority voting, it is shown that the tax rates and the
transfer payments favoured by the median voter define an equilibrium. Thus
these values are stable against majority voting and there will be no cyclical
majorities.
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Majority Decisions on Regional Environmental Quality and
Interregional Pollution*
by
Ferdi Dudenhöffer

1. lntroduction
The prob lern of interregional pollution (transfrontier pollution) has been discussed in the literature within two institutional settings. The first approach argues
that transfrontier pollution requires a national government to reach an efficient
allocation. The second approach asserts that regional authorities yield optimal
bargaining solutions if property rights are explicitly defined. Both approaches do
not take into consideration intraregional decision problems assuming regional
welfare functions. ll In this paper more emphasis has been placed on intraregional
decision problems and we discuss an institutional arrangement that solves interand intraregional decision problems simultaneously.
As far as intraregional decisions on environmental allocation are concerned, we
assume that in each region consumers decide directly by majority vote on regional
environmental quality. Acceptance of lasses of environmental quality are compensated by payments to consumers. Thus a decentralized mechanism determines
"demand" for pollutants ambient in each region. Pollutants are generated by
waste producing firms. Wastes generated in an upstream region will deteriorate
environmental quality in upstream as well as in downstream region. A solution to
this _interregional allocation problem must take into consideration these spillovers. We assume that there is an environmental authority that levies a charge
on wastes in both regions but charges for upstream wastes take into account their
transfrontier pollution effect. The existence of such an environmental authority
could be interpreted -as a common consent or a mutual agreement between both

This paper results from a research program on federal environmental policy in the
Sonderforschungsbereich 5 at the University of Mannheim. lt has been presented at the
24th European Congress ofthe Regional Science Association in Milan (ltaly), August 1984.
1)

Compare e.g. Siebert (1975), (1983), Dudenhöffer (1979).
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regions and is therefore motivated by the above mentioned approaches to the
transfrontier pollution prob lern.

In the next section we specify our model and study efficiency of equilibria. In section 3 we concentrate on the topic of uniform emission charges for both regions
and show some asymmetry in regional concentration of production. Applying a
comparative static analysis we elaborate in section 4 impacts of alternative densities of population and distribu tion of wealth on regional allocation.

2. The Model
Assume that there are two regions, an upstream region 2 and a downstream region 1. In both regions price taking firms produce an interregionally tradeable
consumption good Yj by using the input lj and generating emissions ei as joint
products. We assume that the regional production function Gi, defined as
j = 1,2
is a linear homogenous and differentiable function. Further marginal product of
input lj and of emissions ej are strictly positive and decreasing.2l
In our economy total amount of factor l is given as a stock Land is perfectly mobile between both regions. Therefore we have a common factor market for both regions with a common price p 1 and factor market equilibrium is given by
(1)

In our economy a tax is charged for generating emissions ej. Each firm in each
region has to pay a regionalized price Pej (sometimes called emisson tax) per unit
of emission. The price Pej can be interpreted as the price of an emission licence
that a firm in region j = 1,2 has to pay for the right to emit one unit ofwastes.
2)

Of course, the domain of the production function could be further lruncated to exclude
conflicts with the material balance approach llowever. as far as our analysis here is
concerned nothing could be gained by such a generali,ation For a generalized approach
compare e.g. DudenhölTer ( 1983), chapter 2.
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Since the consumption good Yj is interregionally tradeable, there is a common
market and one price p for this good. Profit maximization of the firm leads to optimal production plans where factor prices are equal to the marginal value product (MVP) of each factor. Hence we obtain

(2)
(3)
(4)

In each region the regional environmental system is the receptor of wastes and
emissions will result in regional environmental damages. We quantify this
damage by a real number Sj that measures the Level of pollutants ambient in the
regional environment. Since we concentrate on the upstream-downstream case
the following functional relationship between emissions ej in region j = 1,2 and
pollutants ambient in regional environment Sj holds

(5)

where O < a< 1

(6)
For the sake of simplicity a linear relationship between pollutants ambient in regional environment Sj and total emissions ej generated in region j is assumed.
Of course, one can generalize the diffusion function Zj and assume any
monotonous. increasing, convex and continous function [Dudenhöffer (1983),
chapter 2].
Up to now, we have explained the firms' demand for emission licences and therefore their demand for the factor emission as weil as the corresponding pollutants
for both regions. We will assume that consumers in each region will be compensated for pollutants ambient in their regional environment. The consumer sector
of each region obtains a compensation payment of Psi per unit of pollutants. Thus
in our model we have two types of payments. On the one hand there is revenue re-
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ceived from selling licences to waste generating firms and on the other hand compensation payments to consumers. Suppose there is a clearing office that handles
both payments and call this clearing office the environmental authority. The
authority will conduct its business along the lines of a competitive firm. For given
prices Pej, Psj and given diffusion functions Zj the authority's task is to select
combinations of emissions ej and pollutants Sj that maximize its profits. Since
the authority's revenues stem from selling emission licences to firms and its cost
consists of payments to consumers, the optimization problem of the authority can
be described as
s.t. (51, (6)

(PI)

Since in (5), (6) we have assumed linear diffusion functions Zj , an interior
solution (e 1 , e 2 , s 1 , s 2 ) > 0 to problem (Pl) must fulfill

(7)

Pel

= Psi

(8)

Pe2

= Cl

Psl

+ (1 -

Cl)

Ps2

Equation (7) and (8) show that interregional externalities are internalized. The
emission of one unit of waste in region 1 is taxed by Pel- This is exactly the
amount that all consumers in region 1 receive for one additional unit of pollutant.
A firm in region 2 is taxed by Pe2 per unit of emission. Since Cl gives us the
additional environmental disruption in region 1 caused by one additional unit of
waste emitted upstream, one component of Pe2 is the amount all consumers in
region 1 receive for one additional emission in region 2. Since the emission of one
unit of waste in region 2 leads to (1- ci) additional pollutants in this region, the
other component of Pe2 is the compensation (1- Cl) Ps2 to consumers in region 2.
By now it is clear how pollutants Sj in each region are connected to regionalized
emission prices Pej and compensation payments Psj • Hence the supply of pollutants is determined. In the following we characterize the regional demand for
pollutants. The distinctive attribute of pollutants is their local public-bad character. Hence the individual demands for pollutants will differ, in general, if in each
region each consumer receives some fixed positive share BidO,l) of total compen-
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sation for pollutants ambient in his regional environment. We will assume that
the decision between the different demands for pollutants is taken by majority
vote. In both region,s consumers are interregionally immobile and decide directly
by majority vote on their regional environmental quality. That means, consumer
i determines a real number Si that quantifies his desired level of pollutants ambient in his regional environment. lfi = 1 ,... , n1 consumers live in region 1 and i
= n1 + 1, ... , n consumers live in region 2 we can formalize the i-th consumer's
decision problem at voting as3J

(P2)

max Ui (Xi, Si) s.t. PXi- ßi Psj Si sli

with j = 1 for i = 1, ... , n1 and j = 2 otherwise. (P2) tells us that for any given
prices p, Psj, shares ßi and income Ii the decision problem is to select an utility
maximizing bundle of the private good Xi and public bad Si . The following Figure
1 clarifies the optimization problem.
Assume that the utility functions Ui are strictly quasi-concave and differentiable; the private good is always desirable, i.e. a Ui / a Xi > 0 and pollutants are always non-desirable, i.e. a Ui / a Si s 0. Under these assumptions we can show that
the indirect utility function
Vi (Si)

= max Ui (Xi, Si) s.t.
Xi

PXi

= I; + ßi Psj Si

is single-peaked.4) Therefore applying Black's (1958) resulton majority voting,

3)

Here we assumc that consumcrs in region l have no interest in the environmental quality
of region 2 and vice versa. For a generalization, assuming pollutants in rcgion 2 a~ an
argumcnt in lhe ulilily funclion of consumers in region l compare Dudenhöffer (1983),
chapter 6.

4)

Notice that for p > 0 the indirecl utilily function can be written as v; (si) = u; [Ii / p + ßj Pjj
s/ p, si J. Let ls, x), l"§, x) such thal v; (s) 2: via). lt is fairly clear that (sA, xA) = ( A s + 0-Als,
h + 0-A)x) fullills lhe budget conslraint for any >. E (0, ll, i.e. it is a feasible plan. As ui is
strictly quasi-concave, we have v,(sA)>vi (s) i.e. vi is a strictly quasi-concave function.
Therefore we gct only one maximum on a compact, convcx domain and establish single
peakness.
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Figure 1: Consumer 's decision problem

we can compute the majority-vote decision on regional environmental quality by
selecting the median demand for pollutants. Thus the demand Sj for pollutants in
region j is

(9)

s1

= median [S 1 ( 81 Psl, p, l1), ... , Snl(ßnt Ps2, p, Intll

(10)

s2

= median [Snl+ 1(Bnt+ 1 Ps2, p, Int+il, ... , S

0

(Bn Ps2, P, In)]

where the demand S Bi Psj, p, Ii ) for pollutants of consumer i maximizes his
indirect utility function Vi and is therefore a solution to problem (P2) and
1 (

i=l
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holds. Under the above assumptions on consumer preferences the demand
function of each consumer is continuous and the "median" is an upper semicontinuous correspondence [Dudenhöffer ( 1983), p. 199f].

In our model the i-th consumer's income is given as his share >-i E (0,1) on total
factor endowment L. Therefore we obtain5l
(11)

li

= y p1L

n

and

L yi = 1

l=l

Observe that the consumer's problem to determine his demand Xi for the private
consumption good degenerates if a certain level of pollutants s*j is determined.
In that case the demand for private goods Xi is given by PXi = Ii + Bi Psj s*j and
an equilibrium ofthe private-goods market satisfies
n

(12)

Y1-t-y2=Lx,
i= 1

Now our model is fully specified. Three types of agents acting as price takers on
four markets can be distingu,ished. The environmental authority acts on the
market for emission licences as supplier and on the markets for pollutants as
buyer. Firms demand emission licences and factor I and are supplier on the
market for the consumption good. Consumers act on the market for pollutants and
the markets for factor I as suppliers and demand consumption goods. A price
vector (p*, p* 1 , p* el, p* e2, p* 8 1, p* 5 2 ) > 0 and an allocation (i* 1' !* 2 , e* 1' e* 2' s* 1,
s* 2 ) > 0 that satisfy equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10) constitute
an equilibrium of the economy. Observe that at such a state the markets for pollutants, emission licences and factor I are cleared. Thus by Walras' law the market for the consumption good will be balanced too, i.e. equation ( 12) holds.
Now !et us review some important properties of our model.

5)

As we have assumed linear-homogeneous production functions c;.i and linear diffusion
functions Zj there are zero profits and income does not contain profits. Dudenhöffer (1983),
chapter 2, presents a more general model allowing for positive profits.
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Proposition 1: Given the assumptions of section 2, an equilibrium exists.
Proof: DudenhöfTer (1983).
Proposition 2: In general, the equilibrium does not constitute a Pareto-Optimum.
Proof: DudenhöfTer (1983).
The second property seems pretty clear. As the individual shares Si are exogenously fixed we cannot expect the familiar Samuelson-condition

to hold. Thus we identify a lack of intraregional adjustment as source of inefficiency. Clearly ifwe extend our model and integrate a mechanism that generates
Lindahl prices Si Psj we are confronted with the well-known free-rider problem.
On the other hand we can state that the lack of intraregional adjustment is the
only source ofinefficiency, i.e. the transfrontier-pollution problem itselfhas an efficient solution. To prove this assume that in each region identical consumers live
with compensation shares Si
1 / n 1 for i
1, ... , n 1 and Si
1 / (n-n 1) for i
n 1 + 1, ... , n. Under this assumption one can easily show that equilibria of the
above model are Pareto-Optima. 6)

=

6)

=

=

=

Under the above assumptions Pareto optima can be determined by maximizing the
Lagrangian
L = n1 u1 (x1, s1) + (n-n1) u2 (x2, s2J + A1 [L- l1 - l2 J + .l.2 [E 2i= 1 Gi (l1 ejl · n1 x, · (n-n, l x2l
+ A3 [s1 · e1 - ae2l + .\4 [s2 · !l-a1 e2lAssuming interior solutions a Pareto optimum is characterized by
n1(- Us1/ux1)=dG 1 /de1 :an1i-Us1 lu,1 l+(l-a)(-u 8 2iu,2l(n-n1) = dG 2/de2.
The same relationship holds al Lhe equliihrium ofthe above model.
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3. Uniform Emission Taxes, Transfrontier Pollution and Regional Concentration

An interesting question might be the relationship between regional emission
taxes. Can we expect them to be uniform for both regions or do they differ? This
question shows some analogy to the factor-price equalization theorem of the
Heckscher-Ohlin Modeland has been discussed between Stein (1971:), Peltzman
and Tideman (1972) and others in the American Economic Review. In our model
this question seems of interest because we have assumed a fixed interregional
diffusion parameter a and interregionally immobile consumers. If emission prices
for both regions are the same, all factors in all regions have the same MVP and no
further adjustment strategy like high stack policy or consumer mobility can
improve welfare.71 On the other hand, suppose Pel <pe2 holds. If we allow for
higher stacks tobe built upstream (da>0) we obtain from (8) dpe2 =(Psl -Ps2) da.
Since we know from equation (7) and (8) that Pel <Pe2 implies Psl <Ps2 emission
prices in both regions move toward equalization. Thus it is possible to exploit
differing MVP and improve welfare by higher stacks.
3.1 Different production functions
Suppose that the production functions differ between both regions in that
upstream production is more intensive in its use of the factor "emission" than
downstream production. Since production functions for both regions are linear
homogenous cost functions are linear. Hence marginal cost curves of production
in regionj, denote by MCj(p" Pej) can be drawn as in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that at point A marginal costs are the same if the emission prices
Pej are equal in both regions. Thus production in both regions (incomplete
concentration) and uniform emission taxes for both regions are only possible at

7)

A high stack policy would imply that the parameter a could he increased parametrically by
building higher stacks upstream and therefore transporting a greater part of the waste
from that region to the downstream environmental system.
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marginal cost

---------------------....;i•
p

__&_
P1

Figure 2: Mar!Jinal cost curves for different production
funct1ons

price ratio P. Otherwise incomplete concentration requires different emission
prices for both regions. Suppose that the emission price ratio Pis given. Then the
production possibilities ofthe economy can be depicted as in Figure 3.
Since the economy is endowed with a total amount L ofthe interregionally mobile
factor l all production possibilities for a given factor-price ratio Pe / PI = P are
given as combinations along the line AB in Figure 3. If production is completely
concentrated in region 1, point A in Figure 3 shows that emissions e1 max are
produced. If we shift part of the production to the upstream region, we move from
A to point C where e1c and e2c indicate' emissions generated in downstream and
upstream, respectively, Since all feasible production plans in Figure 3 are
linearly dependent and diffusion functions Zj are linear too, the transformation
curve for the economy corresponding to Figure 3 can be drawn according to Figure
4,
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Figure 3: Production possibilities for given factor-price ratio

Thus uniform emission taxes for both regions constitute an equilibrium only ifthe
plans of consumers in both regions are compatible with some point on the
transforrnation curve drawn in Figure 4. But this will not hold in general. To
prove this, suppose we have an equilibrium with uniform emission taxes such
that points D and D' describe pollutants and national product. This implies that
consumers in region 1, for example, vote at given equilibrium prices for s1 °
pollutants. Now assume we add one consumer to region 1 who has no endowment
of factor I at all. Thus the total endowment of factor I remains constant but since
this "new" consumer receives the right to vote the share Bi of all consumers in
region 1 will decrease. That is equivalent to saying that the price Bi Psl of
pollutants for each consumer in region 1 and therefore the demand for pollutants
will change, i.e. we get s 1 oc s 1 and s 2 = s/. Hence uniform emission taxes
cannot constitute an equilibrium any more and we can conclude:

°
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Figure 4: Transformation curve

Proposition 3: Ifproduction functions differ hetween regions equilibrium emission
taxes differ too, in general.
3.2 Identical production functions for both regions
Suppose that no regional advantage in production can be observed, i.e. production
functions are the same for both regions. This implies identical marginal cost
curves MC 1 = MC 2 for both regions. Therefore it will be fairly clear that any
equilibrium must fulfill Pel =Pe2 if production takes place in both regions. Put in
another way, only at complete concentration emission prices can difTer.
Studying the pattern of regional concentration one finds some interesting
asymmetries. If we assume that very low levels of pollutants do not affect the
well-being of any individual, i.e. small numbers of Si are imperceptible, a
complete concentration of production in region 1 is impossible whereas complete
concentration in region 2 is not excluded. Notice, this implies that Pel <Pe2 can
be ruled out but Pel >Pe2 may be possible at equilibrium. The diffusion
parameter a plays the crucial role in explaining the asymmetry. The smaller the
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parameter a the sooner we can exclude Pel > Pe2 and with higher values of a the
probability of Pel >Pe2 rises. Let us proceed to prove the above claims and propose
a defini tion of imperceptibili ty of small pollu tan t quan ti ties s.
Definition (Imperceptibility ofsmall s)
H for any Psj >0 the demand for pollutants of each consumer of region j = 1,2 is
not zero (speO) low levels ofpollutants are said tobe imperceptible.

x,
l(B)

. .....

1(A)

--~'=-,g;i~,=-::=-=

0------------------~
SA

s,

Figure 5: lmperceptibility of small number of pollutants

Figure 5 illustrates the idea behind the definition. lt shows two indifference
curves of consumers for whom small s is imperceptible. If consumer A whose
indifference curve is l(A) is confronted with pollutants smaller than sA his wellbeing is not influenced. For consumer B whose indifference map is I(B) this is
only valid at e neighbourhood of s =0. Now we can state
Proposition 4: If production functions do not differ between regions and low levels
of pollutants are imperceptible for the majority, then complete concentration of
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production in downstream region 1 cannotoccur. In particular, Pe2>Pel cannot
constitute an equilibrium.
Proof: Suppose Yt*>O and yz*=O constitutes an equilihrium. Hence we have
e2*=s2*=0. Since we have assumed imperceptihility this implies p* 5 2=0.
Using equation (8) we get Pe2* = apst * = OPel * and Pe2* < Pel * is implied for
a < 1. This clearly contradicts Y2* = 0 as cost functions are identical.
Put it in another way, if there is no advantage in producing downstream a complete concentration of production in the downstream region can he ruled out hut a
complete concentration in the upstream region cannot he excluded. The following
example illustrates this claim.
Example: Suppose that only one consumer lives in each region. Preferences are
described by the following utility functions
ul (x1, s1) = x1 - ä(s1)2
u2 (x2, s2 ) = x2 - (s2)2

and

ä > (1-a) / a

The slope of the indifference curves at equilibrium are given as (i) dx1 / ds1 =
2äs1 = Psl / p and (ii) dx2 / ds2 = 2s2 = Ps2 / p. Notice that imperceptihility is
assumed for hoth consumers. Further the diffusion functions (5), (6) imply s1 e?
[ a/ (1-a)] / s2 or in other words (iii):
( 1 - a)
- - s <Cs
0

1

2

Now suppose we have an equilibrium at which p* 5 1 s p* 5 2 holds. From (i), (ii)
then follows [(1-a) / a] s*1 < äs*1 ,; s*2 which contradicts to (iii). Hence Psi >
Ps2 implying Pel > Pe2 must hold at any equilihrium for the example and
production is completely concentrated in the upstream region.
The example explains further the crucial role ofthe diffusion parameter a. Let a
decrease, i.e. interregional spillovers decline, then ( 1-a)/a will rise and the
inequality ä > (1- a)/a may reverse. This clearly implies that emission prices in
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both regions will equalize, i.e. Pel =Pe2 and no complete concentration either
upstream or downstream can occur if imperceptibility prevails.

4. Impacts of lnterregional Distribution of Population and Wealth on
Regional Allocation
In this section we analyze how different interregional distributions of population
and wealth affect regional concentration and environmental quality. To get
clearcut conclusions we do not take into account different production technologies
in both regions. Hence locational advantages can only arise from differences in
consumer preferences, population densities and differences in wealth of
consumers in both regions. In particular, we assume throughout this section that
for each region we can identify two types of consumers: the majority type mj and
the minority type mj for regions j =1,2. Of course the minority group in each
region could be made up of a number of rather different types whereas the
majority group is assumed tobe homogenous. Thus the model considers the case of
a !arge "middle class" with smaller "upper and lower classes" in each region, an
empirical characteristic of many societies.8l Note that in our model we assume
that minority has no direct influence on the decision concerning regional
environmental quality. Thus redistribution of wealth and changes in density of
regional population affect the patterns of allocation only if the characteristic of
the majority dass of one region will be altered. For region j = 1,2 the parameters
Ymj and Bmj measure the share of the total endowment of factor 1 and of the
compensation for pollutants of one consumer of majority class, respectively. Thus
wealth distribution is explained by Ymj and population density of the regions is
directly reflected in Bmj- We now proceed by studying changes in these
parameters.
From our assumption of equal production functions for both regions it follows that
equilibria with inc~mplete concentration of production imply uniform emission
8)

Notice that the assumption of a homogeneous majority class for each region helps to
manage comparativc static anal_,·sis lf w,• did not apply this assumption we would have had
to specify the complete charuct(•ri,• 1<· of Parh individual to identify a median voter. In
addition it would then be possiblc- t:,, lt,., m,·<i1an function to exhibit kinks and therefore not
he dilTerentiable on the whole rdrle(•
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prices Pel =Pe2 = Pe• Taking this into consideration and applying the
calculus to equations (1), (2), (3), (4) we get 9) I0l

"/\"

(14)

where· a denotes the elasticity ofsubstitution and Xa = l 1 / L denotes the share of
factor l.used for production in region 1.11) Equation (14) gives us a complete
description ofthe supply side for private goods in our economy.
Differentiating equations (5), (6) we obtain the reaction of the environmental
authority to exogenous changes as
(15)
(16)

where E = [a Z1 / a e1] 1[e1 's,] = e, / (e1 + ae2) is defined as pollutants elasticity
of emissions in region 1. Thus E E (0,1] gives us a measure for the intensity of
transfrontier pollution. Small values of E indicate that additional emissions in
region 1 do not seriously affect pollutants downstream or in other words: most

=

= =

pollutants downstream are generated upstream. As we have Pel
Pe2
Pe
Psi = Ps2 all prices change in fixed proportion and the comparative-static
analysis is completed by determining the reaction of the majority's demand for
pollutants in each region.

Define Pz = Ps / p and pL = PI / p. As the consumer's demand for pollutants is
homogenous of degree 0, we can denote the demand for pollutants of the majority
class in region j by s j = Smj ( Bj Pz, Imj / p). Applying the ·•/\" calculus we obtain

n1>

si

= 11pj[Bmj+ßzl +

nHYmi+i\+Ll

9)

The derivation of (14) is given in an appendix.

10)

A "/\"

lll

~otethatl2/L=l-A,

over a variable indicales the relative change in that variable, i.e. y is dy/y.
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where npi Smj /( B~z) and ni
Smj / 1mj denote the price elasticity and income elasticity of a typical consumer of the majority in region j = 1,2, respectively.
Ifwe rearrange (14), (15), (16), (17) and consider equation (5d) ofthe appendix we
get the following system

F• (L + Ymtl + fJpl ßml]
= (L + zm2l + fJp2 ßm2

C

(18)

where d1 '"'fJpl Ba - q1Be , d2 = - (qp2 Ba- q2 Be). Further Ba= PI e/p Yj and

Be

"' Peej / p Yi denote the share of factor e and e on total value of production in
region j. The following table summarizes the multipliers of(18)

r = Ym1
r = Xm2
r = ßm1
r = ßm2
~

<h-;,i,r

(Pe -Ptl / r

e21r

<s2-s,) / r

q1 (di- o)a

- q 1 ,\a a

fJ 1 Aa d2 tl.

q 1 Aa[d, + d2]6-n 1

q2 (d 1 + o)a

q2(\a-dA

q 2(.\ad1 + co).ö.

q2 e(d 1 + o)ö

fJp' (d2 - o)a

- fJp' .\a a

fJp 1 .\ad2.ö.

IJ.p 1 Aa[d, +d 2].ö.np1

qp2 (d 2 + o)tl.

IJ.p 2(\a-e)a

1J.p2(.\ad 1 + co).ö.

fJp2 c(o+d 1)a

A = (d2 (\a - e) + ,\ad 1 + eo J -1

Table 1: Multipliers of comparative statics

To obtain information about the sign of the multipliers listed in table 1 we must
further specify consumers' preferences. Let us assume that pollutants in each
region are inferior and no Giffen goods:
Assumption U: n1p ~ 0 and

ni s

O hold for j

= 1,2.

Using assumption U it is fairly clear that d 1

;;,,

0 and d 2 s O hold. Furthermore it
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can be proved that ti > 0 holds.12) With this in mind, we are able to determine
the signs of the multipliers oftable 1. They are listed in table 2.

A

r = Ym1
A

r = Ym2
r=

ßm1

r=

ßm2

(s2 - s,)/ r

(Yi-Y1l Ir

(Pe - Ptll r

e2lr

+

+

+

+
-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

+

-

+

if ld2I > ld1I

ifld2I > ld1I

+

Table 2: Results of comparative statics
4.1 Different distribution ofwealth

In this section we study impacts ofthe distribution ofwealth. The first two rows of
table 1 analyze these impacts. We have already noted above that changes in the
distribution of wealth will only have impacts on the allocation if the majority's
position is affected. Suppose the downstream region's majority becomes wealthier
and the upstream region's majority wealth position remains constant. This could
be the case when the downstream or upstream minority suffers a decline in
wealth, i.e. Yml > 0 and Ym2 = 0. The first row oftable 1 shows the allocational
impacts. If Yml > 0 holds income Imt = YmtPtL of each member of the downstream majority class will rise. As the income elasticity nt is negative the
demand for pollutants ambient in region 1 declines. This decline in the demand
for pollutants must be accompanied by a rise in the price of emission licences so
that firms substitute the environmental factor by the factor 1. As an increase of
the price of emission licences will lead to a rise of compensation prices Pz the
upstream majority demands more pollutants according to their price elasticity

12) From the definition of li we have li > 0 if Aa < e:. Let us check that Aa < e: is valid. First the
definition implies (II/ L) < e1 / (e1 + Cle2). lfwe rearrange this inequality we arrive at 02 / e2)
> Cl !11 / e1) . As we assumed identical production functions the intensities lj / e1 must be the
same for both regions. Hence 1 > Cl is fulfilled.
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n/. Thus two effects can be distinguished: First, a substitution effect in
production and second, a dislocation effect in the upstream region. The
multipliers in the first row of table 1 show that the dislocation effect dominates
the substitution effect, i.e. ~2 1 Yme > 0. As part a of the emission generated
upstream will deteriorate environment downstream it cannot be excluded that

(S 2

-s

1) 1

Yml < 0

holds.

On the other hand, if we analyze the impacts of a relatively rich majority
upstream (Ym2 > 0), a comparison of rows 1 and 2 in table 1 shows that the effects listed above are valid for the upstream region, i.e. a dislocation effect to
downstream region (y 2 -y I l < 0, a substitution effect in production (pe - pa) > 0
and an unambigous shift of pollutants to the downstream region (s2-s 1) < 0 will
result.
Now we investigate the impact of different distributions ofwealth in both regions.
Suppose an increase in wealth of the upstream majority results in a decline in
wealth ofthe downstream majority, i.e. we have
,,.

Ymt

A

'-'m2,..
= - ,..- Ym2
yml

with Ym2 > 0. lt is fairly clear that this result summarizes the effects discussed
above, i.e. the relatively rich region has a relatively clean environment and will
dislocate production to the poorer region. Thus we can conclude:
Propositon 5: Suppose that production functions are the same for both regions and
environmental damages are inferior but no Giffen goods. Under these
assumptions unique relationships between wealth, location of production and
regional environrnental quality can be established: the greater the difference in
the distribution of wealth, the greater will be the concentration of production and
the lower the environmental quality in the relatively poor region.
4.2 Density of population and allocational patterns
In this last section we study the trade-off between density of population and
concentration of production. We assume thal total population is fixed to n and
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compensation shares within each region are equal for all consumers, i.e. for each
consumer ofthe majority class holds

ll

l

ml

= -nl

where n I and n2 are the number of consumers in each region, respectively and n
= n1 +n2. Hence variations in regional density directly result in changes in Bml,
Bm2- If

n=0

we get
,._

ll ml

n2

= -n

1

A

n 2 and

,._

ll m2

= -ti2

Therefore combining rows 3 and 4 in table 1 we obtain the allocative impact of
different densities of population. Suppose that population increases in the
upstream region (n2 > 0) and that in both regions the wealth of each consumer
in the majority class does not change, i.e. Ymt = Ym2 = 0. Under our
assumptions this will lead to a higher concentration of production in the
relatively sparsely settled downstream region (y2 - y l) < 0 and to better
environmental quality in the upstream region e2 < 0. As far as the substitution
effect in production is concerned we cannot give an unique answer. If n2 / n 1 is
rather large, i.e. most people live in region 2 we can expect that (pe - Pal /
ßmt + (pe -Pal / Bm2 is dominated by the first term of the sum and pollution
licences become cheaper. Thus we can conclude:
Proposition 6: If production functions are the same for both regions and
environmental damages are inferior but no Giffen goods, then production will
concentrate in the sparsely settled region.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied equilibria of a model which assumes that pollutants
ambient in regional environment are directly determined by regional majority
vote. We proposed an institutional arrangement of an environmental authority
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that solves the transfrontier pollution problem by applying the Polluters-Pay
Principle. We have shown that our solution to the transfrontier pollution problem
is a best one but efficiency losses are caused by a lack of intraregional
coordination. The simple majority-vote mechanism applied to our environmental
problem does not in general adjust MRS among consumers such that the familiar
Samuelson condition will hold.
Using our assumption of imperceptibility of small quantities of pollutants we
were able to show that undirectional transfrontier pollution will cause
asymmetric structures of regional concentration in production. If both regions are
equipped with identical production functions a complete concentration of
production in the downstream region cannot occur. On the other hand, complete
concentration of production in the upstream region may constitute an
equilibrium. In addition, the model has been used to analyze in which way
regional population density and interregional distribution of wealth influence
regional concentration in production and regional patterns of environmental
quality. If locational advantages are caused by differences in consumers'
preferences or different regional population densities or different wealth
distributions then trade-offs could be estabilished. Assuming ambient pollutants
to be inferior but no GifTen goods we showed that production will concentrate in
the poorer region, and that sparsely settled regions attract production.
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Appendix
Derivation of eguation (14)
Ifwe differentiate equation (1), (2), (3) and take Pel
arrive at
A

(ld)

(2d)

(3d)

\ 11 +
0e

,..

p

A

+ Xal 12 = L
A

(1

= -

o

-0

where

,.,
,..
(e -

J

U

\=y 1 /L
j = 1,2

J

PE=-"
ce-f,
0
J
J

Notice that pE

A

= Pe2 = Pe into account we

j

= 1,2

- pA = Pe - Pa• Hence (2d), (3d) imply

(4d)
Differentiating the production function Gi and considering (2), (3), (4) yields
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= 1,2

Combining these four equations we get equation (14). Notice that (2d), (3d), (4d)
imply

Environmental Policy with Pollutant lnteractions
by
Alfred Endres
1. lntroduction

Alternative means of environmental policy are usually analyzed in economics
within the framework of a set of pollution standards serving as targets for
_environmental quality:
"On the basis of evidence concerning the effects of unclean air on health or of
polluted water on fish life, one may, for example, decide that the sulfur-dioxide
content ofthe atmosphere in the city should not exceed x percent, that the oxygen
demand of the foreign matter contained in a waterway should not exceed y, or
that the decibel (noise) level in residential neighborhoods should not exceed z, at
least 99 percent of the time. These acceptability standards, x, y, and z, then
amount to a set of constraints that society places on its activities. They represent
the decision maker's subjective evaluation of the minimum standards that must
be met in order to achieve what may be described as "a reasonable quality of
life. " 11
Environmental policy instruments as charges, direct controls and tradeable
pollution permits are discussed as the means to attain these standards.
The standards are "admittedly somewhat arbitrary" 21 , reflecting the difficulty to
calculate a socially optimal level ofpollution, environmental policy could aim at.
The problem to be dealt with in this paper is generated by the fact that acceptability standards for several pollutants should not be defined independently
from each other. Generally, the environment does not provide special subcapacities for the assimilation of each pollutant. Several pollutants rather draw
upon the same capacity ofthe environment simultaneously. Moreover, they often
react chemically. In these cases their mixtures generate an environmental impact

1) W.J. Baumol, W.E. Oates (1975), p. 137.
2) W.J. Baumol, W.E. Oates (1975), p. 134.
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different from the sum of the impacts that each individual pollutant would have
in the absence ofthe others. Synergisms among pollutants are an example for this
type of an interaction.
Below, any pair ofpollutants X;, Xi is called "interactive" ifthe acceptable level of
X; depends upon how much ofXi is discharged 31 •
Even though the main body of the environmental economics literature (often
implicitely) assumes that different pollutants can be regulated independently
from each other, some authors allow for environmental quality tobe determined
by interactive pollutants 41 • However, there has not been much effort to answer the
question of how the properties of alternative means for environmental policy are
affected by the existence ofpollutant interaction 51 •
In this paper effiuent charges and marketable pollution permits are compared
regarding their efficiency and accuracy in the presence of interactive pollutants.
Direct controls are mentioned in passing.
For all policies it is assumed that the environmental policy makers know the
nature of pollutant interaction but can only estimate the polluters' marginal
abatement cost functions. There is some focus in the analysis below, to the
question of how the policy makers' knowledge of the marginal abatement costs
changes in the process of applying alternative environmental policy instruments.

lt is assumed below, that a single indicator ''I" exists which relates the quantities
of n pollutants (Xp•··,X0 ) to "load units" of this medium. (The higher the index
_value the lower the quality of the environmental medium). This indicator is
assumed to take care ofthe problems ofsimultaneous environmental capacity use
and chemical reactions.

3) This is a wide definition of the term "interaction", adopted from the lit.erature of fn. 5). A
narrower definition might use this term only if the marginal environmental impact of one
pollutant depcnds upon the emission level of another one.
4) See e.g. K.G. Mäler (1974), R. Pethig (1979).
5)

Notablc exceptions are B. Beavis, M. Walker (1979), H. Bonus (1970).
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Here, the target of environmental policy can be defined in terms of a
predetermined level 1 of this index. lt should be noted that this type of a target
definition is compatible with indefinitely many combinations of n pollutant
quantities.
Of course, it cannot be said in general terms what properties the environmental
constraint, defined for the economic process by setting the target I, might have. If
the indicator would take the linear additive form ofl = a 1X 1 + ..... + a"X" where
the ai are constant "load-parameters", the pollutants could be substituted against
each other at a constant rate for each given level 1. This very simple type is called
"linear interaction", below.
Of course, the marginal rate of substitution among pollutants -(dX/ dX) dt =O may
decrease (convex interaction) or increase (concave interaction) or take nonmonotone forms (non-convex/non-concave interaction) 61 • lt is even possible that
pollutants are complements rather than substitutes. Here, the detrimental effects
of different pollutants compensate each other. This case, however, will not be
discussed below.
Following Sprague (1970) these types of interactions are illustrated in figure 1 for
the case oftwo pollutants denoted X and Y.
Henceforth, the existence of a regulatory agency is supposed, aiming at a decrease
of the environmental load in its control region from the unregulated level 1* to a
predetermined target level 1. There are n pollutants supposed tobe generated by n
regional industries, one pollutant by each. The unregulated equilibrium pollution
levels are denoted X* l'""•X* n· The emissions reduced from their unregulated
levels X* l'""•X* nto any level Xl' ... ,Xn are denoted ip ... ,xn. Since I can be met with
many combinations of pollutant quantities it is to be decided which combination
the agency is to aim at.

6) Taking the toxicity to fish as an indicator of the environmental load caused by a combination
of pollutant concentrations, ,J.B. Sprague (1970) found high evidence for linear pollutant
interaction.
From the four air quality indices surveyed by A.E.S. Green et al. ( 1980), three take the linear
interactive form. In the Soviel Union, interactive ambient air quality standards are used.
They all take the form of linear interaction. See F.J. Dreyhaupt (1971), p. 66.
Of course, the use of linear indicators in biology and other sciences is no proof of the
underlying environmental structure being a linear one. lndicators are only proxies, after all
Their quality cannot be assessed by the author, a simple economist only.
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lt is supposed that the agency is trying to find the pollutant allocation
(X* 1* ,... ,X* n *) which meets the environmental constraint I at minimum cost.
Simultaneously with the problem of finding (X* 1*, ... ,X* n *) the agency of course
has to solve the problem of assigning each industry pollutant quantity X*i* to the
individual generators of pollutant i. Since the latter problem is extensively
treated in the literature using independent targets for the pollutants7 l, it is
ignored henceforth.

y
concave interaction

/

llnea,lntmcfon

non-concave (non-convex)
interaction

convex
interaction

Figure 1: Types of interaction among pollutants

7) See e.g. W.J. Baumol, W.E. Oates (1975), P. Burrows (1979), A. Endres (1985), H. Siebert
(1981).
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2. Properties ofthe Optimum
Before analyzing the ability of alternative policies to meet I at minimum cost the
nature ofthe optimum allocation is tobe elaborated. The problem ofthe environmental agency is one of constrained cost minimization. The objective function is
(1)

C=

L
n

cli'(xi)I

i=l

where C is the aggregated abatement cost of all polluters, C<il is the abatement
cost ofthe industry generating pollutant i and X; is the abatement quantity ofthis
pollutant81 •
aC'il/axi > 0, a2 C1il/ax;2 > 0 is supposed to hold for any pollutant i. The first
constraint for the cost minimization is the environmental standard tobe met, i.e.,
1- l(x" ... ,xn) 2e 0, where aL'ax; < 0 Vic{l, ... ,n}.
Moreover, you cannot clean up more mess than generated. Thus, for each
abatement activity an "upper boundary condition"
X*; -xi 2e O Vic{l, ... ,n}
holds, where X*i is the unregulated "status quo ante" euqilibrium quantity of
pollutant i.
Finally, the levels ofpollution abatement are non-negative, i.e., xi 2e 0 Vic{l, ... ,n}
holds9 '.
The Lagrangean function for this constraint minimization prob lern is
(2)

z = C(xl' ... , "n) + µ(I(xl, ... , xn)-1) +

n

L .\/\- x•)

i=l

8) The index (i) in cm is dropped, below, where no confusion seems tobe possible.
As mentioned above, the problem of assigning the maximum allowable emission level for each
industry to the members of this industry is not analyzed in this paper. lt is therefore assumed
that within each industry, the pollution allowances are distributed in a manner minimizing
intra-industry abatement cost.
The reader familiar with the traditional environmental economics literature will notice that
this assumption is warranted in the case of the effiuent charges and transferable permits
policy, but excessive\y favourable in the case of a command and control policy.
9) A more general model might allow for activities ,;imultaneously generating xi< 0, x. >O if the
elTect of the latter one upon the environmental quality index overcompensates the effect of the
former
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The Kuhn-Tucker Conditions are

(3)

aC/axi

+ µaUaxi + \

2,

0

x,

2,

0

µ

2'

0

'V'ie{l, ... ,n}

1..,; 0

(4)

I(xl' ... ,x 0 )

(5)

(x, - X*i) ..,; 0

-

\ 1 >Ü
--

µ(l(xp•··,x0 )-I)

=0

\(xi-X\) = 0 '7' i e{l, ... ,n}

According to the Arrow-Enthoven Theorem, these conditions are necessary and
sufficient for a global solution of our cost minimum problem, given the constraint
qualification is met, the objective function C(x" ... ,x is differentiable and
quasiconvex and the constraint function l(x" ... ,x 0 ) is differentiable and
quasiconcave. (The condition that ~ie{l, ... ,n} such that aC/axi >0 at the solution, is
met anyway, in the problem analyzed here). The Kuhn-Tucker Conditions allow
for interior and corner solutions. In the case of an interior solution (0 < xi <X*i,'V'i),
for the reduction of any pair ofpollutants i, jE{l, ... ,n} it follows that
0 )

aClax,
aC!axi

(6)

= - µal/ax,
= - µal/axi

.... - (dx/ dxi) dC =O = - (dx/ dx,)

dI =O

Condition (6) indicates that in the solution the marginal rate at which the two
pollutants can be substituted against each other at the predetermined index Level
I (their marginal rate of substitution) equals the marginal rate at which the two
pollutants can be substituted against each other at a given Level of aggregate
abatement cost (their marginal rate of transformation). Thus, given the above
requirements are met, an interior solution can be illustrated as follows, for the
case oftwo pollutants X and Y.
In Fig. 2, C<C<C show alternative Levels of aggregate abatement cost and I
shows the predetermined environmental constraint. The size ofthe ''box" in Fig. 2
represents the non-negativity and upper boundary conditions. The solution is
given by P**(x** ,y**) where an iso-abatement-cost curve is tangent to the
constraint curve.
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X

Figure 2: Meeting the target at minimum cost - the interior
solution

lt should be noted that since x = X* - X and y = Y* - Y, the solution in tenns of
abatement levels (x**, y**) corresponds to a solution in terms of emission levels
(X**, Y**) still generated after abatement is done. Moreover, a curve which is
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concave (convex) towards the x, y-origin is convex (concave) towards the X,Yorigin.
Corner solutions can turn up in two kinds offonns.
First, in the nonnegativity condition(s) of one (several) variable(s) the strict
equality sign may hold, second in the upper boundary condition(s) of one (several)
variable(s) the strict equality sign may hold (or both).
To give an example for the first type, suppose that in the solution, 0 <xi < X*.1
'llic{l, ... j-1,j+l, ... ,n} andO=xj < X*ihold.
Then,

actax t al/ax.1
-<
-- '
actax.
·- al/ax_
J

J

i.e.,

(7)

- (dx/ dx)

dC=O

s

- (dx/ dx)

dl=O

holds.

This is shown in Fig. 3 for two abatement activities x (for x) and y (for xi) (and the
strict unequality holding in (7)):
For the second type ofa corner solution, the case ofO<xi = X*i and O<xi<X*i'
'lljc{l, ... ,i-1, i + l, ... ,n} is illustrative. Here,

actaxi

-µal/axi - ,\i

actaxi

-µal/axi

i.e.,

(8)

- (dx/ dxi)

dC=O

s

-

(dx/ dx)

dI=O

holds.

This is shown in Fig. 4 for two abatement activities x (for xi) and y (for x) (and the
strict unequality holding in equation (8)).
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X
Figure 3: Meeting the target at minimum cost - corner solution 1

The properties of • the solution of the cost minimization problem under
environmental restrictions have been established. How about the chances to
arrive at this optimum by applying alternative environmental policies?
Discussing this question, the cases of linear, concave and nonconcave interaction
in the environmental target constraint are separately dealt with, below.
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X
Figure 4: Meeting the target at minimum cost - corner solution II
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3. Linear Interaction

3.1 Effiuent charges
Suppose, the regulatory agency is to use effiuent charges as a means to achieve
the predetermined interactive quali ty standard 1 10 >.
To decide which of the indefinitely many combinations of the n pollutants
compatible with fit is to aim at, the regulatory agency has to make a guess on the
marginal abatement costs of the n polluting industries. On the basis of this
estimate and the agency's knowledge of I(Xl' ... ,Xn)• the n pollutant target levels
(Xl' ... ,Xn)• are defined. These levels are the ones the agency takes to meet the
environmental restriction f at minimum cost.
The estimate of the abatement cost functions is also needed for anoth_er purpose: lt
provides the basis for a guess on how the n polluting industries will adjust their
discharges to alternative levels of tax rates tx 1, ••• txn• just as in the case of no pollutant interactions: Consider any polluter A in any i-polluting industry wanting
to minimize his burden of environmental policy BA =tx, • x•A1 1 +C';'A (x'A'). The
first term indicates the firm's emission tax bill and the second term its abatement
cost.U nder the above mentioned condition of increasing marginal abatement cost,
the burden is minimized for

(9)
Thus, under an effiuent charge law each polluter will reduce emissions until the
marginal abatement cost equals the tax rate, as is well known in the literature.
Using this information and having assessed the marginal abatement cost, the
regulatory agency tries to set tax rates txl' ... ,txn equal to (its guess oO the
marginal abatement cost of the polluting industries in the target situation

(X 1•...• Xn>-

If the target situation is not attained after the industries' adjustment to the taxes.
the tax rates have to be revised. It is hoped that a solution will be attained after
101 Henceforth, it is assumed thal di,chan;b of ,,n, pollutant X, decrease (increase) when th,·
respecti ve tax rate tx, increascs I decrease::--1

Of course. there are exceptions from this rul~ S„p e.g. R. Pethig (1979), pp. 135 f.
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an iterative process oftrial and error 11 '
Fig. 5 illustrates this "pricing and standards" technique for the case of linear
interaction, the existence of an interior solution and two pollutants X, Y.
The first quadrant of fig. 5 12 ' depicts the situation of the X-industry. The
unregulated equilibrium emission quantity of that industry is X*. C(x) is the
total, aCI ax(x) the marginal abatemen t cost curve.
Of course, it is highly unlikely that the regulatory agency's estimate of the
abatement cost of the X-industry (and any other industry) would be correct.
Therefore, in the first quadrant of fig. 5, the agency's estimates C•(x) and aC•/ax(x)
are distinguished from the true curves C(x), aC/ax(x). The second quadrant depicts
the situation ofthe Y-industry, analogously.
The solution of the constraint cost minimization is graphically derived in the
third quadrant 13 ' . P**(X**,Y**), where an iso-cost curve C** derived from the
true abatement cost curves is tangent to the target line I represents the genuine
optimum. P(X,Y), where an iso-cost curve C• derived from the agency's estimate of
the abatement costs is tangent to the target line represents the optimum as
assessed by the agency.
Under these circumstances the regulator will set tax rates tx 111 = aC•/ax(i),
ty<IJ =aC•/ay(y), which he expects to induce abatement activities i, y to bring
emissions down from X*,Y* to the targent levels X,Y.
The firms adjust to these taxes by reducing emissions up to the point where their
marginal abatement costs equal the tax rates. However, the costs calculated by
the firms in their adjustment are the genuine abatement costs 1~', rather than the
11) See W.J. Baumol, W.E. Oates (1975), Ch.10.
12) The quadrants are counted counterclockwise, heginning with the upper right hand quadrant.
13) The third quadrant offig 5 shows what the box in fig 2 has shown. For simplicity, in fig. 5 and
the following figures, the hottom and the left hand side of the box have not been drawn. lt
should be kept in mind, however, that each level of X(Y) in the third quadrant corresponds to a
level ofx(y) on the left hand side (bottom) ofthe box.
14) lt is assumed that each firm is aware of its own marginal abatement cost function.
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marginal abatement costs, as estimated by the agency.
Thus, the post tax emission equilibrium is X 1 , Y 1 with t' 1 \=aC/ax(x 1 ),
t' 1 'y =aC/ay(y 1).
This equilibrium is illustrated as P 1 in fig. 5, missing the target P(X,Y).
Therefore, the tax rates have tobe revised.
In the process of restructering tax rates the regulatory agency can rely upon the
following informations, given interaction is linear:
The agency knows from (6) that in the cost minimum situation (X** ,Y**)
(6a)

-(dy/dx) dC=O (X**,Y**) = -(dy/dx) dt=o (X**,Y**)holds.

From (9) it is known that
(9a)

(tx / ty)

= - (dy / dx)

dC =O (X**, Y**) holds.

The agency concludes that
(10)

<tx / tY) = - (dy / dx) dl=O (X**,Y**) holds 15 '.

Thus, the regulatory agency can take it for granted that in the optimum it is
struggling for, realized as emission tax equilibrium, the relative tax rate for the
two pollutants equals the marginal rate of pollutant substitution, evaluated in
the solution.
Since I=l(X,Y) is known to the agency and the marginal rate of poll_utant
substitution does not depend on the levels of pollutants in the case of linear
interaction, the agency knows the term - (dy / dx)d1 =O in (10) without knowing
where the solution lies. Therefore, the agency is aware of the relative optimum
tax rates without having complete information on the polluting industries
marginal abatement costs.
15) For the case of n variables the equati,ms are
(6) - (dx/dxi) dC: =O IX' 1 •, .X• n•) = ldx/d,,l dl =O r X• 1•,
'v'ije{l, ... ,n)
(9b) tx/txi= · (dx/dx 1) dC =O IX• 1 •
ll~~c{l, ... ,n}
(10a)tx/txi= -(dx/dx 1) dl=<IIX* 1 ', ,X n l,'v'tJe(l, ,n}

,x:n:i,

..

,X* n*),
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In the abatement equilibrium attained after the agency's first tax rate estimation
(P 1 ) the condition t' 1\ / tm y = - (dy / dx) dI ;Q holds. Thus, all the agency has to do
after realizing that the environmental restriction is not met, in P 1 , is to raise the
absolute value of the tax rates leaving relative taxes as they are. In fig. 5, this
would correspond to a move ofthe equilibrium allocation along the line EE' from
P 1 towards P**.
Even though it is weil known that restructering tax rates may be. difficult in
practice 161 (with or without pollutant interaction) it is interesting to note that in
the case oflinear interaction the agency's strive for optimality is notmore
complicated than in the case of regulating a single pollutant. The simple decision
rule is:
If the load on the environment after adjusting to the tax rates set in the first place
is above the target level I, all tax rates have to be raised in the same proportion,
until I is met. If the load falls short of the level aimed at (contrary to what is
shown in fig. 5) all tax rates may be reduced by the same percentage amount.

In the cases of corner solutions (not shown in fig. 5) the procedure of tax
restructering would be basically the same. Consider the example of a corner
solution at X**, Y =0. Here, increasing tax rates in the same proportion starting
from an initial situation P 1 , violating the constraint I, would result in a situation
x 0 ,Y = 0, with x 0 2:X**. If X0 > X** (as shown in fig. 5a), still violating I. both tax
rates could be increased, as in the case of an interior solution, until I is met.
Alternatively, having attained X 0 ,Y = 0, ty could be left constant. increasing tx
only, until f is met.
3.2 Transferable discharge pennits
Suppose the regulatory agency is using transferable discharge permits as a means
of environmental policy. Then, a quantity of permits is issued by the agency
guaranteeing that the environmental target level I is met. The agency has the
option of auctioning the permits off, or giving them away free of charge to the
polluters. In both schemes permits can be resold. Moreover, the permits may be
16) See W.J. Baumol, W.E. Oates ( 19751, Ch 10.
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X
Figure Sa: Effluent charges with linear interaction - a corner solution

designed as separate emission rights, one type of a right for each type of a
pollutant, or they may be written in the form of "load-permits" (L-permits),
allowing the generation of load-units in terms of the indicator I. Shaping L-
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permits, it would be convenient to use one ofthe pollutants (say,j) as a numeraire.
Then, the permits would be written out in units ofpollutantj. One L-permit would
certify the right of discharging one unit of pollutant j or, alternatively, the
quantity ofpollutant i, equivalent to a unitj in terms of the index I. In the case of
linear interaction, it follows from the definition of I that the quantity of pollutant
i equivalent to one unit ofj is 1/(a/ar) units. The coefficient a/ai shows the adverse
effect of pollutant i relative to the adverse effect of the numeraire pollutant, i.e.,
the marginal rate ofpollutant substitution.
Consider the properties of a L-permit policy with free initial distribution:
If the regulatory agency is aiming at a set of emissions (Xl' ... ,X. 0 ), as outlined
above, it may assign the permits as follows: A number of X1 L-permits are given to
the j-industry (discharging the numeraire pollutant). Each firm k in the jindustry may be assigned a quantity of X'k 1/ X/X*i permits (where X'k 1/(X*) is
firm k's (industry j's) unregulated emission level), leaving the emission share of
each firm within the industry at its pre-regulatory level 17 '.
Each i-industry (iE{l .... j-lj + 1, ... ,n}) may be assigned a quantity of L-permits
certifying the right to discharge X, pollutant units, i.e., a/ai Xi permits.
Analogously to what has been said for the members of the j-industry, each firm k
in the i-industry may receive a/ai ·X'kJ.* ·X/X*i permits. Ifthis initial distribution
of permits put into effect by the agency would not be modified by trade among
firms of different industries, the agency's environmental target (X 1 , ..• ,X would
be realized and maintained.
Of course, the procedure outlined above is just an example of determining the
initial allocation ofrights. Ifthe agency is not afraid ofthe permit market process
getting caught in a local optimum between the initial distribution of rights and
the global optimum it might just assign a quantity of permits to each industry i
proportional to its pre-regulatory emission level X\.
If in the pre-regulatory equilibrium I*=a 1X\ + ... +a X\ holds, each industry
might be granted the right to pollute X*, · ÜI* pollutant units leaving the
interindustry distribution of emission quantities at its pre-regulated form and
0 )

0

17) The problem of firms producing higher unregulated emission levels to secure a higher
endowment of permits is ignored here
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confining the index to the target level 1. In this case, each industry i would be
assigned a/aiX*; III* L-permits.The latter procedure would be very attractive
because the agency would not have to worry about estimating the marginal
abatement costs of the polluting industries at all. Thereby, the permit policy
would achieve an important advantage compared to the effiuent charge policy.
Nevertheless, (Xp ... ,X) will be used as a starting emission allocation below, for
better analytical comparability ofthe charges and the permits policies.
How about the incentives to modify the initial distribution ofpollution rights?
Suppose the cost to abate an additional amount of pollutant i equivalent to a unit
ofthe numeraire pollutantj differs from the cost to abate an additional amount of
pollutant k equivalent to a numeraire unit, in the starting situation. Then, there
are potential gains from permit trade between the i-and k-industry. If the
marginal abatement cost for a j-equivalent in industry i are higher (lower) than
the marginal abatement costs for a j-equivalent in industry k, then, a L-permit
can be traded from the k-(i-)industry to the i-(k-)industry to their mutual
advantage. Of course, given the above assumption on the slope of the marginal
abatement cost curves, these costs of the industry supplying (demanding) permits
rise (fall) in the process of trading since more (less) pollutants are abated. The
competitive equilibrium occurs where the marginal abatement costs in terms of
numeraire equivalents of the two industries have adjusted to each other in the
transaction process. With equal marginal abatement costs across the industries in
terms ofj-equivalents, all gains from trade are exhausted 18 >.
Figure 6 illustrates the market for discharge permits for two pollutants X and Y
in the case ofperfect competition. Y serves as the numeraire pollutant.
The initial permit assignments ofthe two industries are indicated as Y and a · X
in the second and first quadrant, respectively. a stands for axlay, the marginal
rate of pollutant substitution. Since permits are written in numeraire units, the
abscissa in the first quadrant depicting the situation of the X-industry has been
rescaled into Y-units. Thus, the marginal abatement cost curve of the X-industry,

18) The analogy to the traditional analysis without pollutant interaction should be noted. Here,
an optimal intra-industry distribution is defined by equal marginal abatement costs for all the
member firms ofthe industry. Of course, this condition is still valid in the case of interactive
pollutants, in addition to the one explained above.
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shown in the first quadrant, indicates the marginal cost ofthe X-industry to abate
pollutant X in terms ofY-equivalent units.
From the definition of I, it follows that Y=a·X units of X in terms of Yequivalents. Therefore, the marginal abatement cost of X defined for Yequivalents is dC(x)/dy = 1/a aCtax(x), shown in the first quadrant 19 >.
Since in the initial situation, the X-industry is allowed to emit a quantity X ofits
pollutant (i.e., it is forced to abate x pollutants) its rescaled marginal abatement
cost is 1/aaC/ax(X.), in this situation. Thus, the marginal willingness to pay ofthe
firms in that industry to receive a (small) additional quantity ofL-permits would
be just that amount of money. If the industry's firms were offered that amount
they would supply a marginal L-permit. The marginal cost of the Y-industry is
ac/ay(y) in the initial situation. Thus, this amount of money is the marginal
permit supply (demand) price ofthe firms in that industry. Since in the example
given in fig. 6 aC/ay(y) happens to be smaller than 1/aaC/ax(x), the firms in the Yindustry turn out tobe the suppliers in the permit market, the X-firms being their
customers. Thus, aC/ay is the supply curve and 1/a aC/ax is the demand curve ofthe
permit market.
To read quantities supplied along the same scale as quantities demanded the
supply curve aC/ay is shifted from the second to the first quadrant in fig. 6 to an
extent of a·X + Y. The transformed curve is labeled aC/ayT. lt should be noted
that units of Y removed by the Y-industry are read from the left to the right in
that quadrant and units of Y-equivalents removed by the X-industry are read
from the right to the left.
lt is obvious that the initial situation 1/aaC/ax(x) >aC/ay(y) is no equilibrium in
the permit market. The equilibrium will be reached if the X-industry buys Y*Y** permits from the Y-industry.
Then, 1/a aC/ax=aC/ay holds, i.e. supply and demand curves intersect.
Since a = -(dy/dx) dI =O' in the case oflinear interaction, this equilibrium condition
is identical to equation (6a), the condition for the minimum cost situation keeping
the target I.
19) For total abatement cost, C =C(x) holds. With X= 1/a Y.X= x•-x and Y = Y•-y, dC(x)/dy= 1/a
aC/iJx follows.
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Since this optimum is unique we can be sure about the permit market equilibrium
being identical to the solution ofthe regulatory agency's problem, (X**,Y**).
lt is worth noting that with the permit policy this efficient allocation is achieved
without the detour of preliminary allocations which violate the environmental
target, as necessary in the effiuent charge approach 20 >.
4. Concave lnteraction
4.1 Effiuentcharges
Analogously to what has been said above, the regulatory agency is aiming at an
emission allocation xl'''''xn, with the tax rates t(l)xl'"''t' 1 )xn• The rates are set
according to the shape ofthe policy restriction I and according to what the agency
takes to be the marginal abatement costs in the n polluting industries. The
polluters, however, adjust their emission levels to X' 1 \, ••• ,X 111 0 according to their
true marginal abatement costs. If the agency's estimate fails to be accurate, as
assumed in this paper, Ö(, .. .J<)~(X11 '1' ... ,X' 1 ' 0 ) follows, in genera!21l. Also, the
environmental target is missed (l(X' 1 \ , ... ,X' 1 ' 0 ) ~1), in general 22 >.
As in the case of linear interaction, the result of xi> X' 1 ', (X, <X:' 1 ') is signalling to
the agency that it overestimated (underestimated) the marginal abatement cost
of the i-industry, in the first place. This will certainly be helpful for a
reassessmen t of the cost functions.
lt is important to note, however, that contrary to the case of linear interaction.
there is no simple decision rule for the correction of the tax rates misspecified in
the first step. Even though conditions (6), (9b), (10a), still hold when interaction is

20) lt is obvious that in the case of linear interaction a corner solution. say X'*, Y = 0, (not shown
in fig. 6) would also be a permit market equilibrium.
21) In the (practically irrelevant) special case, in which the agency's estimate of the marginal
abatement cost functions is the same monotonic transformation of the true functions for all
industries,
IXl' ... ,X 0 J,;, (X' 1 \, ... ,X1u 0 > would hold
22) lf, accidentally, HX 111 1, ... ,X 111 0 )=l holds m spite of the agency misjudging the marginal
abatement costs, the agency would have to check whether the relative lax rates for all
pollutants equal the (inverse) marginal rates of pollutant substitution (see equ. (10)1 in this
situation. Only then, (X' 1>1'···•X(l>0 ) would meet Tatminimum cost.
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concave (given the solution is an interior one), they are not much of a help in this
case. The reason is that the marginal rate of pollutant substitution is no longer
constant. Thus, in (10a) the marginal rate of pollutant substitution calculated in
the cost minimum situation (X* 1*, ... X* n *) is not known to the agency even though
the shape of the policy restriction I = HX 1 , ••. ,X is known because the agency does
not know the values X\*, ... ,X*/. Thus, equation (10a) does not provide a
compass for the revision of the tax rates.
All the agency can do when the industries do not react as expected to the effiuent
charges is to reassess the marginal abatement costs of the polluting industries
and to try out a new set oftax rates.
Thus, the simple process oftrial and error in the linear interactive case turns into
a complex one when interaction is concave. In this process, not only the absolute
levels of the tax rates but also the relative rates are questionable to the agency.
0 )

The problem is illustrated in fig. 7 for two pollutants X and Y, and the case of an
interior solution.
Industries' adjustment to the initial set of tax rates t' 1 'x• t' 1 'r Leads to the
situation P 1(Xl'Y 1 ),ecP(X,Y), where the constraint I is violated. P**(X**,Y**)
again shows the optimum, unknown to the agency.
In P 1 the agency does not know how to change the tax rates. Rising both taxes
proportionally until I is met, which was all it had to do in the case of linear
interaction, would result in a situation on I "north east" to P 1 in fig. 7, missing the
optimal situation 231 •
lt can be concluded that the possibility of attaining a predetermined
environmental target at minimum cost by the use of effiuent charges is hampered
by the existence of concave pollutant interaction.
23) The following procedure would be helpful to the agency: Having_ achieved 1 by proportionally

increasing both tax rates, reajizing a situation of, say, ~('.!t,Y), the agency might check
whether t/tyi - (dy/dx)..dl =O I X.Yl holds. lt w~l<!, then conclude whether the ~lution lies to
the right or to the left of P (i.e . whether (X**< X, Y** > Yl or (X**> ,t_ Y** < Yl, hold. Then,
taxes would have tobe adjusted, accordingly.
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4.2 Transferable discharge pennits
In the case of linear interaction the quantity of i-emissions equivalent to a unit of
numeraire emissionsj is constant at 1/(a/ai), the reciprocal ofthe marginal rate of
pollutant substitution. Thus, one L-permit can be used to discharge 1/(a/ai) units
of pollutant i, irrespective to the prevailing pollutant combination.
This is no longer true in the case of concave interaction. Since the marginal rate of
substitution between the numeraire pollutantj and any other pollutant i depends
upon the quantity of pollutants X, and Xi (and of all other pollutant quantities)
discharged, no constant "exchange rate" among the pollutants exists. Thus, for
each alternative pollutant distribution, the agency has toset a different exchange
rate, corresponding to the marginal rate of pollutant substitution prevailing in
this very situation 24 '.
Apart from this divergency, the permit market equilibrium is defined
analogously to the case of linear interaction. lt is illustrated in fig. 8 for the case
oftwo pollutants X and Y and an interior solution.
The environmental damage index I is a function monotonely increasing in the
quantities of pollutants X and Y. Therefore, the index function I = I(X, Y) can be
rewritten as Y = Y(X,I). For any given level ofl, say, this function indicates the
(maximal) quantity of Y compatible with I. for any given level of X. With
Y(X =0.1) denoting the quantity of Y meeting the standard I when no X is
discharged, Y = Y(X = O,I) - Y(X,I) gives the quantity of Y equivalent to X for each
given level of the latter pollutant. For the index level I. considered in this
analysis, this function is abbreviated to Y = JT(X). Graphically it is obtained by
shifting the constraint function f from the third to the fourth quadrant of fig. 8
transforming Y(l,X=O) to the origin ofthat quadrant. At any situation
the
additional pollution of a unit of X has tobe ofTset by the reduction of aFlaX units of
Y, keeping the standard I. aJT/dX is identical to the marginal rate of pollutant
substitution-(dYidX) i·

I.

X,Y,

Accordingly, an additional L-permit in the X-industry is the right to a firm A of
24) With perfect competition in the markPt r,,.. p.-rmits, no individual polluter's activities do have
any elTect on this rate. So relati, e prkp,, ,,f onll ut ing X, or Xi are given for each firm.
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that industry to pollute 1/(aIT/aX) additional units. Buying an L-permit in a
situation where the pollution distribution is
and the firm already abated xA
units, thereby saves abatement costs of

X,Y

l
A
A
- - (XlilC/ax(x A).
al TlaX

So that is the maximum amount the firm would be willing to pay to get hold of an
additional permit.
Thus,
l

- - (XlilC/ax!xl.
aIT/aX

is the permit demand function ofthe firms in the X-industry 251 • The demand curve
is shown in the first quadrant of fig. 8 where the abscissa is rescaled to Y units 261 •
(The dashed curve (aC/ax) isjust serving as a construction line).
The aggregate permit supply function of the Y-industry's firms is not afTected by
changing from linear to concave interaction since the discharges of this industry
serve as the numeraire pollutant. Selling a permit induces additional abatement
cost of aC/ay to a firm in this industry. Thus, aClay is the permit supply function of
the firms in the Y-industry. To read quantities demanded and supplied along the
same scale the supply curve aC/ay is shifted from the second quadrant of fig. 8, to
aC/ayT into the first one, as it was in the case of linear interaction.
Market equilibrium is illustrated by the two curves intersecting with equilibrium
pollution quantities X** ,Y**. The equilibrium condition is

ac - - - ac
-

ay
aI TI ax ax ·
Since aIT/aX = -(dy/dx) 1, the permit market equilibrium condition is identical to
the condition for constraint cost minimization, (equation (6a)). Thus, as in the
case of linear interaction, the market equilibrium allocation is identical to the
solution aimed at by the regulatory agency. This result is plausible by the
following reasoning:
Firms ofthe Y-industry supply permits until their marginal abatement costs are

25) lt should be kept in mind that it was assumed above that the problem of cost minimal
allocation of abatement activities within each industry is solved. Therefore, the marginal
abatement costs of all the firms in the X-industry are equal at ilC/,Jx in the equilibrium.
26) For total abatement cost, C =C!x) holds. With Y = IT(X), X= X*-x and Y = Y*-y,
dC!xt/dy= l!(a[T/aX) rJC/ax follows.
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equal to the equilibrium price of a permit. Firms of the X-industry demand
permits until their marginal abatement costs in terms of Y-equivalents are equal
to that very equilibrium price. The marginal abatement costs (in terms of the
numeraire pollutant) of the firms in the two industries to be equal is a
requirement for a cost minimum allocation.
The consequence of all that is that tradeable emission permits as a means of
environmental policy appear to be less sensitive to a change from linear to
concave interaction than emission taxes. The trial and error process of the latter
becomes much more complicated whereas the nature of the competitive
equilibrium in the former case is virtually uneffected 271 •
5. Non-Concave lnteraction
The case ofnon-concave interaction comprises a monotonely decreasing marginal
rate of pollutant substi tution d(-(dY /dXldI =o), dX < 0 (convex interaction) and all
forms of non-monotone changes in this rate. .
lt should be noted that the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, given in section 2., may not
represent the solution of the cost minimum situation in these cases since the
condition of quasi-convexity of the constraint function (with respect to the
variables X,Y, i.e., quasi-concavity with respect to the variables x,y) is not met.
Apart from that, a convex section in the constraint i may intersect the axis in a
"cusp", possibly violating the constraint qualification.
Below, the example of a target constraint, exhibiting a concave and a convex
section, is considered. (See i in fig. 9-11).

27) The permit policy would run into trial and error problems, also, if the regulatory agency would
persue the following policy, perhaps seeming tobe plausible, at first glance: The agency might
issue a specific type of a permit for each type of a pollutant assigning a quantity of X and Yto
the polluting industries, according lo its guess of the cost minimum. Then, it might allow
permit trade at fixed permit prices z,,zv with Z/Zv chosen according to the marginal rate of
pollutant substitution in the starting situation (P). Trade among firms of the two polluting
industries would result in a situation with
Z/Zv = -(dY/dX),. "o' as shown at P' in fig. 8.
Here, the target f would be missed. Therefore, the relative permit prices would have to be
modified. In this procedure, the agency would have to go through an iterative process with
uncertain ends, as in the case ofthe effluent charge policy.
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,. ,. ,.
Here, the problem of multiple optima arises: A local optimum occurs at P(X,Y)
where an iso-abatement cost curve is tangent to the target curve 1. The global
optimum, however, is in the corner P** with X= X** ,Y = 0.
To avoid lenghthy considerations, below, the discussion is confined to the points
different from the cases oflinear and concave interaction.

5.1 Effiuent charges
For the effiuent charge policy the problems of the regulatory agency are not much
different from the case of concave interaction, in the first place.
Starting in P/X 1,Y 1 ), again, the agency will have to go through a process of
"complicated trial and error" restructering the t;.ax rates, as in the previous case.
However, the process may end up in a situation P, satisfying txlty = -(dY /dX) dl =o
= -(dY/dX) dC=O· As mentioned above, this situation may only qualify for a local
optimum (and does so in the example offig. 9). In this situation, there would be no
reliable signal inherent to the tax policy indicating to the agency that it could do
better than that.
There is, however, a "weak test" the agency may apply to check whether P is a
global optimum or a local one, only:
If in P, the tangencr to j and to the iso-cost curve C (tangent to i in P), is a
separating line for C and I, then the agency can be sure that P is the global
optimum, since the iso-cost curves are known to be convex towards the X, Y origin.
Ifthis tangency does intersectl, however, Pmay be a local or the global optimum.
So meeting the separating line criterion is a sufficient but not a nece.ssary
condition for Pto represent the global optimum.
This is illustrated in fig. 10:
If the constraint takes the form of Y., the tangency to C and Ythrough P is a
separating line. Therefore, C is identical to C**, the minimum cost comp11-tible
with the constraint.
If the constraint takes the form of Ib or Ic the tangency ceases to be a separating
line. In the case oflb, C nevertheless represents the minimum cost compatible
with the constraint. In the case ofl 0 , however, the corner solution X/*, Y=0
meets the constraint at a cost less than C, making Pan inferior local optimum.
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lt is interesting to note that it is not impossible to end up in the globally optimal
corner solution P** after an iterative process of tax setting: Even though the
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Figure 10: "Weak test" for global optimality

constraint is convex close to P**(X** ,Y = 0), the situation qualifies for an effiuent
charge equilibriuim. The appropriate tax rates are ty2:aC/ay(y = Y*) and
tx =aC/ax(x**). The reason for that result (perhaps surprising to some) is that
marginal abatement costs are monotonely increasing for both industries (i.e.,
their attainable "emission reduction sets" are convex). In this case, any emission
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combination can be attained as an effiuent charge equilibrium, if only the tax
rates are set correctly.
On the other hand,it should be clear that there is no guarantee for the agency to
find the global optimum in the process of restructering tax rates. lt may weil end
up at the "wrong" optimum (if at any optimum at all). Finding the right one is the
less likely the more local optima there are.
5.2 Transferable discharge permits
Fig. 11 illustrates the permit policy with non-concave interaction for the case of
two pollutants X and Y. In the first quadrant of fig. 11, aC/ayT is the Y-industry's
permit supply curve, as in the cases oflinear and concave interactio_ns. The curve
iJC

iJIT!aX

ax

indicating the permit demand curve in the previous cases, exhibits a down ward
sloping and an upward sloping part in the case of non-concave interaction as
underlying here. The upward sloping part corresponds to the convex part of the
constraint curve I Here, the amount of X-emissions equivalent to one unit of Y
increases (as X increases), i.e. for the first factor of
iJC

d(l/dl T / aX)

alr I ax · ax '

ax

>O

holds.
This tends to rnake the X-industry's marginal willingness to pay for a L-permit
increase (as Y decreases (and X increases)). Of course, there is a countervailing
effect in the sense of the marginal abatement cost increasing with x (decreasing
with X) providing for ,i 2ClaxaX <0 for the second factor of
.X::
,il Ti dX

,Jx .

In the case considered here, however, the first tendency is supposed to
overcornpensate the second one. This makes the X-industry's marginal
willingness to pay for permits increase with X, i.e

---.
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in the relevant section. Of course, the curve
rC

<lITtaX

ax.

represents the permit demand curve of the X-industry only in its downward
sloping part. Moreover, to qualify for the demand curve. the points (z0x0) on this
curve have to meet the total condition
0

J:;o a,r:ax

iC
-

ax

i)

dx S z x

0

where z0 denotes the permit price.
The point, where

dV T
•

al T / ax dX

A

A

A

holds, is identical to the local constraint cost minimum P(X,Y) meeting condition
(6a). This point may violate the aforementioned total condition. Moreover, the
global optimum (X** ,Y =0) may not be an equilibrium in the permit market at
all.
Therefore, the tradable permit policy possibly fails to attain the solution of the
constrained cost minimization problem.
5.3 Command and control policy

So far, the command and control approach to environmental protection has not
been mentioned in this paper. Using this policy, the regulatory agency specifies
the maximum amount of emissions for each polluting industry. Each firm within
each industry is assigned an individual share of the respective amount. There is
no trading of emission rights and no charge for the emission units below the firm's
limit. With this policy, all the agency can do is to assign the emission quantities
Xl' ... ,X. 0 , thought to minimize the cost of meeting I to the n industries. Each
quantity X; would be distributed among the members of the i-industry according
to what the agency thinks tobe their marginal abatement costs.
By this procedure the agency could be sure that the environmental target I would
be met. lt would be unclear to the agency, however, what the efficiency sacrifices
of that policy might be. lf the agency would misjudge the marginal abatement
costs of the n industries (as assumed for all policy alternatives, above), the
environmental target would be attained at excessive cost.
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lrrespective of interaction being linear, concave or non-concave, the cornmand
and control approach would not provide for any signal to the agency that it does
the wrang thing, let alone what kind of a corrective should be taken.
The Jack of any incentive for correction is a regretable property of the command
and control policy whatever the type ofpollutant interaction may be.
Thus, in addition to the general inability to assign efficient pollution limits to the
firms within one polluting industry, weil known in the literature, the command
and control approach will generally be unable to assign efficient pollution limits
among different polluting industries drawing upon the same capacity of the
environment.

6. Summary
The possibilities to meet an interactive pollutant constraint at minimum cost
have been considered. Effiuent charges, transferable discharge permits and the
(briefly mentioned) command and control strategy have been used to represent
the environmental policy options.
lt turned out that effiuent charges are efficient in the case of linear pollutant
interaction. The environmental policy constraint is met in an iterative process not
more complicated than in the case of no pollutant interaction, as analyzed
traditionally in the literature. Given concave interaction, charges are still
efficient but the trial and error process towards meeting the environmental policy
target is more complicated than in the linear case. In the case of non-concave
interaction providing for the possibility of multiple optima the complicated trial
and error process may even end up missing the global optimum. Then, effiuent
charges would stop being an efficient means of environmental policy.
Tradeable emission permits will always guarantee that the environmental target
is met. In addition, they are an efficient means of environmental policy in the
cases of linear and concave interactiori. With non-concave interaction, however,
they may loose the efficiency property.
The environmental target can savely be attained by a cornmand and control
strategy. In general, however, this strategy will be inefficient, regardless of the
form ofpollutant interaction.
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Alternative Allocation Procedures for Public Goods:
Towards a Comparative Analysis?•
by
Wolfgang Blümel
1. lntroduction

The slogan "market versus politics" raises the question whether private or political actions are superior modes of resource allocation. Historically, this issue
played a prominent role far beyond the economic profession, and the discussion is
still going on. Consider, for instance, the debate on deregulation aimed at
revitalizing private market activities or on (re-)privatization of economic
activities actually provided through political means. Also the general dispute on
the size of government in a market economy points to the above question.
In this paper we do not focus on the broad issue of the "growth of government", but
rather on allocation procedures for a set of goods - namely public goods (to be
specified below), for which various modes of allocation have been applied, both
over time and across countries. There are politicians as weil as economists who
firmly believe in the superiority ofone or the other allocative scheme. We take the
view, instead, that comparative merits of allocation procedures cannot be
delineated unless one applies systematic economic analysis and general
normative criteria. lt is the objective ofthis paper to investigate the contributions
of various theoretical approaches and criteria to the normative comparison of
alternative allocation procedures for public goods. 1s there a well-founded comparative analysis suitable for guiding decision-making in public allocation policy?
* This paper is part of the author's research program of the "Sonderforschungsbereich 5 der

DFG: Staatliche Allokationspolitik im marktwirtschaftlichen System" at the University of
Mannheim. I am indebted to Rüdiger Pethig for his substantial help. 1 also wish to thank
Oskar von dem Hagen for helpful comments and Sylvelie Hartig for editing the English style.
However, all remaining errors are in the author's responsibility.
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Since the definition of public goods has led to considerable confusion in the professional literature, the subsequent use of the notion of public goods has to be
clarified. Public goods are defined as jointly consumable goods in the sense that
the sarne unit of such a good can be simultaneously consumed by at least two consumers (cf. Blümel/Pethig/von dem Hagen 1984). In our view, joint consumability
is the constitutive characteristic of public goods. Moreover, there are accessory
attributes generating certain subclasses of public goods such as excludability,
congestability, or rejectability. Since market and non-market allocation is to be
compared, excludability will be of some interest for our analysis. 1> Observe that
the above characterization ofpublic goods means that "publicness" does not imply
its non-market provision (institution-oriented definition of public goods, cf.
Buchanan 1968). The term "public" refers to what public goods are, but not by
which means they are provided. The institution-free definition of public goods is
adopted here because it is analytically convenient for an evaluation of comparative merits of alternative allocation procedures.
In what follows, we discuss different lines of economic theory trying to evaluate
and to compare markets and political allocation procedures for public goods. In
section 2 the well-known Pareto-efficiency concept will be applied for comparative
purposes, which is the usual view taken by both new welfare economics and
welfare politics. lt is shown that markets as weil as politics generally fail to
allocate public goods in a Pareto-efficient way, thus impeding meaningful
economic policy recommendations - at least on an a-priori basis. Section 3 is
devoted to even more comprehensive approaches using multiple performance
criteria for comparisons. To some extent, we deal with Hurwicz's normative
theory of allocation mechanisms which, in many respects, goes beyond new
welfare economics. Though this theory leads to some important general insights,
it fails to provide concrete and empirically useful results. This directs our
attention in section 4 to two recent developments focusing on different, rather
special lines of arguments for drawing conclusions about the comparative merits
of allocative schemes. First, the theory of property rights is considered as
emphasizing the relationship between different property rights assignments,
individual incentives, and economic outcomes. Then we examine the theory of

1)

For more details as to the various attributes of public goods see Blümel/Pethig/von dem
Hagen (1984).
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economic institutions, which investigates transaction costs within a framework of
contractual relations between agents. Concluding remarks are left to section 5.

2. Pareto Efficiency as the Measuring Rod ofComparison
While new welfare economics studies and evaluates the outcomes of markets,
welfare politics and public choice theory analyzes political allocation procedures.
The criterion for evaluation is, in general, the ideal scale of Pareto efficiency.
Here we do not intend to give a comprehensive overview about this kind of
analysis, but with the help of selected examples we will show how markets and
politics perform in public-goods provision, if Pareto efliciency is the common
measuring rod.
2.1

Private provision ofpublic goods

2.1.1 Non-exclusive allocation procedures
Consider a public good, the potential consumer of which cannot be excluded at
reasonable costs, or where, for whatever reason, the exclusion principle is not
applied. lfsuch a good is tobe provided privately, it is diflicult to charge a positive
price since consumers have a strong incentive to "free ride". lt does not follow,
however, that zero-provision of that public good is the only conceivable outcome
under these conditions. One way to cope with non-coercive allocation of nonexclusive public goods is the so-called "subscription procedure" proposed by
Buchanan (1968) and Malinvaud (1972).
Consider an economy with one private and one public consumption good. Let us
denote individual i's quasi-concave utility function by ui = Ui( xi,zi), w:here xi and
zi are the quantities of the private and public good respectively, consumed by
individual i. Each individual has a positive endowment yi of the private good
(income), and the public good is produced and sold at constant marginal costs Pz•
Finally, denote by s; the amount of public good that is bought by individual i.
Since the public good is non-exclusive, we have zi = z : = 2:isi (for all i), whereas
agent i's expenditure on the public good is pzsi. Depending on the agent's
behaviour, this procedure yields different outcomes.
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(1) If agent i determines the amount of the public good he wishes to purchase,
taking into account the quantity bought by the other individuals, then agent i's
decision problem is to maximize Ui(i - p2 si, Ef"' isi + si) over si for alternatively
given si (j ,ei). In this case an interior solution satisfies

(1)

MRSi

=

P,

(i

= 1, ... , nl,

where MRSi is the marginal rate of substitution between total public-good
consumption and the private good or the individual marginal willingness-to-pay
for the public good.
Equation (1) holds for every set of strategies si (j,ei), in particular in a Nash
equilibrium, called "subscription equilibrium" by Malinvaud (1972) or "independent adjustment equilibrium" by Buchanan (1968). According to (1), each agent
selects his expenses by equating his own MRS to Pz, as if the public good were a
private good. Summation of (1) over all individuals gives us EiMRSi = np, . As
compared with Samuelson's (1954) efficiency condition, it is evident that the
subscription procedure implies a Pareto-inefficient provision of public goods.
Though it is generally argued that an underprovision occurs (cf. Malinvaud 1972,
p. 214), an overprovision is also possible.
(2) Suppose that all consumers' marginal willingness-to-pay is smaller than p,.
Then nobody will voluntarily pay for that good ("no-contrihution" behaviour). If,
regardless of the other agents's behavior, everybody tries to take a "free-ride" by
expecting to consume the public good free of charge, the result is a prisoner's
dilemma situation such that the public good is not provided at all. This is, in
general, Pareto inefficient (EiMRSi > p, ).
(3) If all individuals act according to a Special conjectural variation hypothesis, for
instance, that each agent behaves as he wants the others to behave ("Kantian
behavior"), then under certain qualifications Pareto efficiency through voluntary
contributions is achieved (cf. Comes/Sandler 1984). However, we consider such a
behavorial assumption tobe implausible so that the general conclusion seems to
be that the unfettered market fails to achieve a Pareto-efficient allocation
("market failure").
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So far, "market failure" was derived from non-cooperative behavior. lt is now a
natural question to ask whether the opposite behavioral pattern, namely
cooperation, can be expected to improve the voluntary and non-regulated
provision of non-exclusive public goods. lt is clearly beyond the scope of the
present paper to give an adequate review of the relationship between efficiency
and bargaining for non-exclusive public goods. However, a few remarks are in
order. One approach, centering around but reaching beyond the contribution of
Coase (1960), is the optimistic bargaining theorem (Cooter 1982, p.15n.) or, for
short, the Pangloss Theorem (cf. Culyer 1984). lt asserts, roughly, that all
bargaining games reach efficient solutions. To getan idea of "proor•, suppose that
this proposition is wrong, i.e. that there are mutual gains form bargaining for at
least two parties. Then self-interest leads the agents to continue the bargaining
process until all mutual advantages are exhausted. The polar opposite is the
pessimistic bargaining theorem called Hobbes Theorem by Cooter (1982, p.18). 2 >
lts thrust is that bargaining games have, in general, non-cooperative and hence
suboptimal outcomes, irrespective oftransaction costs because the players cannot
solve the problem of distributing the surplus resulting from cooperation. In case of
non-excludable public goods the distribution problem is essentially the problem of
cost sharing which gives rise to the prisoner's dilemma. Probably none of these
polar cases comes close to the truth, but, in our view, some degree of allocative
inefficiency seems to be inevitable in bargaining for non-exclusive public goods
as, for example, Olson's (1965) theory of group formation suggests.
To summarize, voluntary actions without public regulation will generally result
in a Pareto-inefficient provision of non-exclusive public goods. The theory leaves
us, however, with substantial vagueness as to the degreee ofinefficiency.

2) See also Buchanan (1984).
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2.1.2 Exclusiue allocation procedures
Now consider the case of private provision of public goods when exclusion is
applicable at negligible costs. Here, too, the literature provides diverse procedures leading to different outcomes. Those suggested by Thompson (1968),
Demsetz (1970), and Oakland (1974) are the most prominent and hence will be
briefly reviewed in the sequel.

In Thompson's model, exclusive public goods are oversupplied because competitive firms know each consumer's demand function and are able to perfectly pricediscriminate between consumers. In Demsetz' model, the firms' informations are
slightly different. Each consumer's true marginal willingness-to-pay is known.
Thus firms are able to charge individualized (Lindahl) prices for that public good.
Hence, Pareto efficiency is achieved. In either case, however, it is open to question
how firms manage to have or acquire complete information about strictly private
preferences (cf. Head 1977, Endres 1981).3)
This informational assumption is not applied by Oakland (1974) who assumes the
public-good supplier to be incompletely informed about the demand for public
goods. In this model, average costs of the public goods, say p, , are assumed to be
constant. Then the pricing rule is such that, if for some amount of the public good
there are n consumers whose marginal willingness-to-pay for the last increment
of the good is greater than or equal to p/n, then this amount is sold to them at
p'z:= p/n (i = 1, ... ,n) per unit. At this quantity only the (marginal) consumers
whose MRS coincides with p/n are fully satisfied while the higher-demand
consumers would like to buy a !arger amount of public good. Consesquently, we
have E;MRSi > P,., violating, of course, the condition for Paretu efficiency. The
public-good quantity will be raised as long as there are enough agents willing to
pay for additional quantities, where the lower-demand agents will gradually be
excluded. At equilibrium the provision of exclusive public goods is generally

3)

In our view, allocation procedure, ha,Pd un ~uch an informational requirement must be
classified as informationall_v infeasibh· 11, 1 h, sense vf H urwic, 11972). See also section 3.
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suboptimal.4l The allocative inefficiency is not only manifest in an undersupply of
public goods (production inefficiency) but also in an underconsumption by exclusion (consumption inefficiency). In concept, the excluded agents could be admitted
to consumption at no extra costs which would make them better off. Hence, a
Pareto-superior allocation is attainable, since nobody eise suffers a loss in utility.
To sum up, new welfare economics deduces "market failure" in private provision
ofnon-exclusive and exclusive public goods. The methodology is to employ Pareto
efficiency as the ideal scale for comparison. The principle barriers to attain
allocative efficiency in private provision of public goods are related to both
individual incentives and information. Consequently, these causes of market
deficiencies may be labeled "failure by signals" (i.e. information) and "failure by
incentives" (Bator 1958).
2.2 Political provision ofpublic goods
In contrast to our procedure in section 2.1.2, we restrict our subsequent analysis
to non-exclusive allocation procedures in the sense that either non excludable
public goods are allocated, or if we deal with excludable public goods. the procedure is such that the exclusion principle is not applied.5' The principle reasons for
non-exclusion are distributional objectives of policy makers, the avoidance of
consumption inefficiencies, or high exclusion costs. Zero-price provision of public
goods is tantamount to financing them by tax revenues. Although this bears
allocative consequences, they will not be discussed in the present paper.6> In what
follows, we will focus our attention on voting procedures and on bureaucratic
allocation schemes.

4)

'.'lote, a Pareto optimum ,• is attainable ifthe highest demander's :\IRS is equal to p7 and if.
in addition, the others' :\IRS is zero. Conversely, if at any given quantity of public gf)od the
'.\IIRS of the corresponding lowest demander is smaller than the unit price necessary to eo ver
costs, only a zero-provision is feasible. Hence. in Oakl..tnd's model the range of public-good
allocations is [O,z*I, depending on assumption on preferences and costs (cf llead 1977).

5)

We realize that there is ample e, idenc~ for the application of the exclusion principie in
political allocation procedures ie.g puhlic swimming pools, puhlic opera houses etc.), but for
comparative purposes, non-exclusion is the more controversial aspect ofpolitical provision

61

For allocative consequenccs dislort,,111,1•, 1,,,.,1i„r, results in. see Atkinson/Sliglitz (19801.
for example.
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2.2.1 Voting on public goods

The specific problem for voting on public goods is that voters have to decide
collectively on the provision of one particular quantity, whereas in the case of
private goods everyone can freely choose a quantity representing his best "fit" as
to both his preferences and income. The efficiency properties ofvoting procedures
are our major concern. Since efficiency cannot be discussesd unless consistent
outcomes are secured, we will subsequently use a framework of analysis
guaranteeing the existence of a voting equilibrium. Moreover, we will side-step
the strategic aspects ofvoting for a moment.7l
Consider an economy8l in which individuals consume one private and one public
good. The public good is produced at constant marginal costs p, and is financed by
levying an income tax with a proportional tax rate t. Each individual's
preferences are represented by a quasi-concave utility function ui = U 1(x 1,z)
where xi and z denote i's consumption of the private and public good respectively.
His budget constraint reads xi + tyi s; yi, where yi is i's predetermined income.
The public expenditure on the public good is p„z, so that the government's
balanced-budget condition reads pzz = tY with Y: = r.,y'.We substitute t = p„ztY
from the government's budget constraint into the individual budget constraint to
obtain x' + pzz(y'N) s; yi. Assuming non-satiation, this constraint holds as an
equality. Hence xi is a function ofz which makes utility ui = U 1[y 1 - pzz(y'N), z] a
single-peaked function ofz alone.9l
Now consider simple majority voting. 10) lt can be shown that a majority voting

7)

A !arge bulk of literature has addressed the existence problem of voting proccdures (cf.
Gaertner 1978) and, moreover, the strategic prohlems involved (cf. ~'eldman 1979). Both
problems are surveyed in Kramer ( 1977) and Mueller t 1979).

8)

For related models including more technical details, see Bernholz/Breyer ( 1984) and Slutsky
0977).

9)

Cf. Bergstrom (1979). In the case uf one dimensional policy spaces, single peakedness is a
sufficient conditon for a voting equilibrium t,, ex ist.

10)

Of course, the simple majorit} rule is onl_, " ;pecial. but widely used, democratic decision
rule. The pertaining conditions for th,· "' ,., · , • .- ,r, uting equilibria with arbitrary majorily
sizes are given by Greenberg(l979'
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eqilibrium exists which is a public-good proposal unbeaten by any other proposal
in simple majority voting. Moreover, this equilibrium allocation coincides with
that particular allocation representing the most preferred allocation of the
median of all the voters. At this so-called median voter allocation, the first-order
condition net of cost reads (m for median)
(2)

MRSm = p,(y"'/Yl.

Under fairly general conditions (e.g. differences in incomes, preferences, and tax
shares among individuals) equation (2) is not satisfied for any individual except
for the median voter. Thus, a majority voting equilibrium fails to be Pareto
efficient, unless at the equilibrium quantity every voter's utility happens to
attain its maximum.lll However, there is no systematic bias whether public
goods are undersupplied or oversupplied (cf. Slutsky 1977, Atkinson.'Stiglitz
1980).
Observe that the misallocation results whether or not policy makers try to
achieve allocative efficiency. In different informational settings, however,
inefficiency may arise from the policy makers' incentive to pursue their own goals
which may be manifold. In a particularly interesting case inefficiency, say,
oversupply of a group-specific public good, works , in fact, as a transfer for an
interest group which turns out to be voting-decisive. In any case, the associated
inefficiency will be classified as "political failure".12)

11)

A Pareto optimum would also be achievable if one imposes a special symmetry assumption as
to the distribution of the '.VIRS. Cf. Bergstrom ( 1979) and section 2.3 below. Shubik (1968)
claims that Pareto-etlicient voting equilibria could be attained if the assumpt.ion of uniform
tax rates across individuals is dropped. Bernholz/Brcyer 11984. pp 279-281) show, however,
that with individualized tax rates on income voting equilibria do not exist any more.
Therefore Shubik's result is empty

12)

The literature on "political failure". ·•government(al) failure•·, ''public 1sector) ineiliciency",
and "non-market failure" is a still growing lield of economic research. As compared to "oldfashioned" reasonings on "market failure", the deduction of "political failure" is rather new.
For more comprehensi ve details the reader is referred to·
McKean (1965), '.\kKean /Browning, 1975!.While11976), Recklenwald (1978, 1983), Rowley
(1978), Weisbrod (1978), Wolf 119791, Peacock 11980), llaveman (1980), Rosenschon (1980),
Hanusch (1982, 1983), Blümel (19831, Brennan/Buchanan ( 198:3), Wille (1983), Frey (1983),
Wellicz/Wilson (1984).
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2.2.2 lmplementation ofvoting outcomes

Once a public-good platform is accepted by majority vote it rnust be irnplemented.
The literature on voting presupposes voting outcome to be executed
automatically, in an unmodified way, and without cost (cf. Mueller 1979). Such an
assumption is naive in that it overlooks various sources of rnalperformance
arising in the implernentation process itself. To a !arge extent, the public choice
literature focuses specifically on the problern of how a public bureaucracy uses its
discretion in order to pursue its own objectives which do not necessarily support
the irnplementation ofthe voting outcorne (cf. Blankart 1975, Orzechowsky 1977,
Roppel 1979).
Consider a public adrninistration that is assigned to provide the econorny with
sorne amount of a public good. From the board of trustees the bureau receives a
budget B to cover its production costs c = C(z). The cost function is specified as
follows: C(0) = 0, C, > 0, Czz > 0. 13 ' The trustees are supposed to know the voters'
total benefit (or willingness-to-pay) u = U(z) with U(0) = 0, U, > 0, U" < 0. 14 '
Firstly suppose that the trustees are perfectly informed about the bureau's cost
function. Then they choose z such that the social net benefit (consumers' surplus)
U(z) - C(z) is maximized, and assign the budget B = C(z) to the bureau. The
straightforward result is that the public good is efficiently provided. In this
setting the head of the bureau or the chief-adrninistrator has no influence on the
outcome whether his objectives coincide with those of the board of trustees or do
not.
However, now consider the case where no information about the production costs
of the public good is available outside of the bureau. In such a setting the chiefadministrator's objective function is obviously crucial for the outcorne. As in
Migue/Belanger (1974), suppose that the chief-adrninistrator has a quasi-concave

13) Partial derivatives are denoted as follow-; JCloz:

=C z. ,/CirJz~: =C zz etc.

14) This assumption is made for simplicity dnd should be appropriately relaxed in more realistic

models to rellect private information on prPferences.
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utility function u = V[B-C(z), z] with positive partial derivatives. 151 In other
words, the greater the budget surplus and the greater the output of his bureau,
the better off is the bureau's head. Therefore the chief-administrator's decision
problem is to maximize his utility over Band z subject to B s; U(z). For an interior
solution the first-order conditions yield

(3)
(4)

uz < cz,
B = U(z).

Due to equation (4) the chief-administrator selects a budget which leaves the
voters without any consumer surplus. He appropriates the entire surplus for both
an oversupply of public goods as shown by equation (3) and a budget surplus. 161 In
this way the production becomes X-inefficient. If the rather extreme and hence
implausible assumption on asymmetric information is relaxed, the bureaucratic
outcome is likely to remain Pareto inefficient, but the inefficiency may be slightly
reduced (Spencer 1980). This allocative deficiency clearly constitutes "political
failure" in a broad sense. Since it is associated with some malfunctioning ofpublic
bureaucracies it is properly denoted as "bureaucratic failure" (cf. e.g. Frey 1983).
In summary, "welfare politics'' or "mathematical politics" (Samuelson 1967b) in
conjunction with public choice theory puts forward various lines of argument
diagnosing "political failure" in the provision of public goods. As in the welfare
economic analysis of market procedures, here too, Pareto efficiency is the ideal
measuring scale.

For the theory of public goods it is convenient to think of "political failure" and
"market failure" as complementary pieces of theory because rather similar
15) Of course, the chief-administrator's utility function can be specified quite differcntly. The
most prominent model of bureaucracy is that of Niskanen (1971). Here the chiefadministrator's objective function is u = V(z). As a result, the largesl budget is spent, the
public good is oversupplied, but cost-efficiently produced. Another polar case is the
management-slack model of Williamson (1963), in which the objective function reads u =
V[B-C(z)). Though a Pareto-efficient level of the public good is produced, the allocation is
cost-inefficient due to X-inefficiency. For more details see Blümel/Pethig/von dem Hagen
(1984).
16) lt is implicitly assumed that the chief-administrator will use all his surplus for nonproductive, but utility-generating expenses such as overstaffing, furniture, the reduction of
working effort, etc.
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barriers for efficiency arise in either case (cf. Blümel 1983). The first reason for
"political failure" is due to the monopoly-like position policy makers and public
bureaucracies are endowed with (cf. Arrow 1969, Mueller 1979). In Bator's (1958)
terminology this phenomenon is called "failure by structure". In addition, there is
"failure by information". One aspect of this failure is that simple majority voting
does not provide all information necessary for Pareto efficiency (cf. Slutsky 1977).
Moreover, due to the costs associated to voting and information processing, too
small a level of information is made availahle (cf. Weisbrod 1978). Finally, there
is "failure by incentives" due to weak (or lacking) individual incentives to reveal
their true preferences (cf. Green/Laffont 1979). As a result, preferences are misrepresented and this, in turn, causes informational distortions.
2.3 Deviations from Pareto efficiency - what is the message?
Which are the consequences public allocation policy should draw from market and
political "failures"? On the one hand, there are welfare theorists, most notably
Musgrave (1959), for whom "market failure" provides the dominantjustification
for allocating public goods through political means. On the other band, there are
economists, in particular some of those working in the field of puhlic choice, for
whom "political failure" is considered a sufficient reason to shift an economic
activity completely from the political into the market sector. Since each group
recommendsjust the opposite allocation procedure to the remedy for observed or
derived inefficiency, one is obviously committing a fallacy. The failure of one
procedure is erroneously taken as a sufficient conditon for the comparative
advantage ofthe other. According to Stigler (1975) this fallacy is the same as that
of a Roman emperor who was judging a musical contest between two musicians
and declared the second player the winner, after having only heard the first.
This kind of normative conclusion has been criticized by various economists in
different contexts (cf. Little 1957, Coase 1964, Kapp 1965, Demsetz 1969). In
particular, the welfare economic recommendations due to "market failure" have
been definitely rejected. The reproach was that welfare economics, denoted as
"deductive criticism of markets", involves an "a-priori bias toward political
interventionism" (Windisch 1980), and that it almost unconditionally favours
political allocation procedures. Demsetz (1969) expressed his objections by
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blaming welfare economics for employing a "nirvana approach" (p.1). In our view
this criticism is valid as far as it refers to the argument that political allocation is
superior because market allocation falls short of Pareto efficiency. However, the
normative recommendations deduced from "political failure" are questionable,
too. In fact, the "deductive criticism" of political allocation schemes may just
create an "inverse nirvana approach", thus providing an "a-priori bias" toward
unregulated market activities.
How can one avoid this dilemma or confusion without loading an undue share of
the blame upon welfare economics and the neoclassical line of reasoning? The
answer is that it is not the theoretical concept for the evaluation of allocation
procedures, but the erroneous normative conclusions which are correctly - and/or
should be - subject to the preceding criticism. Pareto inferiority of one procedure
only constitutes a necessary condition for its comparative inefficiency. Once any
"failure" is diagnosed, alternative procedures have to be scrutinized, which may
or may not turn out tobe less inefficient.
One may suggest calling an allocation procedure for public goods comparatively
Pareto efficient if its outcome is either Pareto efficient or if there is no other
Pareto-inefficient procedure whose outcome is Pareto superior. Such a definition
seems to be unsatisfactory, however, because in a world of second best many
Pareto-inefficient procedures may be Pareto incomparable and hence
comparatively Pareto efficient. Moreover, the theoretical frameworks used to
deduce "market failure" and "political failure" respectively, are, in general, far
too diverse as to draw conclusions about whether an inefficient market allocation
is Pareto superior to an inefficient policy allocation.
Whenever a common theoretical basis is available, efficieny comparisons are
viable, at least conceptually. For illustrative purposes, let us try to determine the
comparative efficiency of the private subscription equilibrium and the political
median voter allocation. 17 ' Therefore recall the marginal conditions represented
in equations (1) and (2) and compare thern with Samuelson's efficiency condition
(E;MRSi = pz). We argued in section 2.1.1 that, since equation (1) implies E,MRSi
= npz, an inefficient supply of the public good occurs. Now suppose that in the
17) A related comparison is real!zed by Bernholz/Brcyer ( 1984)
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economy under consideration the preference and the income distribution are such
that the median of individuals' MRS and their incomes respectively equals the
mean. Then summing equation (2) over all individuals gives us :E;MRSi = Pz, thus
a Pareto-efficient voting allocation (cf. Bergstrom 1979, p.218; Green/Laffont
1979, p. 253). Hence voting is the comparatively and absolutely Pareto-efficient
allocation procedure. 181 Of course, due to the extremely restrictive assumptions
our comparison is definitely a special case hard to generalize. One may conjecture
that gradual relaxation of the above assumptions will leave the corresponding
voting outcome probably closer to Pareto efficiency than the subscription
equilibrium. 191 However, we do not know of any rigorous investigation in the
literature that confirms such a conjecture or, more generally, that derives an
unambigous Pareto-efficiency ranking of market and political schemes with
public goods for a reasonably large class of economies.
On the conceptual level one would like to have a metric scale that allows us to
determine and hence to compare the "distance" of two Pareto-inefficient
allocations from Pareto efficiency. Compensation criteria or test are one way of
doing this; Bergsonian welfare functions are another "solution". However, we do
not consider these two formal approaches for "solving" distributional questions
helpful for efficiency comparisons. So what are we left with ifwe stick to Paretian
welfare economics? Apparently we cannot make conclusive policy recommendations for allocation procedures with public goods. A-priori arguments neither
determine the governmental role - as Samuelson (1967a) already emphasized nor do they assign a well-founded role to markets. lt seems that the only way to
support political decision-making is by means of case studies on the basis of
applied welfare economics or cost-benefit analysis (cf. Haveman 1980, Buchanan
1983, Vogelsang 1983). 201

18)

Observe that the pareto-inefficient voluntary-adjustment allocation need not be Pareto
inferior to the Pareto-efficient voting allocation. In this case, on its introduction the voting
procedure would not be unanimously accepted in a constitutional vote.

19) This result still holds true when a zero-provision is achieved by private activities.
20) Observe, however, that cost-benefit analysis is bound to deal with distributinal issues either
explicitly or implicitly, and thus it has a closer affinity to the welfare-function approach than
to Paretian welfare economics.
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3. Performance Comparisons by Means of Multiple Criteria

In order to overcome the inconclusiveness of the Pareto-efficiency concept as
shown in the preceding section and in order to escape the fallacy of nirvana-like
conclusions, in the sequel we will try to give a description of a "multiple-criteria
concept of comparison" in the sense of a more comprehensive comparative
analysis of alternative allocation procedures with public goods. For years several
economists (e.g. McKean 1965, Tullock 1970) have asked for such an analysis
called "comparative institution approach" by Demsetz (1969, p. 1). More recently,
this demand has been renewed and reinforced, for example, by Slutsky (1977),
Blankart (1980), Haveman (1980), Frey (1981), Hauser (1981), Hanusch (1981),
Vogelsang (1983), Buchanan (1983), and McCaleb (1983).
The theory ofresource allocation mechanisms as developed by Hurwicz (1972), in
particular, may be viewed as a fairly adequate "multiple-criteria comparison" for
alternative allocation procedure. Hurwicz aims at extending new welfare
economics which is preoccupied with efficiency statements about the outcome of
allocative schemes. He proposes, instead, to direct attention to allocation
procedures themselves 21 ' and to evaluate and to compare them with respect to
four distinct properties (desiderata): Pareto-satisfactoriness, operational costs 221 ,
informational feasibility (or informational efficiency), and (indiviudual or group)
incentive compatibility. 231 Performance in the sense of relative efficiency of
outcomes is but one of these properties, and not necessarily the most important
one.
There is no doubt that such a "multiple-criteria approach" promises to be more
adequate for comparative analysis than the isolated "old-fashioned" Pareto
21)

Quite a~propriately. this extended normative theory of economic systems has oeen called
"(new)" welfare economics" oy Reiter ( 19771.

22)

Analytically Hurwicz (1972) makes some briefremarks about transaction c1Jsts as a crucial
property of allocative schemes. However, they are not the central point in his analysis.

23) This is, of course, a subjective selection of desiderata. Other important aspects of allocative
schemes may be the speed and accuracy of the informational processing system, economic
growth, full employment, individual liberty, distributional justice and so forth. Observe,
however, that with a rising numher of performance criteria a comparative general survey
becomes more and more difficu It.
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criterion. In order to be more specific about Hurwicz's framework of analysis,
consider an economy in which agents are characterized by their preferences,
technologies, and initial endowments. Since preferences are strictly private
information, the agents must communicate in order to coordinate their economic
activities. Ifinformation exchange comes to an end (equilibrium), the final set of
messages is translated into an outcome which represents, in the context of the
present paper, a public-good allocation. Technically, an allocation mechanism or
procedure in our terminology is a triple composed of a message space, a response
function, and an outcome function. 241
In what follows, we will consecutively discuss the proposed four distinct
desiderata from the perspective of a comparative analysis.
(1) Pareto satisfactoriness. At the cost of some simplification an allocation
procedure is said to be Pareto satisfactory if its outcome is Pareto efficient. This
concept is clearly not innovative since the Pareto criterion that evaluates
allocations is simply translated to become a property of allocation procedures.
Previously we have already been working on the Pareto-efficiency concept in
great detail, and we have shown its inconclusiveness with regard to comparative
efficiency. Thus, this issue needs no further elaboration here. There is, however, a
crucial relationship between the efficiency of allocation procedures and the costs
required to operate the procedures, which has tobe explained next.
(2) Operational costs. The extention to Pareto satisfactoriness would be by no
means trivial if the specific "running costs" (Arrow 1969) or "operational costs"
(Hurwicz 1972) of alternative procedures received explicit analytical
consideration. Conceptually, this can of course be done within Hurwicz's
framework, but the main body of allocation theory still proceeds with the implicit
or explicit assumption of zero transaction costs. 251 Unfortunately, transaction

or these concepts, see Seid) (1978)

24)

Cf. Hurwicz (1972), Reiter (1977). Fora compact review
and Pethig (l 979, pp.137 -15 l).

25)

Transaction costs broadly conceived "represent resource losses due to Jack of information"
(Dahlman 1979, p.148). This includes search and information costs, bargaining and decision
costs, policing and enforcement costs.
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costs are often thought of as a verbal appendix to otherwise formal theories. There
is clearly a wide consent as to the necessity of considering operational costs.
However, there does not seem to be an easy way to incorporate them into the
analysis.
These kinds of specific resources required to operate the allocation procedure of
course reduce the consumption possibilities in an economy, thus affecting the
individuals' well-being. Conceptually, an allocation procedure can be viewed as a
production process (cf. Reiter 1977) whoses inputs are traditional productive
factors as well as procedure-specific resources which produce the output for
"substantive purposes". lt follows that in an economy with a given endowment of
resources and technologies, the comparative efficiency of alternative allocation
procedures is determined by the respective ranking ofthe consumption allocation
associated to their outcomes. But note that increasing operational costs do not
logically imply Pareto-inferior consumption allocations. lt is conceivable that low
operating costs of a procedure coincide with a severe misallocation of public goods
so that the advantage oflow running costs could be overcompensated by foregone
public-good consumption.

In order to get an idea of the difficulty of comparing operational or transaction
costs, let us choose a much less abstract level of analysis and try to compare the
"running" costs for the market provision of an exclusive and positively priced
public good with the costs of operating tax-financed and zero-priced political
provision ofthe same public good. Market provision causes exclusion costs, taking
the form of resources needed for both technological devices to prevent nonpurchasers from consuming that public good (e.g. fences) and for enforcement
activities (e.g. supervisory persons). Exclusion costs depend on various, rather
complex institutional, technical, and economic factors. Thus sometimes they are
small; but medium or high at other times.
While free political provision of public goods involves no exclusion costs, it causes
various kinds of administrative costs. For example, administrative expenses are
due to voting and to tax collection and they depend on voting schemes as well as
the modes oftaxation. 26 •It is obvious from the preceding sketchy comparison of
26)

If, moreover, public goods are congestible and if there is non-satiat.ion, zero-price political
provision may lead that public good to be congested or crowded. Since congestion shrinks
the quality of that public good, consumers get a loss in utility. See Blümel/Pethig/von dem
Hagen (1984).
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transaction costs that no clear-cut efficiency judgement can be made on an apriori basis. At the first glance, an unambiguous market advantage seems to be
deducible if one assumes that in each case the same amount of public good is
supplied and that exclusion costs are negligible, whereas administrative costs in
the case of public provision are not. But even under these rather special
qualifications, the respective consumption allocation may not be Pareto
comparable. On the one hand, there is clearly a reduction in private-goöd
consumption due to administrative costs, but on the other hand, some individual
suffer under market provision by being excluded from public -good consumption.
Operating costs may also take the form of excessive production costs as suggested
by the economic theory of bureaucracy in the case of public production. This Xinefficiency arises from the bureaus' infonnational advantages and monopoly-like
position, freeing them from competitive pressure towards cost-minimization. If
private markets of public goods satisfy the model of perfect competition, political
provision would be clearly inferior. However, markets are not necessarily
competitive and private manager-firms are not perfectly monitored (cf.
Marris/Mueller 1980). To the degree that there is also market X-inefficiency, the
comparative merit ofmarkets is offset or even reversed.
(3) lnfonnational feasibility. Since infonnation on individual preferences is
considered private information, a procedure in which some agent or policy maker
is assumed to be perfectly infonned is said to be infonnationally infeasible.
Particularly a political procedure based on an omniscient (and benevolent)
dictator as well as a market procedure in which producers are assumed to know (a
priori) each agent's marginal willingness-to-pay for public goods must be rejected
because ofinfonnational infeasibility. Loosely speaking, an allocation procedure
is considered informationally feasible (i) if primary information is dispersed in
such a way that each agent's characteristic is private information, and (ii) if the
process of communications is somewhat restricted. In particular, it is required
that no agent can gain all information about the economy. Once two allocation
procedures qualify as informationally feasible, they may be compared as to the
"number and the thickness of communication channels" or, in other words, with
respect to informational efficiency. Recently Sato (1981) has shown that the
Lindahl process requires the smallest information capacity among a certain dass
of allocation procedures for public goods. Thus, within the qualifications of Sato's
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investigation, the Lindahl process is the informationally most efficient procedure.
However the Lindahl process can be interpreted both as a market and a political
procedure. 27 > Thus we cannot discriminate between political and market provision
of poublic goods with resprect to infonnational efficiency as far as the Lindahl
process is concerned.
(4) Incentive compatibility. Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite (1975) prove that
under fairly general conditions it is impossible to design cheatproof social decison
mechnisms. The implication of this theorem for (the design oO allocation
procedures with public goods is that under the qualification of the GibbardSatterthwaite Thorem no non-dictatorial procedure exists which induces
individuals to reveal their preferences truthfully (cf. Green/LafTont 1979). One
cannot hope to find incentive compatible procedures in which, by definition, it is
not to the individuals' advantage to misrepresent their demand for public goods.
The lack ofincentive compatibility as a particular issue in allocating public goods
was already recognized by such public-finance economists as Wicksell (1896). The
modern social choice theory can be viewed as a rigorous restatement of the freerider hypothesis or the prisoner's dilemma. But this new development also
produces the paradox result that incentive compatibility is not only a problem in
public-good allocations, most notably for the Lindahl-allocation scheme
(Ledyard/Roberts 1974), but also for the competitive allocation mechanism with
private goods only (Hurwicz 1972). Does free riding constitute a public-good
specific phenomenon, all.er all? Roberts/Postlewaite (1976) and Roberts (1976) are
able to answer this question in the affirmative by showing that in economies
without public goods the individuals' advantages from preference misrepresentation tend to vanish with increasing numbers of individuals, whereas this
result turns out not to hold true in the case ofpublic goods.
The Gibbard-Satterthwaite Theorem is closely related to Arrow's Theorem on
preference aggregation both in its generality and spirit. Since there are several
escape routes from Arrow's impossibility result, as reviewed, e.g., by Gaertner

27)

Sato's analysis is restricted to a single private producer. However, one may also consider the
government as being the producer. Then the result on information efficiency still holds.
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(1978), one may wonder whether restrictions can be found yielding incentive
compatibililty. Concerning public-good allocation procedures, there are, in fact, a
few escape routes suggested in the literature, among them, most notably, the
Groves mechanism and the voting procedure (cf. Green/Laffont 1979).
The Groves mechanism develops its incentive property with the help of a
sophisticated money transfer scheme implying that truth is each agent's
dominant (!) strategy if and only if the domain of admissible preferences is
restricted to quasi-linear utility functions. The voting procedure is individually
incentive compatible, only ifthe policy space is one-dimensional and, of course, if
the economy is such that a voting equilibrium exists. The latter condition again
implies certain restrictions on the domain of preferences as required for singlepeakedness.
Intuitively, one may be inclined to maintain that exclusive private provision of a
public good is superior to non-exclusive political provision of the same good as to
its incentive properties. In the former case, exclusion may induce a better
preference revelation while in the latter case, due to non-exclusion, agents have
strong incentives to free-ride. As argued in the preceding paragraph, however,
this incentive problem in political allocation is "removable" so that the
conjectured comparative incentive-merit of exclusive private provision may be
offset or even overcompensated. We will return to the relationship between
exclusion and incentives (orefficiency) below.
The preceding discussion of various evaluation criteria showed, first of all, that
for comparing complex allocation procedures such an approach is more adequate
than the one-dimensional efficiency comparison. The question remains, however,
how to select the "best" out of a given set of allocation procedures by means of
such a multi-criteria comparison. Conceptually, this would be easy to accomplish
if one could find a dominant procedure, in the sense that it is at least as good as
any other scheme with respect to every single evaluation criteria. Unfortunately,
any detailed investigation for dominant procedures is discouraged by a negative
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result due to Hurwicz (1972), Ledyard/Roberts (1974). 28 ' These authors roughly
show that under general conditions there is no informationally feasible allocation
procedure that is simultaneously (i) individually rationaP 91 , (ii) Pareto
satisfactory, and (iii) individually incentive compatible.
Observe, for example that the Groves procedure and the voting scheme that have
high scores as to incentive compatibility generally yield Pareto-inefficient
allocations. On the other hand, the Lindahl-allocation mechanism would imply
Pareto efficiency if all agents were indoctrinated ("Kantian") truth tellers. But
since this procedure is not incentive compatible it may be considered utterly
irrelevant to know that Pareto efficiency would be achieved if all individuals
abstain from strategic behavior. Information is needed on the outcome of the
Lindahl procedure if strategic behavior or misrepresentation of preferences is
allowed for. To the best of our knowledge the literature does not provide this kind
of information. Therefore it is not possible to argue that the apparent trade-ofT,
say, between Pareto efficiency and incentive compatibility can be settled by
attaching to each allocation procedure an evaluation indicator that is somehow
constructed as a weighted average of its various achievements. Jo,
To sum up the results so far: The theory of resource allocation mechanism ofTers
no sound arguments for either procedure to be at a comparative advantage in
public-good provision. In addition to the arguments given above, this is also
attributed to the complexity and abstraction of the analysis which actually
prevents operational and more concrete comparative studies. However, to further
develop the comparison in this direction, one cannot avoid raising normative
problems that are involved in cornparing alternative allocation schemes or
related outcomes. An unambiguous comparative evaluation with the aim to select
from among various allocation procedures is only possible if one takes sorne kind
of social welfare function as the basis for comparison. However. such an approach
might be rejected on methodological grounds. Thus there are several reasons
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For det,.li'5 see Pethi,: 1 19781

29)

A procedure is said t,, he individually rational if its outcorne is preferabie to the initial
situation (status quol for all individuals.

30)

lt is obv,ou,; that inforrnational feasibility cannot be traded again,t ,m~ vther desideratum
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pointing to the infeasiblity of a fairly general comparative analysis of alternative
allocation procedures, even if cornparisons are restricted to efficiency as the only
performance rneasure. Despite this rather pessimistic assessment as to the scope
and prospects of a comparative analysis, we do not consider theoretical
comparisons tobe entirely useless, as will be shown subsequently.

4. Recent Developments in Comparing Allocation Procedures
Recent developments in comparative economics centered around at least two
approaches that are not mutually incompatible, namely the theory of property
rights and the theory of economic institutions. Though either approach focuses on
quite different aspects of comparative analysis, it is important to ernphasize that
both of them once again examine the determinants of comparative efficiency of
economic systems. In particular, they are very similar in their focus on
transaction costs. In this section we wish to investigate the role and relevance of
property rights and eonomic institutions within a comprehensive theory of
allocation rnechanisms for public goods.
4.1 Property rights and cornparative efficiency

Within the theory of property rights one central point is the study of the efficiency
impact of differences in both assignments and "quality" of property rights. ll) In
the present context a question of particular interest is in which way private and
collective property rights 32 ' affect the relative allocative efficiency ofmarkets and
political allocation procedures. "Private property [right. W.B.] means that an
individual's right to the use of the resources he owns are exclusive and
voluntarily transferable"' meAlessi 1983, p.66), while collective property rights
are characterized by both non-exclusiveness and non-transferability (cf. Alchian
1979). The basic hypothesis of the property-rights theory is that "different

31)

For comprehensi,e rt" ,.,,...., set- Furubotn,'Pejo,·ich 119,21, Buhbe 11980), and S.:hüller
11983)

32)

Collective property rights .ire al-o kn,,wn as common or public property rights
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systems of property rights present decision makers with different structures of
incentives, resulting in different alignments of resources and different inputoutput mixes" (DeAlessi 1983, p. 67). More specifically, as compared to other right
assignments, private property rights are said to involve the most favourable
structure of incentives in order to achieve allocative efficiency. This proposition
follows from the comparative advantage of private property rights in directing
individual behavior towards efficiency via a special penalty-reward incentive
system, that is, "residual claimancy" (Alchian/Demsetz 1972). Since private
property rights play a dominant role in markets, while the structure of property
rights is mainly collective in the political sector, market resource allocation is
said tobe more efficient than political allocation.
When alternative property-rights arrangements are discussesd in the propertyrights literature, however, the specific problems posed by public goods are rarely
addressed. Since these peculiarities are at the core of the present investigation,
we will direct our attention to the particular relationship between property rights
and public goods. In the following, this relationship is specified by several
important observations.
Consider the set of non-exclusive goods defined as those goods for which either
no exclusive property rights are established or, if so, enforcement of exclusive
rights is incomplete thus leaving the owners with attenuated exclusive rights.
Non-exclusive goods may be either jointly consumable, which makes thern public
goods, or they may be private goods. As far as non-exclusive private goods are
concerned, the property rights doctrine has forceful efficiency arguments in
favour of establishing exclusive rights, and hence markets, even though the
enforcement of these rights may turn out tobe difficult in sorne cases. 331

(1)

Turning now to the set of non-exclusive public goods, one may distinguish those
goods which are excludable, but for which the exclusion principle is not applied,
for whatever reasons, and those goods which are not excludable. However, we find
it rnore convenient to take the view that, on a conceptual level, private (i.e.

33)

A well-known example in this case is the so-called common pool problem. See, e.g., Pethig
( 1984bl.
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exclusive) property rights can be assigned to each and every good, notably to all
public goods. Of course, the formal assignment of private property rights and the
enforcement of these rights are quite different things. Law enforcement may be
imcomplete and costly. 34 > Hence, for each public good, we are led to compare
market allocation with costly exclusion on the one hand, and provision by means
of a non-exclusive political allocation procedure on the other. Consider first the
two polar cases offree exclusion and ofprohibitively high exclusion costs.

In terms of our comparative analysis, the latter statement means that for the
particular public good under consideration market allocation combined with
private property rights is unambiguously less efficient than non-exclusive
political provision. There is wide agreement in the literature that only a few
public goods, such as national defense or the legal system, belong to this category.
Suppose now that exclusion costs are negligibly low. Then we know from recent
developments in the "price theory" of excludable public goods that the pertinent
market allocation typically fails tobe Pareto efficient. Hence we are left whith the
a-priori inconclusiveness of comparing two Pareto-inefficient procedures that has
already been discussed in section 2 ofthe present paper.
There are good reasons to argue that for a ]arge number of public goods, such as
parks, lakes, and the public good "infonnation", the enforcement of exclusive
property rights is {or would be) associated with significant, though less than
prohibitive, exclusion costs.

lt is important to realize that the market allocation of public goods is affected by
changing exclusion costs or varying propensities to illegal consumption. 35 )
Suppose some given public good is privately provided by a monopolist and
exclusion costs are initially low. If it becomes more and more difficult for the
monopolist to prevent non-purchasers from consuming the public good, then, of
34)

Exclusion costs particularly consist of costs for detining, specifying, and enforcing private
property rights in order to achieve effective exclusion. See also section 3(2) above.

35)

Illegal consumption ofthe excludable public good "information" contained in an information
carrier (book), for example, is made easier if the costs of copying are increasingly reduced by
new copy technologies.
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course, the monopolist's husiness hecomes less profitable. Under standard
assumptions he will also reduce the quantity supplied until profit maximization
eventually requires him to close down the market (Pethig 1984a). This
observation shows that even if a public good is "marketable" it may be heavily
undersupplied due to costly exclusion. 36 '
The critical question is whether private and public goods are significantly
different with respect to exclusion. This issue already played a certain role in the
well-known controversy between Arrow (1962) and Demsetz (1969) about the
allocative peculiarities of the public good "information". On the basis of bis
welfare economic approach, Arrow concludes that • price exclusion creates
substantial difficulties. Demsetz maintains, on the other hand, that private
property rights for information do not cause "special and unique" problems as
compared to those of private goods, e.g. automobiles. Suppose that unauthorized
public-good consumption is illegal and that somebody consumes the good
illegally. Then, by the definitorial property of joint consumability, this "theft"
does not detract from anybody's authorized consumption of that public good. 37 i
Even though there is a thief, nobody is missing anything. This fact clearly marks
a unique difference between private and public goods which, in our view, causes
"special and unique" problems to enforce private property rights for public goods.
(2) lt is important to (re)emphasize that, whenever the enforcement of exclusive
property rights raises insurmountable difficulties due to prohibitive exclusion
costs, common property rights turn out to be a quite appropriate assignment of
property rights (cf. DeAlessi 1983). Over time, this constellation may gradually
change due to both technical progress reducing exclusion costs and increasing
commercial value of the associated resource (good) making exclusion more
profitable. Note that even in the case of common property rights the presumed
positive impact of exclusive rights can be used. This is possible by imposing
institutional constraints which act as surrogates for private ownership rules, such

36)

A similar result ofmarket. weakness occurs when an exclusive public good could be retraded
on a "'second-hand"' market (cf. Endres 1980).

37) The situation difTers, however, ifthe excludable public good becomes crowded or congested.
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as hunting and fishing seasons, catch quotas, and other conditions and controls
(cf. DeAlessi 1983). However, these restrictions of free access are costly and can
prove ineffective. Thus an allocative improvement cannot always be guaranteed if
property rights become more exclusive.
(3) Another important observation refers to changes in property-right
assignments. Suppose, for example, common ownership rules are heavily
inefTective so that exclusive rights are preferred. However, the shift in the
assignment of rights must not be advantageous. The discounted efficiency gains
due to the change may fall short of the adjustment costs associated to this shift.
Thus, common property rights, though inefficient, are retained (cf. Anderson/Hill
1983).
(4) Now consider the production process of market-supplied public goods. The
property-rights school conceives of private producers of public goods as being
constrained by (i) competitive pressure, (ii) monitoring incentives of residual
claimants, and (iii) other internal and external rnonitoring schernes (e.g. rnarkets
for corporate control, rnarket for managers; cf. Manne 1981). lt is argued that
these constraints force private producers to be cost efficient in order to survive in
the rnarket. From the property-rights point of view residual claimancy is crucial.
The right of clairning the residual (profit) is derived from the exclusive ownership
of productive factors, and - as is well-known - cost minimization is a necessary
condition for profit maximization.
In contrast, political production of public goods is considered to be weakly
constrained due to common property rights. Since, by definition, common
ownership is both non-transferable and non-exclusive, the incentive for effective
control of public sector production is rather small. There is usually no "residual
claimant" monitoring bureaucratic production, and while the benefits resulting
from a person's controlling activity are distributed arnong rnany individuals, the
costs are borne by the controller. In this respect, private production of public
goods is obviously rnore efficient than political production. However, suppose
there are some imperfections of "residual-claim" incentives, say, due to nonseparable team-production (cf. Marris/Mueller 1980) or, for example, some
efficiency-enhancing incentives in bureaucratic production such as "job property
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rights" (cf. Dobra 1983). Then the a-priori efficiency comparison between lessthan-perfect market and political allocation may again become ambiguous.
(5) Even ifone accepts the existence of a deductive efficiency advantage of private
property rights as suggested by the property-rights doctrine, its order of
magnitude and its empirical relevance has not yet become clear. The empirical
literature (cf. Caves/Christensen 1980, Pommerehne 1983, Borcherding/ Pommerehne/Schneider 1982, Blankart/Pommerehne/Schneider 1984) provides some
evidence that as compared to other efficiency-determining factors, property rights
are not as decisive as put forward by property-rights theorists. On the contrary,
its impact is insignificant relative to factors such as competitive pressure and
controlling activities. These factors not only offset, but usually exceed the defects
due to attenuation in private property rights.
In summary, for an efficient provision of public goods, it may be appropriate to
exploit the efficiency-promoting impact of private property rights if exclusion
costs are reasonably low. In fact casual empirical observations reveal that many
public goods are privately supplied. But the above discussion also implies that the
property-rights doctrine cannot claim to have shown that the market process with
private property rights is uniformly more efficient as an allocative scheme for
public goods than any other scheme, in particular non-exclusive political
provision.
4.2 Economic institutions and comparative efficiency
The main effort ofmodern economic theory of institutions is to study and compare
economic institutions for resource allocation under efficiency aspects (cf.
Bössmann 1981, 1982; Williamson 1981). An important part of this research
program is to focus on transaction costs associated with these institutions. In
contrast to our analysis in the preceding section, transaction costs are
investigated in coiitractual terms. An economic institution is said to be
"transaction-cost efficient" if the associated "running" costs are not greater than
those of all other institutions, if one regards other things as being equal. The
factors which determine transaction costs in economic institutions are, according
to Williamson (1981), "(l) the frequency with which transactions recur, (2) the
uncertainty to which transactions are subject, and (3) the degree to which
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transactions are supported by durable transaction-specific investments" (p. 1546).
As a result, autonomous market contracting is the more efficient the more
transactions occur occasionally (Williamson 1979), the more standardized goods
are exchanged (Hauser 1981), and the more special capabilities (e.g. knowledge,
experience, and skills) are required for certain activities (Richardson 1972).
Conversely, internal organization is the more efficient the more transactions are
recurring, bilateral, and asset-specific (Williamson 1981), and the more similar
capabilities are involved (Richardson 1972).
Although initially this concept aims at explaining the relative advantages of
markets and internal organization, it is, in principle, applicable to all conceivable
economic institutions (cf. Bössmann 1983, Dugger 1983). However, the theory of
institution does not explicitly consider public goods. After having incorporated
public goods in the framework of institution theory, the results with regard to
transaction costs and comparative merits are quite analogous to those derived in
section 3(2) above. Thus, this issue needs no further elaboration. However, for
comparative purposes, some important observations can be made if the quality
aspects ofpublic goods are analyzed within the framework ofinstitution theory.
The theory of information characterizes all goods by one of the following three
quality aspects: search or inspection quality, experience quality, and credence
quality (cf. Hauser 1979). In the order of this listing each quality makes it
increasingly complex for consumers to evaluate the associated good. Consumers
are confronted with rising informational deficits and uncertainty. While goods
with inspection qualitites can be evaluated by careful observation (inspection)
before the purchase, experience qualities cannot be perceived except through the
purchase and the usage of that good. Goods with credence qualities are not
accessible for complete inspection neither before nor after the usage, so that some
non-measureability and risk remain even after the usage. Apparently it is not
clear how ro classify public goods accordingly. Since, however, there is no easy
way to measure practically public goods with regard to its quantity and quality
aspects, we have a good reason for classifying them as goods with experience and
credence qualities. But it is somewhat open how to distinguish between these two
categories. In the former case, the attributes of a public good, though very
difficult, may be individually assessable during and/or at the end ofits production
process like, for example, an opera play. In the latter case the individual
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assesssment is generally impossible (e.g. national defence, environmental
quality). In the end, some lack of conceptual clarity remains between these
categories. Nonetheless, we are able to make the following two observations.
In the case of experience qualities, informational frictions may completely
impede private activities from coming into existence while political provision is
maintained. To see this, consider an example given by Akerlof (1970). He shows
that a market (e.g. for second-hand cars) is bound to break down if individuals
behave myopically. This failure arises from asymmetric quality information
about the good. If only price-competition is feasible and if the lowest quality is
sold the most cheaply, then the market tends to shrink to the lowest quality level.
In certain cases the market will break down. If, on the other hand, political
intervention can guarantee a certain above-minimum quality level at reasonable
costs, then the asymmetry of information is reduced and an allocative
improvement is achieved. However, the situation differs when non-myopic
behavior is assumed. In this case, producers can select between several marketing
activities such as "good will" 381 , for example, in order to persist in competition.
Over time, consumers gain some experience on product quality, and the level of
information obtained in the long run may render an efficient market outcome
more probable (e.g. private theatrical performances).
(1)

(2) Consider now the private provision of a public good with credence qualities
like national defence, for example. Individuals cannot be sure that a sufficient
quality will be maintained by private suppliers. Since it is difficult or impossible
to measure external security (unless in case of war) one is confronted with
problems such as free riding, moral hazard, and adverse selection. These defects
may be overcome by the government's coercive power guaranteeing a sufficient
quality level of the public good "national defence". To evaluate the political
performance, however, one must look at the process of the public activity by
means of established standards or mies (cf. Frey/Pommerehne 1983). Since these
are usual performance criteria in the political sector, public provision is said tobe
superior to private provision of such public goods. Of course, public provision does
not necessarily imply public production. In the case of submission to the private

38) The mechanism of "good will" is anal~zed in a different conlexl though'by von UngernSternberg/Weizsäcker (l 982), von C ngern-Sternberg ( 1984).
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sector, a contractual arrangement has tobe settled between the public demander
ofthe public good and the private producer. However, external procurement may
be too costly due to various contracting costs as compared to costs of internal
public direction (cf. Blankart 1980, Williamson 1981). Thus, even political
production may be justified on the basis of comparative advantages in transaction
costs.
To summarize this section, recent developments in the theory of economic
institutions put forward various arguments for the comparative "transaction-cost
efficiency" of publicly provided public goods as compared to private (market)
provision. In particular, political provision is the more advantageous the more
informational deficits and uncertainty arise for consumers about the quality
properties of public goods. In order to further develop this approach, however, the
concept of transaction costs needs to be clarified both theoretically and
empirically to achieve operational and more meaningful comparative studies (cf.
Williamson 1981, North 1984).

5. Concluding Remarks
The literature on comparing alternative allocation procedures for public goods,
be it the "old-fashioned" efficiency concept or the "newer" multiple-criteria
approach, is incapable of diagnosing an unambiguous superiority of any resource
allocation scheme. However, it should be conceded that, in some respect, this
research is still in its infancy. Thus, it is not surprising that a fairly general
comparative analysis which succeeds in ascertaining performance differentials
for privately and publicly provided public goods is lacking. These shortcomings
are somewhat compensated by recent developments in comparative economics,
namely the property-rights approach and the theory of economic institutions.
However, in general, we know little about the disposition of determinants
affecting the performance of allocative schemes with public goods and, in
particular, the comparable net effect arising from it. Thus, in order to answer the
question raised at the beginning of this paper, a well-founded and comprehensive
comparative analysis of alternative allocation procedures for public goods
suitable as a guide for decision-making in public allocation policy does not exist,
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in our view. Moreover, it is unlikely that such an encompassing cost-benefit
analysis of allocation schemes is feasible on a fairly general level of analysis. lt
seems that only comparative studies on a case-by-case basis are capable of
offering some conclusive proposals for public allocation policy.
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